JUNE

ESTABLISHED
SPECIAL

.T1KDICAL ISOO.TIN

ME

ST^POKTLAM,

treats all chronic diseases that flesh ί
cases that are Riven up as l:icurabl·

Dr. Heed
heir to: all
t>y the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians,
will take their case to treat and cure them. I fln<
«bout four-flftbs of the cases piveil up to die cai
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter
with their full name and place of residence ant
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at tli<
oltlce $1, and consultation free.
». «U. lo

».

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Secnrities.

City, County

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.

J. B, BROWN &

CO.,

W.l). LITTLE &

31 EXCHANGE STREET,

iel7snly

UUNIXEMS

CiHDK.

SONS,

BANKERS,

K.tHbli.hed in I *43.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in firs
class American and Foreign Cos at Lowest Rates
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

Securities Rought and Mold.
eodtf

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

«01IGRESSJT., Portland.
In

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have removed to

180 MIDDLE

STREET,

Three doors west of foimer oificc.
Ira S. Locke.
Joseph A. Locke.
dtf
feb27

Securities,
Savings Banks and
Funds constantly on

ηΐϊ

i.ERs i>-

Washington, April

hand.
eodtf

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., April 27, 188G.
I 7 Α M 111 AM| 3 FM I 7 Ρ Μ 111 Ρ M
Barometer 30.026 29.976 29.906 29.878 29.870
50.0
50.0
45.5
45.2
Thermo'r. 45.3
34.»
32.4
34.5
32.5
Dew Point ,27.H
54.4
07.2
07.2
40.0
Humidity. 150.5
I NE
W
SW
Wind
Ε
S
C
!>
7
7
Velocity... 17
Weather.. I Clear IClear Cloudy Cloudy Cloudy
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean

daily bar...29.030 Maximum ther,
Minimum ther..
daily ther.. 47.0
Max. vel. wind..
daily d'w pt. 32.4
daily hum..57.4

First mortgage Coupon
Bond», and

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.
Six Per Cent Debenture
AND

—

Total preclp

■

.55.1
.37.0
13NE
.0

..

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(April 27, 1880, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of tiino
at all stations.

Wind

i.Thermo'ter

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.
Seven per cent.

28.

Portland and
vicinity—Stationary temperature and light rain.
Indications for New England today are Easterly winds, stationary temperature, light rains on
the coast.

Place of

5C

33

C 4>

Observation. «ε

•m

ίβ
<D

α*
eu W

κ5

Ronds,

—

—

Oranite for Building, Cemetery1
and monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St., PORTLAND, ME
Melvin J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. Ha wees,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work,
dem
dec! Λ

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,
—

FOR 8ALK

BY

H.

WILLIAM

—

EMERY,

18S middle Street, Portland, Me.

in Capital

Paid

Stock

each

of

Coiiipauy, $500,000.00.

Haskell & Jones,
MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS
—AND—

Men's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.
FINK TAILORING A SPEC1ALTT

marl 2

rUUH, WHIIh
Members of

470 CONGRESS ST

eodtf

& UHttNUUbH

the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprietors of

POOR'S SKAN(TAL OF RAILROADS).
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on
always on hand.

margin.

Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence
nvited.
-S3 Wall Street, New York.
apGdem

Σ

ΙΟ <C> ΙΧΓ ID

HASKELL & JONES,
LANCASTER BUILDING,

ATHER.

Indications for

Trust

janl3

HAWKES BROTHERS'
—

for

suitable

Choice

LOCKE,

LOCKE &

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a year ; If paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subse
quent insertion.
Address all communications to

W

(Is & 4s
Kockland
No. Pacific Gold..(>3
4s

Anson

OPPOSITE PRKBl.t DOCHE.
d6u
UI.V12

Bath

ris
Maine Central..7a
6s
P. & Ο. Κ. Κ

& 4s
& Gs

ARETAS SHUliTLEFF,
194 Minor.» STBKET, Portland·
iauldtî
January 1.1884.

No.

H.J, BAILEY & CO.,
NI'CIΟϋΟΙΙΗ TO

MARRETT, BAILEY & GO.
Window
Late Curtains,
Shades, &c., &e.

7

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS
Harmon'ze as the public well know.

SAJLE—Guarantee Bonds of the Broad-

FOR
way It. R., New York ; also stock ; also $55,the Fishkilt,
G
cent gold bonds
000 20

GENTS'

White Shirts !
MILLETT & LITTLE.

Cincinnati, Ο 29.89!
29.78
Memphis
Pittsburg— 29.91
29.92
Buffalo, N.Y.
Cleveland.... 29.90
29.87
Detroit

Oswego

29.90

29.84,
Alpena,Mich 29.86

Chicago, Ills.

Dulutn.Minn
Marquette... 29.73
Milwaukee. 29.82
St. Louis, Mo I 29.79|
St.Paul,Minn 29.69
Omaha, Neb. 2969
29.66

Bismarck,Da

St. Vincent..

29.75
29.55

Denver

29.69|

Cheyenne....

20.70
I 29.79

39|
33

44j

45
47
59
49
57
65
67
74
73
62
60
64
58
46
56
59
46

—2

SE

SW
—1 Clm
xl
—io
—1
—1
—10
-12
—6
—1

48
59
42
47
52
65

-9|
Xl

x6
x5

—1
Xl
χβ

48
55
39
34
47
41

70

El Paso
Yankton
J 29.681
Dead wood... ι 29.80!

Ε

-a NE
NE

—4
x3
—2

54
38

\V
NE

Clm
SE
Clm
SW

S
W
s
SW
SW
SW
s
SW
SE
s

Xll SE
—4 Ν
—6 NW

o|

x2
x6
Xl4
—1

NE

Ν
W
NE

NE

LtRain
Lt liain

Fair

ÎCloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Clear

'Cloudy
Fair

Cloudy
Clear
Fair

Cloudy
Lt Katu
Clear

Cloudy
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Fair
fair

Cloudy
Clear

Cloudy
Clear
Clear

Cloudy
Clear
Clear

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy

Clear
Clear
Lt ltaiu

B. A. Kinmey,
Private, Signal Corps, U. S. A.

MAINE.

Destructive Forest Fires.
(Special to the Press.)
WiecASSET, April 27.—Yesterday a fire accidentally caught in the wood laud of Mr. Chas. M.
Mathews of Bopthbay, and was driven by the
violent northwest wind through the woods of Mr.
Welch. Over 200 acres of valuable timber land
belonging to the estate of lîobert Sproul were
burned over. The Echo Lake Ice Company prop,
erty was saved ouly by the vigilant efforts of the
lire department, assisted by several hundred citizens. The buildings of Capt, Sproul and Messrs.
Farnham escaped ouly by keeping the roofs and
The damages are
walls drenched with water.
'arge and fall heavily upon the parties. The
Boothbay fire department rendered valuable ser.
vices.

Washington S.

J. Court.

Calais, April 27.—The April term of the Su.
pl eine Judicial Court convened here to-day. Judge
Libbey is presiding. The docket contains a large
number of cases and the term will probably be a
one. Very few cases are of special Import"

long

snce.

WE OFFER TO-MORROW

is complete with

New Orleans 29.78

-7 β
—6 w
xl Clm
x7 Ν
-el SW
—8 8
—5 NE

47
46 j

are
Call or

d3m*

mar6

Our

Carpet Department

Jacksonville. 29.89
Savannah,Ga 29.90

Savings

We are prepared to offer the best stock of the
above named goods ever shown in this city. We
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles ana get our prices. We
have selected our

with special reference to the prevailing colors of
each. It is desirable to have

N. Y 29.95
New York... 29.96
Norfolk. Va. 29.84
Philadelphia. 29.94
Washington.. 29.90
Atlanta, Ga.. 29.92
Charleston... 29.89

Albany,

Companies, Societies and Individuals

investing in this class of securities:
address lor illustrated pamphlet,

29.91

Eastport, Me 29.83
Mt, Wasli't'n 30.09
Portland, Me 29.88

More
bv the Shownller norigace Co.
Banks in New Hampshire,
than fifty
Vermont and liliode Island, also Insurance

year per
of
Ν. Y., Water Co.; also 7 per cent western farm
mortgages, principal and interest guaranteed by a
paid up cash capital of $300,000. F. Ô. PATÎERNON,l( I'incStMfliewYoik. ap21tf

Carpetings and Wall Papers

Boston, Mass

PER CENT mm GUARANTEED

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

Carpetings, Wall Papers, Draperies,

New London 29.91)

50 dozen Gents' White Unlaundered Shirts, all sizes, at 44 cents
each. Our regular 62 cent quality. Goods displayed in window.

Verdict

Against

Designs and Colorings.

We have the largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock and get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

MILLETT&LITTLE.
dat·

ap27

THE BEST

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.
We are now exhibiting the best line of
»

/I

η

fiOOlU l

apel's

ami

·»·

Il

nemug

J

uewniuims

that have been shown in this city for years. This
line is complété in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty
of first class work in all its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice. We have a large
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers. Also the
largest stock of common papers in the State.

We guarantee our prices
as the iowest.

as

low

MEDICINE.
Never iklls to relieve Languor and Want of \Ûtality, which few eecape at this season. An impoverished condition of the blood is the prime cause of the
trouble,.and the use of this reliable purifier early in
Spring should not be emitted. Take Yegetine now and.you successfully counteract the effects of
upon the system. ITumore of a Cancerous or
Scrofulous nature are most troublesome now» and
no other remedy has such power to eradicate them.
Should the blood impurity develop an Eruption of
the Skin, nothing will so effectually remove it as
Vegetine. There is no diseased condition of the system caused by au impure state of the blood that Is not
benefited by its use. As a tonic for convalescents*
ladies in delicate health and old people it is

Malaria*

.LIVER AND

UKfSOULES PILLS)b!LIOUS
PILLS
Cure Headache, Rideaehe, Coated Tonene,
Constipai ion, and liltter Taste in the mouth.
The best Liver Reinilat or known. 25 cts. ; fi boxes,
$ l.od By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston.

κ,.„ιι«ι>
ana

-Si

MOQUETTE

Wilton
λ* ELY KT

American.

English, Lowell

FMW&wlylstor«hpnrm

mliO

'fife, lVrol"."y

BODY BRUSSELS,

Worcester. Homers

i)r

CARTER'S

Lowell, Hartford

vj

FXTUA SUJ'JŒS
MEDIUM SUPERS

Higgins, Philadelphia
andlarge lines of cheap
goods

KIDDEMINSTERS

Large Stock

liTTLS

IVER

These Goods
In Choice Patterns.

HSÎîFîÎtm

PILLS.

1,115 ieet111 0 feet alld 12 feet
In ]a,15,18 and 24feet

ητιι
uuvk'Tmr
CLOxII
OIL r'l
SHKET

κ™

miL

^lDru^S

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.
All qualities and in
Great Variety
Patterns

TURCOMAN

SWISS LACES
MADRAS

a

Tatt?i>i
Very Lowest Prices.

NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES

Buy these goods of
and save money.

WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

us

our
Those refurnishing will do well to examine
stock and make sure of getting tbe best at the
lowest prices.

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,
J90& 192 Middle Street.^
We make

a

specialty of

WATCHES !
American and Foreign manufacture.

!
JEÎWEÎLRY
most
of Latest and

Tasty Designs.

FINE MAINE TOURMALINES AND OTHER GEMS
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
in the most thorough manner at reasonable prices, by flrst-class workmen.

repaired

MILITARY ami SOCIETY GOODS

J.*. MERRILL&C0 JEWELERS,
S3»

,J. A. Mehbill.

»p!3

Positively Cured
these Iattle PiSs.

They also relieve Dis
trese from Dyspepsia,
indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perJ
icct remedy for DizziJ
neae, Nausea, Droivslness, Bad Taste in the
Mouth, Coated Tonguo,
Pain in the Side, &c.
Tliey regitlate tlie Boirand prevent Constieasiest to take.
pation and Piles. Theemallestand
a rinj, Purely Ve"in
10
Only one pill a dose.
Ovinia In inailforil 0?
kfm.£riee 2' r',nis.C°·' "Γ°Ρ'Γ5' New YorkSoW hy

of

ART SQUARES
FOREIGN and
AMERICAN RUGS

STREET.
A. Keith.

eodly

No Blame Attached to the Road.
Ohono, April 27.—Coroner Whiting of Bangor
held an inquest this morning on the body feund on
the track of the Maine Central yesterday. It was
He hid a
identified as that of Patrick Qulnn.
brother John Quinn in Easton. Quinn had started
for the Katahdin Iron Works. The jury rendered
a verdict that the deceased's death was accidental,
being struck by the engine of a passenger train
while intoxicated. No blame is attached to the
Fire in

Newport.

Newport, April 27.—The buildings owned by
C. A. Brooks, in this village, with farming tools
and furniture, were burned early this morning.
Loss, 34000; insurance, $3000. Cause unknown.
The Covernor and Council.
AuousTA, April 27.—The Governor and Council
were in session to-day and a large number of confirmations made. Λ pardon case will be heard tomorrow at 9 o'clock a. m. A visit to the Hartford, Conn., Deaf and Dumb Institution will be
made by the Council in May.
The Smart Embezzlers.

TAl'EHTRY BRUSSELS
THifFF

deferred. Brown, the mate of the vessel,
confessed before the first trial of Caprin Brotherton. The penalty is 10 years in prison and $10,000
fine.

unsurpassed.

CARPET MPARTJi
ΛΧ MINSTER,

Conspired to Cast Away His Vessel.
Baltimore, Md., April 27.—Captain Altred Ιϊ·
Brotlierton, late master of the brig Ο. B. Stillman,
who has been on trill here for conspiring to cast
that vessel away, was to-day convicted. Sentence
was

SPRING

IN MEMORIAM
have in warerooms and for sale, the best selected stock of marble in the state for cemetery
Parlies intending to erect memorials
purposes.
to their loved ones cannot fail to please themselves both in regard to price and workmanship
at my establishment,
I

43 TEMPLE ST., between Federal and Congress Sts,

H. F THOMPSON.
IV. Β.—I Uavc 11» agents,
what you arc buying.

apria

Call and

sec

d2m

YOU CAN'T BEAT THE

HOPPLftSTEB
ojVAi acenta fob the cure of pain and disease.
of fresh
Prepared from the complete virtues
The greatest
Hops, Burgundy Pitch and Gums.
strengthening plaster ever invented. Apply
one to Backache, Crick, Rheumatism, Kidney
or pain in
Pains. Stitches, Sciatica, Sore Chest,
any part, local or deep-seated. Cures instantly,
All
muscies.
tired
the
soothes and strengthens
ready to apply. Sold by dru* ami country
etores, 25oents,6 for «1.00. Mailed forprioe.
Maae.
Proprietors, HOP PLA8TEB CO., Boston,

8\vow«es»\

oxvA

and the Labor

merce

Car

Chamber of Com-

York

Drivers'

Question.
Baltimore

in

Strike

for the

Victory
Companies.

Results

in

a

Thirty Boycotters

Arrested

York

Notes

in

New

in

City.

Maine

and

Montreal, April 27.—The case of the embezzlers, D. K. Smart, his wife and G. A. Smart, was
not brought up before the court to-day as was expected. Almost the whole day was spent by the
lawyers on both sides trying to arrive at a compromise It is expected that Smart will give up
$35,000 he holds in bonds aud be allowed to keep
$5000 in money. The ease will come up for trial
to-morrow.

Parson Downs Again Turns Up.
Boston. April 27.—A meeting of the pew owners of the Bowdoin Square church was held this
afternoon, to elect a church moderator and other
officers and trausact general business. Among
those present on proxies were Kev. W. W. Downs
aud Messrs. Coffee and Keyes of his counsel. After the warrant for the meeting had been read,
Mr. Coffey moved the appointment of a committee
to examine the credentials of those present. This
was carried, and the committee reported ten
proxies correct and five defective, among the latWhen the
ter being those of the Downs party.
hat was passed, however, for votes for moderator,
Coffey and Keyes deposited their votes and challenged the committee to reject them at their peril.
Joseph Storey, an anti-Downs man, was elected
moderator, after which a motion was made to for
cibly eject the Downs party. This led to a heated
argument, in which all tried to speak at once, but
which was finally stopped by an adjournment to
Mav Util.

Meeting of the American Historical
Society in Washington.
Washington. April 27.—The American Historical Society celebrated its third anniversary in
this city today. There was a representative attendance of leading professional and literarv men.
Hon. George Bancroft made an address of welcome. He spoke at some length and in a most
to the object of the
feeling manner, and referredsolicits
the attention
society as the grandest that
of man. He asserted that the nature of science
The
address asto
their
pursuits.
was attached
sumed the nature of an historical recitation, and a
American
societv.
the
of
review of the history

Other

Skipped With the Cash.

Easter collection. The bank book and money
satchel were subsequently found in Fltznatrlck's
room but Fitzpatrick and the money are missing.
The young man had previously been entrusted
alway borne a
with money to deposit and had
good reputation. The State police are at work
on the case.

of Annie Donohoe, and the other that of Lulu
Fay.
They wanted to drink more, but he
told them tlie bar was closed. They started to
o'clock, and when at the
leave about 11
bottom of the lower flight of stairs the Donohoe
girl fell heavily, striking on her face. Her companion tried to arouse her, saying "Annie, the
watch is coming." She did not speak at first but
afterwards made a noise and the Fay girl left.
said, "cany her up stairs," and I ran
Somebody
down and was assisted by a man in carrying her
wanted to
said she
go
home,
up. She
and 1 told her I would go with her: she
told
Mr.
called for her mother: X
Dyke
to look after and left for liome ; supposed she was
sick from drinking and smoking and not hurt;
before going to the room
they had been drinking
witliuie; did not scuffle with themtonor they with
each other; was not near enough
push either
oue when they went down stairs ; know of no reason why the Fay girl should deny being present.
Adjourned till 2 p. m. The Fay girl has been

placed

In

DF.EKING.

Much

Norway, April 27.—The shoe shop lmrc is still
opération, notwithstanding the reports to the
contrary that have been circulated throughout
the country. The work at present is mainly upon
samples, as usual at the end of the season's run,
but a sufficient amount of business is done to keep
the weekly pay roll up to about $2,000. This is
not equal to $5,000, but it is a larger pay roll
than can be shown In any other manufacturing

New Okleans, April 27.—A despatch from
Vicksburg, Miss., to the Times-Democrat says :
The government piling In the chute opposite Mayerville, which had a rack of driftwood resting
against it 800 feet long, 100 feet wide, and from
10 to 15 feet deep, gave way on Friday evening,
and went crashing down the chute, tearing out

custody.

When last
and other obstructions.
This
was drifting intact, past Lake Providence.
will leave a clear channel Into Mayerville for the
Orst time since 1871. The water has commenced
to cut out a deep channel around the island which
is rapidly pouing into the river. Rapid caving of
the bank is also reported at Wilderness Landing
and Shiloli.
Another special from the same place to the
News reached here yesterday
same paper says:
that the levee had broken on Sunday night, someThe report created
where In Coahoma county.
At 4 p. m., vesterday, the
much uneasiness.
agent telegraphed from Bobo station that there
had been a small break in the levee at the mouth
of Harris bayou, nine miles above Sunflower
Landing, anu another some miles below.. The
in the neighborhood of each break had
een anticipating crevasses, and when they occurred were promptly on hand to stop them.
Their efforts were successful after a few hours'
work.
Persons who had been at the crevasses
gave this information.
A special to the Picayune from Greenville,
Miss., says: The levee on the Mississippi side is
reported broken about Ave miles south of Friar's
Point. This morning the gap was about 50 feet
wide and 5 feet deep, and tne water was pouring
through with great force. A telephone message
was also received from Sunflower Lauding (that
the levee had been cut during Sunday night at
Harrison Bayou.
This will inundate all of the
Sunflower country, part of Holmes' county, and a
small part of the northeastern portion of Washington county. Owing to the severe storm along
the river last night, telephone communication
was somewhat interrupted, and further details

Sickness of

Remarkable

Captain

a

Maine

and His Mate.

Adulterated Tea Supposed to Have
Been the Cause.

establishment in this part of the State.
of Worker- on Ice.
Gardiner, April 27.—A committee representing the various ice companies along the Iisnnebec
consisting of D. C. Shepherd, superintendent of
the Knickerbocker Ice Company, Gardiner;
George N. Lawrence of Augusta, and David I)en
nis of Gardiner, met the District Executive Board
of the Knights of Labor at the Johnson House in
this city today to consider the question of wages
to be paid the workmen. The ice men assert they
cannot give an increase over last year's prices,
but the Knights of Labor submitted the following
schedule: Bosses and stevedores, $2.00; weighers, $2.00; hold, dump and deck men, $1.75;
ordinary workmen, $1.02Mi. After two lengthy
sessions the meeting adjourned without a fina1
adjustment of the matter, but it is understood the
schedule with slight alteration will be accepted
by the ice dealers and the agreement signed in a

Wages

few days.

Boycotters Arrested in New York.
New York, April 27.—Inspector Byrnes's rien
arrested 30 boycotters this morning for interfering with the business of Cavanajh, Sanford & Co.,
manufacturing clothiers at No. 28 West Twentythird street. The warraats on which the boycotters were arrested were issued by Kecorder
Smyth. The men had adopted a novel plan of
boycotting. They had hired negroes to go to the
iirm's store aud parade in front of it on the sidewalk with banners upon which were printed in
conspicuous colors various mottoes and wordings.
Later the tailors were arraigned. When specific
charges of conspiracy and coercion were preferred against them, tliey each pleaded not guilty,
with leave to withdraw the plea and enter another
plea. Their bail was fixed at $500.
Meeting

of

Knights

of Labor.

Scran-ton, Pa., April 27.—Grand Master Workman Powderly has called a general assembly of
the Knights of Labor of the United States and
the Dominion of Canada to meet In Cleveland, 0.,
the General Assembly to consider the lator
troubles throughout the country, and the proposed
legislation with reference to some system of arbitration between employers and employes. The
delegates who attended the General Assembly at
Hamilton, Ont., in July, 1885, will continue in
office as delegates at the forthcoming assembly.
York Chamber of Commerce on the Labor Question.
New York, April 27.—The Chamber of Commerce held a special meeting this afternoon to
take action on the labor question in its relation to
strikes, tnd a large number of business men were
in attendance. Resolutions were presented declaring that the main difference between employers and employes should be settled by mutual
concessions without the intervention of a third
party ; that an important difference affecting the
public interest and convenience ought to be
settled by arbitration; that the question as to
rates of wages, hours of labor and kind of service to be rendered are proper subjects for arbitration ; that the Chamber fully recognized the
right of all classes of citizens to unite m trade or
labor associations, and to use all moral and legal
means in furtherance Μ their interests ; that any
employe leaving liisTiusiness and going on a
strike vacates lus place absolutely ; that auy man
resorting to violence to prevent another man
working should be visited by the full penalty of
the law, and that every association whicli endeavored by intimidation to abridge the liberty of
choice or of action of those who are not its mem
liers deserves the severest censure of every
American citizen.
These resolutions were discussed at great
length, nearly all of those present making strong
speeches in favor of their adoption.
A resolution presented by Gustave Schwab,
calling upon the citizens of America to support
the guardians of the law in maintaining peace
and order was added to the list of resolutions
presented by Mr. Claflin. The entire list of resolutions was then adopted by the board with much
enthusiasm.
The

New

A Victory for the Companies.
Baltimore, April 27.—The car drivers' strike
lias ended in the defeat of the strikers. As many
of the old drivers as the companies have room for
have been taken back, but a great many are left
out

entirely.

Labor Notes.

assembly of the Knights of Labor lias been
organized in Thomaston by Messrs. Hobbs and
McGregor of llockland. 1). W. Woodbury is.
Master Workman; E. S. Vose, Secretary; L. C.
Daniels, Treasurer.
A meeting of the plasterers and bricklayers in
Brockton. Mass., Monday evening, voted that on
and after June 1st «3.50 per day would be deAn

manded, which is an increase of 50 cents over the
present prices; also that nine hours constitute a
day's work for Saturday.

FROM WASHINCTON.

Regarding

Sale

the

of

Imitation

Butter.
[Special to the PitEss.]
WAsntNGTOX, April 27.—The Senate committee
on agriculture will give a hearing Wednesday
morning on the measure placing the manufacture
and sale of imitation butter under coutrol of the
United States department of internal revenue and
taxing tliem 10 cents per pound. An influential
representation of the dairy interest will be près
ent. This bill is of great importance to the farm,
ing and dairy interests of the country which are
being seriously damaged by imitation butter. The
House committee has already ordered favorable
report on a bill identical with the Senate bill and
there is little doubt but the Senate committee will
follow their example. *

The Design Patent Laws.
Representative Mitchell today reported favorably from the committee on patents a bill to provide that hereafter during the term oi letters patent for a design it shall be unlawful for any person other than the owner or licensee of the patent
to apply the design or any colorable imitation

thereof to any article of manufacture for the purpose of sale or to sell any article of manufacture
to which such design has been applied without
authority from the owner. The bill provides also
that a violation of its provision shall be liable (in
the amount of $250 and to a greater amount in
exceed
case the total profits from the operations
111»
mat sum.
it now appears

report accompanying

me i>m

says,
as re-

jhat the design patent laws
cently interpreted by tiie Supreme Court provide
no effectual money recover for an infringement
and since tliat decision the receipts of the patent
office from designs have fallen off upwards of 50
cent.

port

To fail to pass this or a similar
says, will be a virtual repeal of

patent laws.

bill, the rethe design

Nominations Confirmed.
The Senate has confirmed the following nominations: 0. W. West, to be governor of Utah; J.
C. Dearbon. to be postmaster of Manchester, N.
II. and Sanford H. Potter at White River Junction, \rt.
Anniversary of Cen. Crant's Birth-

day.
The G4tli anniversary of (Jen. Grant's birthday
was celebrated this evening by services in the
Metropolitan church of this city, under the auspices of the Grant Memorial University of
Athens, Tenn. Speakers of eminence took part
in the proceedings, and the audience, composed
of distinguished legislators, diplomats and soldiers, filled every seat. Chief Justice Waite presided; Senator Brown of Georgia gave a life
sketch of Gen. Grant ; Senator Sherman spoke 011
"Grant and the New South," and Representative
Long of Massachusetts spoke of "Grant as a
citizen."
Dr. Spence, president of the Grant
Memorial University, read an address, giving the
history of the growth of the institution, and
speeches were also made by Senator Evarts and
Rev. Dr. Newman.
Cen. Rosecrans' Nomination.
The principal charge against Gen. Rosecrans
upon which his confirmation as registrar of the
treasury is held up by the Senate is said to be
subornation of perjury in connection with alleged
public frauds in California. The Senate has been
informed that the facts are of record in .the Supreme Court ana a committee has been appointed
to investigate them.
Minor Matters.
The Senate committee on public lands lias unanimously voted to report adversely upon the nomination of R. S. Dement to be surveyor general of
Utah.
Senator Hale introduced today,a bill to increase
the pension of James Gott, of the 14th Maine
regiment, to $60 dollars per month. Senator
Hale also presented a memorial of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, asking an appropriation of $5,000 for the investigation of the diseases of fruit trees.
J. Lord was appointed postmaster at West
Brookville, Me., in place of Oscar P. Tapley who
has been removed.
The committee who investigated the affairs of
the signal service bureau fail to find any instance
where there was a corrupt or fraudulent misapplic ation of the publie moneys.

Investigation

of

the

on Account of tho
Rising Floods.

Cloomy Outlock

A

STRANCE ILLNESS AT SEA.

in

Manchester

Manchester, Ν. H.. April 27.—The taking of
in the Donolioe inquest was resumed at
testimony
10 o'clock.
Gilman Clough, a prominent and
wealthy citizen, whose name has been connected
testified
with this affair, was
He
called.
to
leaving the Hazeltine House on the
night of April 17, between 9.30 and 10, lor
the purpose of going to the Monument House to
play pool. On his way he met two ladles, one of
whom ran against him and asked him to treat.
He told them to follow to the Monument House
and he would do so. They followed, and went
into a room with him, and drank whiskey three

.New Yokk, April 27.—The morning papers
contain the following story concerning the affliction of the captain and mate of a St. John, Ν. B.
the barque Sebarque during a recent voyage,
ryngia sailed from Brunswick, S. C., for Hamburg,
two months ago with a cargo of oil barrels. Capt.
James Wright, a Maine skipper, weighing 250
pounds, was in commadd, and his brother William was first mate. The crew included a secoud
«nate, a steward and six men before the mast.
Before the barque was many days out, the offlceis
and steward were seized with cramps, the cause
The captain, mates and
of which was a mystery.
steward lost flesh rapidly. Their eyes grew weak
and their hands and feet became numb. Strangely enough, none of the sailors were afflicted. At
Hamburg the sick men became better, and the
Seryngia discharged the oil barrels, and shipped a
cargo of phosphates consigned to Scammell Bros.,
brokers, of this city. The second mate was left
ashore, and another was shipped for the home
voyage. After a few days the strange sickness
again affected the captain, first mate and steward
The officers
and second mate also became ill.
nearly lost their sight, and were so weak as to be
scarcely fit for duty. A week ago last Saturday,
the Seryngia arrived at the National Storage
Company's dock, Communipaw. Dr. J. O. Tousley, an oculist, examined the suflerers and found
the blood vefsels of their eyes congested. It was
his opinion that some slow poison was at work.
When Capt. Wright's wife arrived from Maine in
response to a telegram, she did not at first recogFrom 230 pounds he had wasted to
nize him.
100 pounds. It was remarked that the captain
and first mate were in worse condition than the
Dr. Cyrus Enson, of
second mate and steward.
the Health Board, was notified, and supposed that
the malady might be due to adulterated food. He
examined the flour, beef and pork of which the
officers and crew had partaken, and found theiu
t,f pv,.pl!piit

mmlitv

The ennkinff utensils

Tuesday evening, the 20th, 2o members of
Orient Lodge, Saccarappa, visited Maple Lodge.
Members were also present from Mission and
Mystic lodges of Portland. Interesting remarks
were made by Messrs. White, Carle, Mabury,
Speller, and Mrs. Clement of Orient, Davis of
Mission, and R. C. Uale of Newburyport, Mass.
Maple Lodge furnished a finu entertainment. The
occasion was much enjoyed by all.
Last Wednesday evening Torsey Temple was
visited by a large delegation from Sea Breeze
Temple of Portland, Miss Lizzie Witham, superintendent. The exercises of the tvening consisted of singing, recitations and readings. Miss
Bruce of Sea Breeze Temple recited two selections in a manner denoting tine talent.
Miss Emily E. Cain, the new general superintendent, is already sending out return cards for
the quarterly reports.

Damage by Water in Mississippi and Arkansas.

It

seen

could

not bo

obtained.

The utmost

vigilance

is

wick, and was of very poor quality. Only half
the leaves were tea. the other leaves being from
Dr. Edson learns that the
some strange plant.
first drawing »f tea each day went to the captain
and his brother, the second to the junior mate
and steward, wiiile the third was given to the
It is Dr. Edson's opinion
men in the forecastle.
that the tea caused the trouble, especially as it is
now recollected by the captain that on the voyage
from Hamburg, two pet rabbits died after takiug
"Iain not absolutely convinced
eome of the tea.
that the tea caused the trouble," said Dr. Edson
make a thorough investiga"but
I
will
yesterday,
tion."
Capt. Wright is better today, but Bis
brother does not improve so rapidly. Tne captain
will go to his home in Maine until lie recovers.
A SERIOUS CHARGE.

present and desired to address the Board.
Mr. Blanchard then said that he represented the
Associated Charities, being one of a committee
appointed to solicit of the City Government an appropriation not exceeding $2uO to aid in carrying
on the work of the association.
He spoke of the
need of a central bureau of charity to direct the
work of the various societies, and prevent fraud
being imposed upon them. The work of the Associated Charities Is largely carried on by visitors
who need the supervision of a competent secretaThis work,
ry, to whom a salary of 8150 Is paid.
as carried on, saves the city a large amount of
money every year. When the Associated Charities were started by J. P. Baxter, Esq., and Hon.
W. W. Thomas, it was intended that the Mayor
should be its chairn an ex-official, and it Is thought
that this work being for the benefit of the whole
city, should receive support from the city. Another reason is that the other charitable organizations

E. W. Buraette and Charles A. Snow.
The court came in at 12.40 o'clock and Mr. Burdette asked that before the jury was empanelled,
the defendant have leave to withdraw the plea of
not guilty before made In the case. Mr. Almy objected and asked that cause be shown why such
action should be allowed. Mr. Burdette said that
the request was made with no intent to delay the
trial or to embarrass the government. The right
to withdraw the plea, he contended, was au absolute one, but he would state his reasons if the
Court so desired. Judge Carpenter desiring such
reasons, Mr. Burdette said that lie desired the
plea withdrawn that a motion to quash five of the
eight counts of the indictment might be made.
The court thought In that case it was immaterial
whether the plea was withdrawn or not, and that
uo righVof the defendant would be lost by not
withdrawing the plea. Mr. Burdette yielded to
the judgment of the court, and the plea was not
He then made a motion to quash
withdrawn.
counts one,(two, three, five and six of the indictment, giving his reasons as follows: First, that
none of the counts named allege with sufficient
clearness any offence against the government and
are contradictory to
each other; second, that

fact

set forth
such cases.
The court

the words of the statute in

A

we

may hereafter

a

dog.

Graham was a notorious criminal, and the hisof his checkered career of crime is fresh in
the minds of the public of Missouri.

tory

AN ANCIENT

WRECK.

that the counts should

The Remains of a

Ship Brought

storms of the past winter have made great
changes in the Cape Cod coast line. Three miles
east of Race Point a hill fifty feet high has been
washed away, revealing the outline of an ancient
wreck. The craft was about 34 feet beam, and it
lays imbedded in the sand, headed off shore. Sixty feet of the forward part of the hull can be
traced. The stern is still buried from sight. Her
timbers are twelve inches square, planked with
five-inch live oak and ceiled with the same.
Her
upper works have either been burnt or cut away.
The stem is fourteen inches through, and it is
three feet two inches from the woodeuds to the
cutwater. The twenty root draught mark is still
visible on the stem. Her bow planks are sawed to
curve instead of steamed.
The style of planking
E\ erything goes
and fastening is very peculiar.

Washington, April 27.
The Chair laid before the Senate a communication from the clerk of the House of Representatives of the State of Ohio, transmitting a transcript of the testimony taken by the committee of
that House, and the report of the same committee
on the subject,
on charges against the integrity

carpentry is beyond the remembrance of ;the oldinhabitants. She is thought to be a revolutionary war ship, as there are no records of any merchant ships of that size being wrecked on Cape
Cod.
est

Houso in connection

with Hon. H. 15. Fayne as United States Senator.
Mr. Payne at once arose and said :

minority

:
o'clock, the inter-State commerce bill was
the pending question was on Mr.
Camden's proposed amendment to strike out the
words, "from the same point of departure," from
the long and short clauses of the bill.
pose.

At 2

taken up.

After considerable discussion on the amendment, and without action the Senate went into
executive session, and at D.55, when the doors

reopened, adjourned.

HOUSE.
The Senate bill was passed extending for two
months from the 30th of April, 1886, the duties of
the clerk of the late court of commissioners ofAlabama claims.
Mr, Bennett of North Carolina, from the committee on judiciary reported adversely the bill to
prohibit aliens from acquiring titles to or owning
lands within the United States. House calendar.
The House was then kept amused for nearly an
hour by a personal explanation by Mr. Koran of
Ohio, followed by a simple explanation by Mr.
O'Neill of Missouri. The following committee reports were presented:
By Mr. Mitchell of Connecticut, from the committee on patents, to amend the law relating to
patents, trade marks and copyrights. House
calendar.
By Mr. Craiu of Texas, from the committee on
labor, to provide for the distribution of the
proceeds of the sale of public lands, and of all fees
received at the general and district land offices
for educational
purposes. Committee on the
whole.
Mr. Buchanan of New York, submitted the minority report and on request of Mr. Reid of North
Caiolina, the Willis bill was placed on the calendar with an adverse recommendation.
By. Mr. Breckenridge of Kentucky, for the committee on ways and means to reduce the number
of internal revenue officers and to
provide for a
belter and more economical administration of the
internal revenue laws. House calendar.
The House then went into committee on the
river and harbor bill. The paragraphs accepting
from the state of Ohio the Muskingum river improvement gave rise to much opposition ami Mr.
Reagan of Texas moved to strike it from the bill.
A motion to strike out was lost.
The committee
theu rose and at 5.45 p. in., the House
adjourned.

The Remington Type Writer.
National Telegram Company. )
New VoilK. April 27, 1880.
)
W. O. Wyckoff of the lirm of WyckolT, Seanians
1
Si
Benedict, the proprietors of the Improved
Remington type writer, today stated In an interview that the difficulties of
Remington li!
sons
would in no
way alleet the
type
writer
that
bin
firm
interest;
hail
!secured the
rights of manufacture more than a
1month ago. and as
now own
they
departevery
1
the Remington type writer would in the fument,
I
if possible, Be better made and the
ture,
supply
1
equal to the demand which has not been the
kept
(
case
inllie past, although l«ss than 900 RemingI
ton
type writers were sold during March.

se-

vere

SENATE.

Mr. President
9
No formal motion is required, I believe, to sena
these papers to the committee on privileges and
1 desire to be considered as making
elections.
such a motion, if it is required, and to couple
with It a request that the minority report may
take the same course.
The majority and
reports were referred to the committee on privileges and elections.
On motion of Mr. Morrill, the bill providing for
the. extension of the executive mansion was
passed, it appropriates $300,000 for the pur-

Revolutionary War
Light by the Sea.

Provincetown, Mass., April 27.—The

XLlXtli CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.

ot certain members ol tnat

to

FOREICN.

Conflicting

News About the Crecian

Situation.
London, April 27.—The news from Greece is
conflicting. One despatch states that France did
all in her power to secure a favorable settlement
for Greece by individual mediation, but failed.
It is also said that France did not sign the ultimatum in which the other powers joined ordering
Greece to disarm; that she had not vet signed,
and that if she eventually does sign it that fact
will be communicated to Greece in a separate
note. Greece, it is averred, is arranging to seek
from the powei s certain concessions in return for
disarming. Other despatches say that Greece
disarmed before receiving the ultimatum, which
ordered the disarming to take place within eight
days, and that when Premier Delynnis received
the ultimatum he declared it was then objectless,
as the orders for disarming had already been
given. A Vienna despatch says that it is understood that France intends to propose a conference
for the purpose of making concessions to Greece.
A
telegram from Athens states that the combined
fleet of (he powers will probably return to the
Piraeus today to embark the foreign ministers.
CENERAL NEWS.
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Haverhllll.
Uticas

m

Richmond, Va., Monday,

the election

resulting

a majority of 5,681 votes against tliem.
The Beaver Falls, Fa., steel works after two
and a half years of idleness resumed yesterday.
The works give employment to lOu men.

in

Easter Sales.
The ladies of the St. Paul's Church Guild held a
successful and largely attended sale of useful and
fancy articles in Y. M. C. A. Hall yesterday afternoon and evening.
The ladles of the First Free Baptist Society
ivill hold a fair today and tomorrow in the Y. M
D. A. Hall and will make an attractive display.
An old time New England kitchen will awaken
the interest of visitors.
The Associated Charities sale in the store on
Middle street formerly occupied by M. G. Palmer
should be remembered. There is a great number
jf useful articles for sale and purchasers will aid
1ι

deserving charity.

Still Alarm.
There was a still alarm of Are caused by a blaze
il the office of the superintendent of the telephone
ixcliange last evening. As one of the lady opera,ors was leaving for home, she saw the light of fire
The flames were
η the superintendent's room.
ixtinguislied but the use of a couple of hand grenidei.
Mr. Lincoln, the manager, who had
>een notified, gave the alarm to Casco company
S'o. 5, and the hose carriage and Eagle hook and
adder truck went to the exchange. The fire was
■aused by the upsetting of a drop light In the sulerintendent's office which set fire to some books
ind papers doing some ten dollars damage.
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YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
At Baltimore—Baltimores 2, Athletic 1.
At Louisville—Louisvilles. 3; Pittsburg. 3.
At Philadelphia—University of Pennsylvania 3,
Yale College 13.
At St. Louis—St. Louis 20, Clncinnatls, 3.

Flaherty

as

an

umpire

Is not

a success.

The Hartfords play the Newburyports today,
play the Portlands again

then return here and
tomorrow.

Harry Oxley, who played on the Queen City base
stopping in Bangor for a
signed for the coming sea-

ball team last season, Is
few days. He has not
son as

yet.

}

THE STATE.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
The number of students in the Farmington Normal School graduating class is 31. The number

of different pupils, 221, registered tills year is
larger than for any previous year.
HANCOCK

COUNTY.

large lizard, the amblystoma puuetaturn, was
captured in Bucksport Saturday and purcliysed by
Prof. Ctase lor the National History Society.
A

KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

Mr. Ο. M. Moore, who retires from the Water
ville Sentinel this week, will open a tourist's
agency in Watervllle.

Snme mwprp.mt. lq nniennintr the rintrs in An.
General Manager Furber of the Boston & Maine I
gusta. Among the dogs that have died was on·
Itailro.nl. has issued a eeneral order in which he
to Doctor Hill, lie dissected his dog,
Belonging
says:
and found a piece of meat in the animal's stomach
Tlje Boston & Maine Railroad having leased the
in which were found distinct traces of strychnine.
Worcester, Nashua and Rochester railroad, will Some seventeen dogs have died In the city since
assume possession May 1st, and will operate it as
the trouble began. It is not often now that a dog
a division of the Boston & Maine system, which
is seen loose on the street, owners keeping their
shall be known as the Worcester & Nashua &
canines tied at home.
Portland division. The offices of division superinAbram Morrill of Waterviile, an old man aged
tendent, freight agent, division passenger agent
76, started to go to his cellar after some graftlu
and division master mechanic are hereby created
wax,
Saturday, made a misstep, and fell on a rock
and the following officers appointed with headin the cellar, striking on his temple so as to cause
quarters at Worcester: Chas. Howard, division
his death. He lived on a farm on the Oakland
supt.; John M. Williams, division freight agent;
road out of the village, was a prosperous farmer
C. A. Waite, division passenger agent; and Amos
and much respected by all.
Barrett, division master mechanic. Mr. How ard
OXFORD COUNTY.
will also have the immediate charge of the maintenance of way and buildings on his division and
More than forty modern houses were built in
will report directly to the feeneral manager.
Norway last season, and this summer promises to
see nearly as many more.
The shoe firm of B. F. Spinney & Co., at NorMail Contracts.
way, are busy changing their patterns and will
soon begin their summer run with about 700
A Washington despatch says the following conhands.
tracts for carrying the mails in Maine were let
Mr. Sprague Butterfield of the firm of Walker
Monday:
& Butterfield, owning the saw mill, etc., at Kast
From Biddeford, by Saco, Hollis and Bar Mills,
Dix field, went below to fix a belt, the other day,
to Saco River station, 12 miles and back, six
and was caught and wound around the shaft. Had
times a week, to N. F. Lord, $280 per annum.
it not been foi a young mau that was in the mill
From Brooklin Neck to North Brookiin, and
as a visitor, and saw him at the time, he would
Blue Hill Neck to Blue Hill Falls. 8^1 miles and
have been killed. His clothes had 10 be cut off to
back, six times a week, F. S. Smith, $220 per
hiin out. He is doing well, but has many bad
annum.
ruises.
From Ferry Village to Portland, one mile and
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
back, six times a week, J. A. Tliurrel, $200 per
for
Capt. George G. Hodgkiiis of Brewer, and( liâtannum.
several years past master of the schooner
From Newcastle, by West Bristol, to South
Boston
in
-Sundied
suddenly
tanooga of Bangor,
Bristol, 13 miles and back, six times a week, W.
day. He was widely known among the seamen of
L. Argue, $390 per annum.
the eastern part of the State.
From Sedgwick to Sargentville, three miles and
back, six times a week, Joseph Hutching». $72
Passengers on trains passing Costigan are
treated to a verv unique sight. The houses there
per annum.
at present are 011 little islands and boats ai- used
in passing from one to the other.
Real Estate Transfers.

§et

OXFOBD COUNTY.

The Prohibitionists were defeated at the polls

2
Ο
2
1
1
2

7 8 Ο
4 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 3—11
Portlands
Hartfords
2 Ο Ο ο Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο— 2
Earned runs—Portland 1. Hartfords 1. Two
base hits, Hatfield 2. Sbeftler, Meister and Shock.
1st base on errors—Portlands *5, Hartfords 7. 1st
base on balls—Portlands 5, Hartfords 1. Struck
out—Portlands 3. Harifords 6. Left on basesPortlands 7, Hartfords li. Wild pitch-McKinley
1.
Time—1 hour 55 minutes. Bases stolen, bτ
Galligan, Kearns. Hatfield, Wheelock, Cavanagh
and Mack. Umpire—Flaherty.
JIAVEBHII.LS 11, UTICAS 1.
The Uticas were defeated at Elverslde, in Haverliill yesterday afternoon by the Haverhills batting Serad hard and often. Up to the 8th inning,
but one scratch hit was made by them off Murphy
while the only error for Haverhills was an excusable muff by Munce. Hawkes' play at second
There was an audience of about
was first class.
500. Errors, Haverhills 3, Uticas 16; base hits,
Uticas
5. The score:
Haverhills 13,
1 23456789
Innings

•Innings

MATTERS.
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College Boycott.
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Since the cane rush which occurred on last Fast
Day, the Freshmen of Colby University have
been taking quite decided steps.
They have, in
Owing to the
fact, been boycotting the Faculty.
suspension, which the Freshmen claim to have
been unjust of their classmate, the entire class
lias "cut" prayers and all other college exercises
since Wednesday. On Sunday morning, however,
the class attended the chapel exercises and will
the difnow attend upon all the other exercises,
ficulty having been, in the meantime, satisfactorily settled. The history of Friday and Saturday
was the repetition of class meetings and of comOn Friday
mittee visits upon the president.
morning the class presented to the president a series of resolutions. It was not known by the class
at that time that the exp«lsion of their classmate
had been changed to indefinite suspension. The
result had been brought about by friends of the
expelled student, and had not been learned by his
class. In taking the step that the class did take,
it placed both class and faculty In unenviable positions. By "cutting" the class and college exercises the class had sundered all connection with
the college and therefore could not treat with the
college authorities as students. In turn, the fac"
ulty must either make acknowledgements of has
ty and injudicious action or allow the seceding
class to remain as they must, as expelled students, a position not to be envied by the students,
since none could then gain admission to any other
college. It is stated that concessions have been
made upon both sides, in order to avoid the difficulty. Tne Freshmen have presented many facts
to the faculty which will have an influence in
their own favor and in favor of the suspended student. These facts the students will be enabled to
urpe the faculty to consider as soon as the Freshmen have again found a connection with the university. The conditions of peace are that the
past few days of rebellion shall be entirely wiped
out. Tiiat which has occurred is not to have any
unfavorable influence upon the standing of the individual members of the class, neither m the past
nor future, and whatever can be presented by the
class in justification of the suspended student
shall have an influence in restoring the member or
at least in giving him an honorable dismissal.

pose on our credulity. We also give warning that
any person or persons of any rank or station who
dare to discover the actors in this tragedy will be
surely and speedily dispatched to a place where
all things are revealed to the curious.
In justice
to the memory of Sarah Graham, a loving wife and
dear mother, whose life was sacrificed at the altar
of Hecate, we subscribe ourselves citizens of
Green county, Missouri.
To Sheriff Donnell. Keep your mouth shut. If
you recognize any of us you will die the death of

overruled the motion to quash, and
the empaneling of the jury was proceeded with,
thirteen challenges being made by the defendant
and three by the government. The jurors were
sworn as they took their places, and Mr. Watson
A. Haves was appointed foreman by the court. An
adjournment was then had at 1.30 o'clock for an
hour, the jurors being warned by the court not to
discuss the case among themselves or to be influenced by other circumstances than the testimony.

were

that

Kearns,

meeting adjourned.

and forever live and be without his presence and
vicious influence. We heartily welcome all strangers to citizenship who are worthy of it. We give
this, too, as a warning to ex-convicts and murderers who may hereafter invade our country to im-

tbey do not contain sufficient specifications of the
wrongful acts alleged ; and, third, that count six
does not show that the actyUleged occurred within the jurisdiction of the United States or of any
State. He sustained his motion in a lengthy argument, dwelling particularly on his last objecoil the
more than

Dis-

OBITUARY NOTICE.

country,

PORTLANDS.

Galligan, Η

Charles Branford was appointed a special policeman without pay at the Centennial Block.
Upon the recomraendatiou of the City Marshal,
the license to keep an employment office granted
to Mrs. Hannah E. Prince was revoked.
The petition of Frederick Fox and others for a
sewer on South street, and of D. P. Perkins and
others for a sewer on Paris street, were referred.
The Mayor stated that be hud appointed Frank
W. Kobinson, Esq., a member of the police examining board iu place of Judge Ooddard, whose
term has expired.
An invitation to attend the ball of the Odd Fellows' was acknowledged with thanks and the

the coroner is in possession of tills paper,
George E. Graham will be dead, and as little punishment will have been inflicted as if he had been
handed by legal authority. It is a matter of right
to the community and justice to humanity that we
ignore the law in this instance. We recognize the
fact that our criminal statutes are not equal to all
occasions, therefore we have resolved to remove
from our midst the worst criminal who has ever
our

sides doing some clever tlekiiiig at the right time.
Kearns ilia some brilliant playing at short, and
was rewarded with generous applause. Wheelock
distinguished himself by "etting his hase on balls
four times, three of which lie scored. The remainder of the story will be found in the score :

granted.

When

inflicted

pru-

Poor.
The Mayor stated that the subject of which Mr.
Blanchard spoke should receive proper con slderation.
The following gunpowder licenses were renewed :
Of Smith, Tibbetts & Co., Ν. M. Perkins & Co.,
Emery & Waterhouse, G. L. Bailey, T. B. Davis
J. W. & Ε. H. Deering.
The petition of Whidden & Co. for permission to
maintain a steam engine on Kennebec street was

Springfield, Mo., April 27.—At 1.30 o'clock
this morning, four hundred armed men surrounded the county jail here, and btfgan parleying with
the sheriff for the surrender of George E. Graham, an evangelist and wife murderer. The sher"
iff would not comply with their demands, and they
then battered in the doors and secured the prisoner.
At 2 o'clock the mob started out of town with
Graham in tlioir midst, and while yet within the
limits
city
hanged him to a tree. Tho following
notice was pinned to Graham's body :

Messrs.

λιγ. niaucuiru

the

posed Of in Missouri.

Boston, April 27.—The case of Geoffrey Gerrier, captain of schooner Kacer, charged with barratry in attempting to sink that vessel off Cape
Elizabeth. Me., on the afternoon of Dec. 28,1885,
was opened in the United States Circuit Court this
morning, Judge Carpenter on the bench. United
States District Attorney George M. Stearns and
Assistant District Attorney Almy conducted the
prosecution, the defendant being represented by

tion and also

was

tins aciiou.

posed that the associated charities receive aid
from the city through the Board of Overseers of

Trial of Capt.

How a Notorious Criminal

cuy uesire

A"1

Yesterday the Portlands met the Hartfords for
the third time this season, and, in the presence of
between seven and eight hundred people, for the
first time succeeded in outflelding, outbattlng,
outrunning, outpltching and outcatchlng them. It
was a cold day and the spectators shivered in
their seats, but the sport of seeing the home team
settle down to work and do up so handsomely a
team like the Hartfords. was more than enough to
compensate. Manager Spence put McKinley and
O'Rourke between the points, and both played an
admirable game, McKinley succeeding In keeping
his opponents down to six hits, three of which
were made at the very start, before the limberingO'Kourke supup process was fairly over with.
ported him finely. He is quick and always active, an excellent back stop and a good thrower.
The visitors presented Gllmore and Mack for a
battery. The first of the game they showed up
well, but toward the last Gilmore became entirely
disheartened at Flaherty's treatment, and for
the last few innings ho hardly did more than toss
the ball across the plate.
The Portlands took the bat first and Galligan
opened with a grounder between third and short,
which after being fumbled by Doyle, Lufbenr
captured it and threw to first. But Galligan was
allowed his base, an error by Doyle and an error
by the umpire. Kearns followed with a clean
right field hit, Wlieelock with a base on balls, the
first of a long series, and Hatfield with another
hit which brought in the first two meH at the bat.
The next three men went out In succession but
not until both Wlieelock and Hatfield had scored.
Four runs the first inning was a pretty good start.
The Portlands made no more until the sixth,
when Wheelock again took his base on balls and
was sent home from first by tte longest hit of the
day, Hatfield's two bagger almost down to the
centre field fence. Hatfield also scored on anothThe
er base on balls, an out and Spence's single.
seventh yielded another run, the eighth another
and the ninth three more,making a total of eleven.
Gllmore, either weakened or discouraged at the
umpire's judgment on balls and strikes, probably the latter, failed to put In speed, and the home
team batted him almost at will.
The Hartfords made their only two runs of the
game in the first inning on a single by Johnson, a
double by Meister and an error by Spe.'ice. After that hardly a man saw third, the result of McKinley's Ditching and the good snpport he received from the field, particularly at third and
ihort.
Fur the Portlands, outside of the battery, of
which particular mention should be made, it was

was

οι me

HABTFOBDS

THE

MEET

HOME AND DOWN THEM.

The Mayor and Aldermen.
meeting of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen
was held last evening.
His Honor, the Mayor,
presiding, all the members being present.
The Mayor stated that the Kev. Mr. Blanchard

HANCINC A WIFE MURDERER.

Cerrier, of the Schr.
Racer, for Barratry.

Base Ball.
THE POKTLANDS

A

Eects

were

ATHLETIC SPORTS.

brated the 67th anniversary of Odd Fellowship in
America by a most successful entertainment in
the Baptist church Monday evening. The sacred
edifice was filled to overflowing. Able addresses
upon the aims and history of the order were delivered by Grand Chaplain Kev. M. Crosley and
Past Grand J. Dunbar of Portlano; Miss Cora
Blanchard read two selections finely and respond
ed each time to the hearty encores; Mrs. Kate
Knight sang several solos with her usual good
taste; fine instrumental music was furnished by
the Pleasant Hill orchestra. Miss Knight presided at the organ gracefully.

■

inspected, and the tea scrutinized with esrigidlycare.
It had been sent aboard at Bruns-

the fishing treaty—"American fishing vessels are
allowed to enter Canadian ports for Wood, water,
repairs and shelter, and for no other purpose
whatever." After (.'apt. Ν Ickerson's experience
of the past four weeks, whereby he was obliged
to go to the expense of transporting his crew of
24 men from Nova Scotia to the united States,
can lie be censured or blamed for his action, allowing the crew of the Uncle Sam were In no
S. Nickbbson Si Son,
danser?
Owners of Sch. B. D. Nlckerson.
27,188$.
Boothbay, Me., April

WEST FALMOUTH.

being exercised by tho levee authorities of this
district.
A special from Helena, Ark., says :
The river
rose 1 1-5 feet from 1 o'clock
yesterday to 1
o'clock this moruing, making the water one-tenth
At 0 p.
of a foot higher than ever before known.
watm. the water was four inches above the high
er mark of 1882, and rising one half an inch an
hour. At 5 o'clock this evening the St. Francis
river at Madison, Ark., only lacked 18 inches of
the 1882 mark, and was rising at the rate of eight
inches in 24 hours. Seven miles south of Helena
the water only lacked one inch of running over
The river from that point
the levee at noon.
down a few miles has been above the high water
The levees are
mark of 1882 since Saturday.
getting soft in many places, and large crevasses
The prosare expected to open at any moment.
are exceedingly gloomy for Arkansas and
oulsiana and are by no means bright for Mississippi. The prediction is made here that the water will continue to rise until the 30th Inst, and
very likely until the 2nd of May.
Denveb, Col. April 27.—The flood at Los Vegas
Ν. M., caused by the heavy rains of the past week
subsided Sunday. Besides the great loss to lumber companies, the Sauta Fe rouud house and
Continental Oil Company, the property of private
citizens was damaged to the extent of 815,000 or
$20,000. The water works are under water, and
the citizens of the upper portion ot the city are
experiencing a water famine. Five hundred eastbound passengers on the Santa Fe road have been
detained here live days because several hundred
yards of track in Mora canon have been washed
away. It is expected that the br-ak will be repaired, so that trains can commence running today. mo tar as it is possime to learn at present,
but one life lias been lost.
Memphis, April 27.—The levee broke at Austin, Miss., 60 miles south of here, tonight at 7.30
o'clock. This means the inundation of Tunyea
and Coohoma counties, Miss.
Memphis, Tenn., April 27.—A special from
HelenartArk
says : At 4 o'clock this afternoon
the levee three-quarters of a mile above North
Helena broke and the water is running through
very fast. The break is fully 50 feet wide and
spreading. Before noon tomorrow all of the
northern part of the town above Walker street
will be under water.

pecial

f;round.

Miss Eva Field, 1C years old, the only daughter
of a widow In this village, died very suddenly
Monday evening in great pain. A little excitement was created for a time by the circulation
of a story that the girl had been poisoned. A
careful inquiry made by a Près» reporter, however, proves that there were no grounds for such
The miss took a severe cold Fast day,
a report.
but was not sick enough to requit* a physician,
and she was apparently doing well until Mondayafternoon at 4 o'clock, when she suddenly and
rapidly grew worse and died about 8 o'clock. Dr.
Moultonof Cumberland Centre was summoned,
but on his arrival the girl was dead. He said the
cause of death was neuralgia of the heart.
Presumpscot Lodge, No. 91, I. Ο. O. F., cele-

Eeople

CENTS-

THREE

When ouce on board, they (the English) could,
without any risk of their vessel being -elzed, enter any harbor in Nova Scotia, land the unfortunate crew, and at once return to the Ashing
while he, with his crew and vessel, were
lable to seizure and detention If be was caught
In a NovaScotian port, according to the terms of

SUBURBAN NEWS.

snags

Tragedy.
Boston, April 27.—Feuton Fitzpatrlck, a young
man in the employ of liobt. J. Johnson, pastor of
St. Mnry's church, Dedham, was given $350 by
the pastor to deposit in the bank, it being the

BROKEN LEVEES.

States.

Creat

PRICE

1886.

saw

the Lewiston Mills.

Lewiston, April -27.—In the case of Napoleon
Lavique vs. the Lewiston Mills the jury to-day
found a verdict for the plaintiff for §4,3e8.18. Lavique, while working in the defendants' mill, was
on an elevator when the gear broke and it fell
violently, by which he had his leg broken, afterward requiring amputation.
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them before that night.
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The following transfers of real estate in the
county have been recorded at the Registry of
1
Deeds:
Windham—Orrin P. Cliaflln to Leroy Β. Nason,
1
land
and building. $1900.
George H. Johnson to Lizzie A. Johnson, onehalf common ami undivided of a let of land. $1
and consideration.
Falmouth—Joseph W. Merrill to James Lucas,
t
land.
$1 and consideration.
Portland—Mary E. Thompson to Isaac D. Sawland,
$1 and consideration.
yer,
;
Mary Chapman to Ε. H. Mills Hall, land on
j
Peak's
Island. $1 and consideration.

The Other Side.
Editor of the Press:
In the Pkess of yesterday we notice an article
1headed "Loss of schooner Uncle Sam; an inhos"
1
pitable captain." We, being owners of schooner
D. Nickerson, and knowing Capt. NlckerBertha
'
sson from childhood, know liim to be one of the
most humane and tender-hearted men we ever
1met, having several times in the past, at the risk
of his own life, saved the lives of liis fellow seamen, and on one occasion in particular he risked
his life in the breakers, on the back side of Cape
(L'od to save the lives of his shipmates, at the
part of his own clothing to
Bsame time removing
:lothe the others. We can readily see his situa,lion in the case of the English schooner Uncle
H
3am, and we feel tint in Justice to him we should
say something in his defence, as he is at sea,
vwhere lie may be until October next.
The English crew say he refused to allow them
;o remain on board his vessel, etc.
W e look at
ihe matter thus :
Capt. Nickerson, knowing an
fcEnglish fishing vessel was lying at anchor a
sihort distance from them, ana that she hailed
:roma Nova BcoUan port, the above crew could
:asily reach lier and not endanger their lives.
To the

A little son of Mr. C. C. Billings of Hanover
while playing near an ox cart one day last week,
fell under the wheels and was almost instantly

killed.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

little hope that the Pembroke
will in the near future, if ever, reami brick are now
being taken from the works lor removal to MassaThere is

now

Iron Works

sume

operations. Maehluery

chusetts.
A boy entered the office of the Eastport Savings
Bank one night last week and found in a desk
several English sovereigns which were well executed imitaiions evidently Intended for catching
thieves; sevoral Mexican and Spanish dollars and
some English
shillings. The boy commenced
spending the money and was of course caught.
No attempt was made to enter the vault in which
nothing is ever kept but small amounts of money
or securities.

New Corporations.
The Neches River Company has been organized
with the following officers :

President-Samuel G. Snelling.
Treasurer—Horatio H. Fletcher.

J,

Directors—Samuel G. Snelling. Nathaniel D.
Sllsbee, Howard Wyman.
Capital stock, «40,000; paid in, nothing.
Spencer Co-operative Boot & Shoe Company, of
Portland, Me. :
President—B, W. Bellows, Spencer, Mass.
Treasurer—J. E. Warren, Leicester, Mass.
value
Capital stock, *75,000; paid In, #27"; par
Business to be prosecuted to manushares, $10.
filed
April
17,
certificate
facture boots and shoes;

e'

Tweed Company. Portland, Me. Business
be prosecuted,manufacture and sale of Tweed's
Liniment;
President—Francis Jewett, Lowell, Mass.
Treasurer—Samuel E. Tweed, Lowell. Mass.
in, nothing; par
Capital stock, $80,(Ou; paid
1value shares, 810; certificate filed April 16.1886.

1886.

S. E.

to

its peculiar design and workmanship, and
its literal representation of the typical hard
! Α ΓΙ.Α1Ν STATEMENT OP MB. COLLINS'* theology of the past. It is an artificial grotWEDNESDAY MORNING, APRIL 28.
CASE.
to, overhung with stucco work, in which Is
Huston Transcript.
Christ entombed. Close by are caves in which
mid
euiniuuiiletters
We ilo not read anonymous
If Hon. P. A. Collins hud never attempted
are human beings .suffering the pangs and
to peddle national offices, he would have
«&U011H. Tlio liante mid address of the writer are
I fires of purgatory, while Christ and the Holy
as
well
as
for
much
been
a
man
!
not
"biger"
happier
pub»«t«uurlljr
ii ail casas ludisiiensable,
! Mother sit in the clouds above these tortured
to-day.
lication but α» a guarantee of good fattJj.
: mortals, looking as serene as a May
EXPLANATION.
A
morning.
CHARITABLE
return
01
to
preserve
We eaiiuol yadertake
The marriage of St. Catherine is a symboliΝ. Y. Tribune.
coiutmurieatïous that are not used.
cal picture of a nun taking consecration
The results of his appointments suggest
theory that the President makes them from vows. In the faces there is much noble feelThe Chicago method of arresting lawless
a lottery wheel or a grab bag.
ing, and the drapery is very brilliant; but
strikes by arresting lawless strikers has its
A CONGRESSIONAL MOTTO.
the subject is not attractive, and the day is
advantages.
Rochester Post-Express.
gone when such pictures will satisfy ourconAccording to our esteemed socialistic
Most of the Congressmen seem to be actuceptions of truth, or can be auxiliary in
friend, HerrMost, an anarchist never strikes. ated by the principle enunciated by Samaii- spiritual development. The authorities tell
a
a
Allen—"when
git
tliu
gitting'
you're
We suppose it is because nn anarchist never
plenty,"—and they are for the old flag and you it is the only one of Rubens's pictures
works.
which lias not been retouched.
an appropriation every day in the week.
Rubens's style ought not to be called his
Tlio whiskey mem won a victory in RichSPRING IN THE 801ΓΤΠ.
Atlanta Constitution.
school, as if he were the originator, since
mond, as it was generally anticipated they
most of the painters of the preceding centulu a few days we shall marshal our poets
would. The big cities are the strongholds of
for a spring parade. In closely buckled colthe rumshops.
ry pursued a similar method of coloring. It
umns we shall present them for review.
In
is difficult sometimes to distinguish a Ruhexameter, in dainty triolet, in
ponderous
It seems a little strrnge that the grand jubens from the works of his predecessor, and
compact sonnet and casual quatrain, in lyric
and elegiac rhyme, in dialect and straightry of Carrollton, Miss., should be unable to
especially from one of his pupils like Joraway, we shall array them, and challenge
daens.
identify the perpetrators of the massacre, American
journalism to produce their equals.
when some of the murderers themselves openMOKKTL'SE PLANTIN.
We could fill a small book with our experily boasted of the crime.
OUR FOREICN LEI TER.
ences during our visit to the home of MoreIt was probably not "C'>ld tea" the bevertuse Plantin. The first chapter would begin
age that flourishes in the Senate restaurant,
[Special correspondence ol the I'lmss.]
in 1555, when Christopher Plantin, a poor
that reduced the Maine skipper from 250
ANTWERP.
man, in a small way, in his own dwelling, bepounds to a skeleton. That kind is generalArriving late at night at Antwerp, we gan printing at Antwerp. In 1557 Jan Morely supposed to have the opposite effect.
found at Hotel d'Antoine no place to lay our
tuse, a lad of fourteen, entered his employ as
as all telegrams for rooms had been
an apprentice.
In 1576 he married Plantin's
Mayor Chapman's selection of Mr. Frank heads,
rush
of
the
W. Robinson as police commissioner, is in utterly disregarded, owing to
daughter, and was received into partnership
guests during the closing week of the Inter- with the father, being succeeded in the busievery #ny commendable. He is in thorough
were rebuffed by
ness by his two sons, Jean and Ralthasar
sympathy with the reform that the law un- national Exposition. We
the clerk, and had not a kindly old gentleFor nearly three hundred years, in spite of
der which he will act is intended to promote
for
our
relief
we
services
man offered his
and can be depended upon to do all in his
wars, pestilences and the rise and fall of
might have been literal pilgrims upon the maay dynasties, the busy round of daily toil
power to further its ends.
earth. After a while our friend of the
had never ceased in that great house, until
When the New York Sun speaks so confifriendless returned with the glad news that
one day in 1827 the last proof was read, the
dently of the "next Republican administra- he had secured comfortable lodgings. We
presses stopped forever, and silence and
tion" aa a thing of the near future—say about
followed his lead in and out of dark streets
gloom have since filled the old place.
1889—what is the use of booming Secretary to a high wire grating like the entrance to
The plain, massive buildings stand around
Witney and President Cleveland and Gov- some insane asylum ; this opened at his a square court yard. Over the principal door
ernor Hill, and so many other possible Demtouch, when he guided us cautiously through is a bust of Moretuse Plantin, who took the
ocratic candidates.
a narrow court yard to a narrower passage,
τ» ο
η nf liic foflinr in laur
curmnnntoH wifll
and up the narrowest flight of stairs, which
the family crest and motto, Lahore et ConstanIt U gratifying to see that the New York
made the little ones cling tightly to our garte, Integritate, et Prudentia duce ad Stella.
boycotters are fast getting themselves into
ments, as the darkness and queer surroundThe rich harvest in earthly treasure reaped
the clutches of the law. The moral effect of
of
of
the
reminded
them
the
barings
story
from obedience to the spirit of this maxim is
their confinement in jail for a few months,
ber of Antwerp, into
whose
shop so apparent to-day ; farther than that the huboth on themselves, and others who think
entered and were never seen to
man eye cannot discern.
Nothing has imblackmail is a legitimate weapon to fight la- many people
return. When it \vas determined to know
pressed us more than looking about this subbor's battles with, will be very healthful.
what became of his customers, it was ascerstantial old flemish home, where so many
tained that the barber had a dear friend, a
The Bangor Commercial report» that Mr.
generations of one family have entered and
Johu B. Redman is willing to become the
baker, for his next door neighbor, who had retired from life's busy scenes. From its
Democratic candidate for governor again. the reputation of making most savoury meat contents one could deduce the domestic and
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doubt however, as to the willingness of the Democratic party to take him.
They haven't forgotten the cold water he
threw on the campaign in his speech to the
some

State convention twe years ago.

The bill which the labor committee will report as a substitute for the Blair educational bill i* a less meritorious measure than the
It proposes to divide the
one it supersedes.
of the

proceeds

public

lands for the next ten

years among tue states upon tne oasis ol tue
school population, indnotof illiteracy, as is
ttio plan of the Blair bill. It is hinted that
the bill is offered really as the readiest way
of defcatiag the Blair bill, for it is absolute-

ly certain that the Senate will

never ac-

cept it.
A band of strikers have taken forcible possession of the Missouri Pacific yards at
Atchison, Kansas, and driven the workmen
out of the shops. This is an outrage that
cannot be palliated or excused, and the Gov-

ernor of the State is under obligation to use
the whole force of the commonwealth if
needed, to restore the property to its owners.
The Knights of Labor ought, for their own
credit, to repudiate all sympathy with this
affair. Indeed, they ought to go further and
see that the men who have committed these
outrages, if they are members of their organi-

zation, are

dismissed from it in

disgrace.

Mr. I'amell is so confident of the success
of Mr. Gladstone's home rule bill that he has
already begun to constitute the ministry
which will be formed on the establishment
of the Irish Parliament. The list includes
the following : Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Mr. A. O'Connor ; Minister of the Interior,
Mr. Sexton; Minister of Agriculture, Mr.
Biggar; Minister of Education, Mr. J. Mc-

Public Works, Mr.'T.
Carthy;
P. O'Connor;
Minister of Justice, Mr.
Chance ; Attorney General. Mr. Healy ;
Solicitor General, Mr. D. Sullivan ; Minister
Minister

of

of Commerce, Mr. Harrington. It is also
the intention, so the London World reports»
to appoint a minister who shall have charge
of the relations of Ireland with the Irish of
America, and it is probable that Patrick

Egan will

be offered the

The news that comes

place.
from Greece is

so

contradictory that it Is impossible to form
an Intelligent opinion of the situation there.
That Greece wants to fight

is

evident, but

that she will have the courage to ignore the
command of the powers to keep the peace is
doubtful. The real attttude of Bussia, for
Bussia's professions are frequently different
from her actual wishes and intentions, will
undoubtedly have great weight with the little kingdom. There is ground for the suspicion that the Czar would like to see a conflict between Greece and Turkey to furnish
a pretext for moving the immense army he
ha% assembled in Southern Bussia into the
Sick Man's territory. This army Is an elephant on his hands. He dares not disband
It for fear that the half savage men that
compose it turned loose in his dominions,
would stir up Internecine strife and give
Nihilism a fresh impetus. What he wants
is something for it to do. A war between
Greece and Turkey would inevitably furnish
an excuse for the Czar's taking a hand, and
this army of the South would then find employment. A conference ol Russian notables has recently been held at Livadia, in

pies. Following this clue,

prosperous family for three
centuries. The last heir, who died two years
since, occupied these silent halls until 1877,
when he sold the whole establishment to the
Burgomaster of Antwerp for a perpetual mu-

business life of

seum, with

a

the strictest

nothing should

reservation that
Could

you see the rich treasures, garnered during
the long history of this family you would say
twelve hundred thousand francs was a cheap

doors, tliey went to bed and slept soundly

five hundred thousand francs was refused
from an English museum.
Who could wonder the olcl man should choose to transfer the

until the cathedral chimes for

broke

our

morning

price. For one cabinet alone, made of buhl,
inlaid woods and gold trimmings, with twenty panels painted by Jordaens, an offer of

mass

slumbers.
is full of beautiful things.

The
cathedrals differ very widely from those in
other places. They are very ornate In style,
and full of massive groups of statuary in
white and tinted marbles, and elaborate
wood carvings. We visited St. Andrew's
church. Here the pulpit is upheld by a
wonderful group of life-sized figures cut in

Antwerp

heir looms of his race to guardians who
would faithfully keep his bacred trust, and
step quietly aside to his country home rather
than sit in the midst of the speechless groups
of his ancestors, waiting the approach of the
same grim monster, who had in times past
clutched them all one by one. Christopher
Plantin was the first printer here in the time
of Rubens, Jordaens, Vandyck and their
contemporaries, and doubtless, if not the first,
he was an early engraver and etcher of their

oak and representing the miraculous draught
of fishes. The canopy overhead is a group
of cherubs. In this church hangs Rubens'

martyrdom of its patron saint. We chanced
to be there during a mass for the dead held
over the body of some rich man.
The church
centre was filled with ragged children, who
had knocked off their wooden shoes at the
threshold and stood barefooted on the marble floor, pinched and shivering with the
cold. A group of fat priests in black and
orange colored garments mumbled off a
Latin burial service in such a maudlin way
that the old saints themselves, were they to
return to earth, would never have mistrusted

they

paintings. The walls of some of the rooms
are covered
with gobelin tapestry, others with silk damasks, and some with embossed leather, such as has been recently imitated. The ceilings are solid oak, good for
five hundred years to come, the floors of different hard woods, the railings and doors
carved, and each thing durable yet beautiful
in its simplicity. We stepped into Plantin's
private office, where stand his desk, stool and
ink stand ; files of letters and notes were
stuck on pegs, in.short everything looked as
if the clutter had been cleared up while the
owner took a short vacation.
In the work
room stood the original presses used by the
first Plantin, beside the others with all the
improvements of experience and invention.
The list of names of the proof readers, their
entry and exit from his employ was fastened
to the wall. Long showcases were filled with
the types of illuminated books in all languages, copper plates of noted pictures, medals, samples, seau and wood cuttings by the
thousand, showing the labor of many minds
and many hands for weary monotonous decades. Up in the attic stood his furnaces,
crucibles and tools with which his typei

listening to their familiar prayers.
Jacques church is the richest we have
yet seen. Here Rubens was baptized, and
in his family chapel he and all his family are
buried. This chapel was built after his own
designs about thirty years before his death.
A picture which well might be called "Rubens's Triumphant Life," fills the wall in the
were

St.

rear, and was the work of his later life. It
is not a masterpiece of his skill, but makes a

striking family monument. His father and
grandfather are in the center; on one side
he stands as a knight in armor, his favorite
character in which he painted himself ; on
the other are his two wives, one a blonde,
whose face one recognizes so often in Rubens's angels, and the other of a darker
complexion. Some of the faces of the cherubs hovering over the group are the portraits of his children. We went next to Rubens's seat. Although there is no lineal descendant the coat of arms is still kept on the
high-backed pew. We sat in his chair and
gazed upon the marble statues of saints and

BOSTON, April 21, 1886.
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centre like the covers of. λ book. The middle is the Crucifixion, on one side the Saluta-
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APRON SALE.

NOT TO RIP.

W I L LISTON

—

Is that

of it.

W. C.
ap22

DAILY disposing of some Big Bargains in
GENTLEMEN, YOUNG MEN and BOYS Our

we are

Clothing for

THE LADIES OF

—

CHURCH

will hold an Apron Sale at the Ctlapel

AFTERNOON.

Ice Cream will be served from 5 o'clock, through
the evening. All are invited.
ap28dlt

GROUNDS.

HARTFORDS Ë PORTLANDS,
Tuesday and Thursday, Apr. 27 & 29.
3.00.

Admi«*iou «.3 cent*.

ap26

Manager.
iltf

WARE,

BALL

ItASE

PORTLAND

Game called at

d4t

THE FIRST FREE BAPTIST

PIANOS,
ORGANS,
BROWN CORKSCREW WORSTED SOITS
sizes,
Cutaway
ORGANS,
$9.00
goods
$15,
bought
Quality.
workshops
PIANOS.
ORGANS,
public
>

FAIR Σ
The ladies of tills society would call the attention of all friends to their sale of aprons and fancy articles, at the rooms of the Y. M. C. Α., Wed·
niidaj and Thumday, April «ÎS and iW·
There will be among the many booths and tables,
a quilt and rug department.
Λ novel feature of
the fair will be a New England kitchen, "of ye
olden times." Dinner and supper served at all
hours. On the evening of the 29th there will be
an entertainment.

in either Sack or Four Button
in men's
is the same that sold last season for
Frock at
a lot of the
this seain
We
and
offer
in
own
now
made
them
our
son,
them to the
at

LESS THAN WHOLESALE.

Aduii»»ion

apr27d3t

irn con.

BOSWORTH RELIEF CORPS NO. 1

May Day Carnival!

The

greatest opportunity yet offered to this
AT
styles than usual in MEN'S publie to purchase PIANOS and ORGANS at
that
CITY
BUSINESS SUITS at $8, $10, $12 and $15.
prices
defy competition.
HALL,
We carry the largest stock in this city ok*
We are now opening some fine lines of Boys' Flannel
MAY DAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING.
Frank L. C'olliu», Musical Director. Chanel·
Blouses at 75c, $1, $1.25 and $1.50. Boys' STAR Shirt such STANDARD MAKES as
1er'» Orchentra.
Waist at 50c, 75c and $1. Boys' Waists 25c, not star.
The Juvenile Operetta, entitled
"HENRY
MILLER
F.
&
SONS,"
ΉΙώιιυιαΙ Wnicffi ^i\f*
MAY MORNING!
"CHAS.
M.
STIEFF,"
Operetta written byWm. H. Putnam; Music
REMEMBER, fer this season's "ROUGH AND TUMposed by Frank L. Collins: Chorus of 120 voices
from the Public Schools; Pianist,· Miss Alice 8.
"NEW ENGLAND,"
BLE" all wool SUITS for Boys we are headquarters.
Hudson. The Drama,
Our order of 500 suits given several weeks ago is now
"BRADBURY,"
SILVER
LINING.
written by Fred Adams. The Drama,
"GILBERT & CO.,"
being delivered. Sizes 4 to 14 years.
TRUE
PHILOSOPHY;
NORFOLK JACKETS in all sizes, prices and qualities,
Vacation in the i'ountry."
λ nu το m a κ c way lor our spring stock will Citr Oirln
Harry M. Nickersoo, solo selection Maud Hawfor Men, Young Men and Boys.
selection.
Ten Beautiful Tableaux.
kins,
reading
close them out at a great bargain l'or cash or
Matinee, adults 16 cents, children 10 cents ; No
reserved seats.
We

are

showing

more

com-

on a

:

GENTLEMEN'S SPRING OVERCOATS.

installments,

on

THE MANUFACTURERS.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

lie

and

sure

and
you money.

purchasing elsewhere,

The "PURITAN," an all wool garment, in all sizes, antee to
35 to 44, ONLY $5. Large stock of SPRING OVERCOATS for Men, Boys and Children.

New

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING CO.,

St., Portland, He.
Manager.
WARE,
dtf

λλ

apr2G

save

call before
will guar-

we

W. C.
ap27

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
We shall offer for the next few
extraordinary drives:

Evening, adults 25 cents;children
Reserved seats (evening) 35 cents, at

16 cents.

Stockbridge's.

CITY

ap26dlw

HALL,

MONDAY, MAY 3.

Fair and Dramatic Entertainment
under the auspices of the Ladies' Association ο
the New Church. Some of the features of the fair
will be Kate Greenaway 5 o'clock Tea,Flower and
Candy Booths, Uipsey Tent, Gentlemen's Table,
also many articles of use. Refreshments in Reception Hall. AdmiMMion Afternoon Free.
In the evening the Dramatic Club will present their
very successful aud entertaining play In 3 acts

England Organ Cnmpany,

No. 16 FREE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

SHAKESPEARE WATER CURE.

eOUOL

255 Middle

Jll«H

Drab, Brown & Black Derby Hats
FOR YOUNG

!

BY

ci«.

For

27.

^

Reception,
EXHIBITION, PRIZE DRILL AND BILL
CITY

pkgs.

appreciated by
Delivery
daily

public.
Knightville

the

H.W.JOH

MAGIC
—

LIQUID

BEST

FINEST AND

COUSEKS & TOMLINSON,

Agents,

GENUINE ASBESTOS
STEAM-PIPE and
BOILER COVERINGS. PISTON and WICK
FIRE PROOF
PACKING.
MILL-BOARD.
PAINTS, PLASTIC STOVE-LINING, CEETC.
MENTS, COATINGS,

WHOLESALE GROCERS,

Send for Full Descriptive Catalogue, Sample», etc.

"TECHNICON"

W. W. WHIPPLE &
21

MARKET

CO.,

SQUARE,

PORTLAND, ME.
Headquarter for New Eisland.

rach30

alw-teod2m

api-24

POBTLASD, ME.

dim

A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fingers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
Students should use it. A great
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting
tlieir technique.
Herman KotzscliReferences:
■uar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Win. Mason.
—

84 Haffle; SU, Boston, lass.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

SAMUEL THURSTON,

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtures,

GEN. AGENT,

Turcoman and Silk Curtains,

AND

UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
dtf

febit

ΊΓΕ MAKE THE ONLY

UNITED
STATES
HOTEL.

GENUINE
and

our

tWAak

ROMjEB,
Stop Boiler 1» Standard.

your Sealer tor there, take no other.

[WHOLESALEJ
apr21

eodly

DR.

BLASTING POWDER.

Treats complicated Diseases and
those made
elironic by malpraotice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.

mown

"ATLAS POWDER,"

he best high explosive on the market. Furnished
η any quantity, and at bottom prices.
Alao Guiiti and Fubing Tackle.

Gk L.

BAILEY,

331 middle Street.
apr26

eodtf

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,

Sole agent In tills vicinity, for Du Font's Black
Powder, (Blasting and Sporting) and the well
llonaultation
from 9

a. m. to

M

HALL,

Evening:,

May

5th.

ΡΒΟ(ίΒΛ«31Ε.

STARCH,

'ASBESTOS

on

ap2«,27,28,29.myl&3

FRATERNITY

Wednesday

Raising Buckwheat,

MealallS
and after Tues-

Renerved

sale at Stockbridge's

day, April

DRIVE UNTO. 1.

FLOUR.

tU.l.K ULKK.

EveningTickelM'itS ct*.;

PRIMARY CADETS'

MEN,

days the following

there were few of his craft, and he must have
had intercourse with the whole cultured
world. We wandered about the dining room,
Washburn's
$5.75 per barrel
"
where the chairs stood around the table, and
$5.75
the portraits of the different hosts and fair
"
"
dames seemed to follow us with reproachful
Best St. Louis
$5.50
eyes. We could trace the irresistible work
DRIVE NO. 2.
of time's fingers in the one face of the child,
the maiden, the bride ; and lastly when she
...
35 cents.
Ρ&C
l-2s.
"
"
appeared a wrinkled old matron. Happily
25
l-4s.
P&C
his power .is limited to surface work—he can
never deface the individuality of the soul,
6 lb.
30 cts
Hecker's Self
which shines out as truly from dim orbs, fur18 cts
2 lb can Corned Beef
rowed cheeks and silver threads, as from
in
word
and
of
Drives
sense
the
These
are
every
bright eyes, dimpled cheeks and fair locks.
We could picture many grand occasions,
the
cannot fail to be
when Rubens and other noted guests sat
and
187.
team for
around this festive board, and discussed the
m.
at
1.30
Turner's
Island
p.
of
art
and
the
progress
signs of the political
times. How easily too, we could seat the domestic circle around the supper table, and
hear the ceaseless chatter of the merry little
people, who are never abashed by the presence of the gravest philosopher, and who
143 TO 153 YORK STREET AND 20 PARK STREET
think always there is time enough bye and
S,M&W3t*
apr24
bye to get wisdom. Leading out of the mother's
room was
a «cozy
bedroom with
closely curtained recess where the little ones
were
protected from the cold
a
drafts. There
was
sombre hue in
these rooms, and the strangers stepped softly as if they were intruders into the hearth*
stone circle. Strange to say the grape vine
MADE BY—
covering one side of the square has outlived
PAINTS.
MAGIC STARCH CO.
them all, and still bears fruit.
We
These
in
are
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
every
respect
strictly first-class
was
it
as
were told
old
as
the
linseed
and
the
of
oil
high"Taints, composed
pure
house; whether that is true we know est grade of pigments; combined by processes
exclusively our own. They are unequalled by any
not, but the immense main trunk, supportIn richness and permanency of color, and are the
the
tells
of
most
durable and economical paints ever proing
outspreading branches,
many
IN THE WORLD.
for general structural purposes. Sample,
generations of little ones, who have impa- duced
sheets and pamphlet "NT KIT'Τ I'Κ AI. DECNEEDS
NO COOKING
tiently watched the slow purpling of the ORATION" free, by mail.
Producing a ricli, beautiful Gloss and Stiffness,
clusters, which hung above their curly pates Strictly Pure Colors in Oils, Varoinhes etc
! 25? ;>o S In re h yet introduced can be comas temptingly and provokingly high as to
pared with the ÛIACrlC.
ROOF, CAR and BRIDGE PAINTS,
Reynard of old. It looked oddly to see in various colors. Are especially adapted for outOne
will do the Work of Two
Package
!
for
and
iron
and
rough
America represented by one solitary por- buildings. barns, fences,
Ponnds of Ordinary Starch.
woodwork.
trait, that of our historian Motley, among
Sold under guarantee oi manufacturers.
the ancient worthies such as Vandyck, RuASBESTOS ROOFING.
bens and Rembrandt.
M. C. P. B.
The standard and reliable Portable ltoofing, for
steep or flat roofs In any climate. Skilled labor
not required in its application.

tion of Elizabeth, and the other the Presentation of the Infant Jesus to Simeon in the
Temple. It was like meeting an old friend
The Pbesa characterized this statement as to see in this group the identical head and
loose talk and showed that the total bonded shoulders of Simeon, wrapped in a rich Eastdebt of the cities and towns of Maine was ern mantle, like an old India shawl, which
only about 827 per capita. In the Argns of the people of Brunswick call one of their
yesterday Mr. G. Morgan appeared again gems of art in the Bowdoin gallery. At this
with this explanation :
distance it is recalled as a most admirable
The "loose talk" in iny article in the Argus of
copy. Among the choice works of art at
the 21st, as charged by tlie Puisse, consists in a
slight omission. I should have stated the debt to Antwerp is a small head of Christ painted
be 1100.22 per capita in cities and towns in
on white marble by Leonardo da Vinci.
We
Maine having a population of 7,600 and upwards.
My statistics are taken from a standard work by see many copies of this painted on a veil,
a well known publisher, and dated 1886, and so
and sometimes hung like an apron around
far as I know is as worthy of credence as those
given by the I'jiehh. But the omission is of tri- Mary's figure. One could write a book full
fling Import, since it did not materially affect the about the museum. As we entered we nosubject presented by me.
ticed a man without arms copying exquis"Slight omission" is good. Having stated itely the works of the masters. He wore on
that each man, woman and child in the botli
feet stockings cut off at the toes ; the
State of Maine was weighted with a public
pallet was hung on the great toe of his left
debt of $100 and over, he now explains that
foot, while his brush was balanced between
what he meant to say was that every man,
the two largest toes of his right foot, which
WHAT WOMAN
woman and child in places of over 7500 inhe moved with as much freedom as a skillWANTS
habitants is under such a burden, and the ful
right hand. As we bade him good bye
IN shoes:
difference between the two statements is in he
picked up a pen and paper with his toes
his opinion trivial. Perhaps Mr. Morgan and
wrote his address in a fine legible hand.
does^ot know that tnere are only seven in- This museum is
rich in works of Vandyck,
corporated places in Maine with a popu- Otto Vennius, Kubens's
master, and his
lation of 7300, viz: Auburn, Lewiston,
pupil Jordaens. Here is the Descent from
Portland, Rockland, Bangor, Bath and the Cross, the chef d'oeuvre of
Quentin MatBiddeford, and that the total population of sys, the blacksmith artist. At the foot of
these places is only 107,428, or but onethe cathedral tower is a beautiful iron cano1st. Λ Neat, Close-fitting and Graceful~
sixth of the total population of the State.
Shoe.
py designed and forged by his own hand.
shaped
with
Perhaps
these facts before him Mr.
It is said he aspired to marry the daughter
2d.
No breaking-in torture. Easy at
Morgan will be able to perceive that there is of
an artist.
The father's name has escaped
firs t, and always snug and handsome.
a very
great difference between a statement
our memory, but the picture will be rememthat every man, woman and child in the
ALL THESE DESIDERATA SHE CAN FIND IN
bered as a miserable piece of coloring, and to
State is under a public debt of
$100, and the say that the son-in-law
The celebrated "J. & T. Cousins' New
only excelled the
statement that such is the case with
every
York Shoes," ofail kindsmd materials, in
father
would
not
him
rank
high
among
very
man, woman and child in places of 7500
popthe old masters. Quentin, not daunted by
14 widths and 10 shapes of toes and heels.
ulation or over. Mr.
Morgan wants to know this
refusal, determined to win at any cost,
if the Press "favors the
they will not rip; will not slip at the heel;
longer continuance und forsook his anvil to
go to Rome, where
will not wrinkle, and are the perfection
of the law upon the statute books of
Maine, tie worked industriously for three years,
which places a tax upon, bonds and
of achievement in the shoemaker's art.
other
then came back to lay his trophies at the
evidences of debt,[whether issued
by individ- father's feet and claim the hand of his
Look on Soles for Nam# and Address of
uals or corporations, the inevitable result of
laughter, the heart already being pledged.
which is to take from labor a large share of its
J. & T. COUSINS)
just dues and give it to capital." The Press Entering the house he saw a picture upon
NEW YORK*
the father's easel of Satan and his angels
does not favor any law whose "inevitable
Heaven.
lover
The
warring
against
young
result" is such as that. But we are inclined
M. 6.
for Portland.
seized a brush and soon put a large bee upon
to think if any move were made to relieve
eodtfnrmcM
sepl4
the canvas. When the stern
papa resumed
bonds and other evidences of debt from all
his work, he took his handkerchief to brush
BUY THE
taxation, the first to cry out against it would off the
insect ; but it did not stir ; then came
be this very labor which Mr. Morgan says is
the inquiry: "Who painted that bee?" The
share
of
its
of
a
dues
large
just
deprived
by trembliug maiden
confessed the presumpthe taxation of bonds and other evidences of
WITH ITS
tion of her suitor, and her father
acknowldebt. One of the claims of the Greenbackedged Quentin's ability, if he could paint a PATENT REFLEX
CRATE.
ers, who always professed to represent
Dee that would cheat his
BOLD O.NLY BY
eyes, and refused
the laboring man, was that the exemption of
no longer to bless the happy pair.
TENNEY & DUNHAM,
the National bonds frem taxation was an
In the cemetery of St. Paul's church is a
12 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND. ME.
injustice to him.
dec!4
piece of rude art, only worth mentioning for
eo<J0m
Statistics show the bonded debt of the cities
and towns of Maine to be $100 per capita, being
the highest (save one) of any other State In the
Union.

REPERTOIRE.

255 IMILE ST., NKTLM#, IE.

STEVENS & ELWELL,

taken from Heidelberg Castle, and say
there are a few more things which they will
yet send home. The two outside pictures of
this triplet are half the size of the middle,

0RCHESTRAJN0

BRASS BAND.

THE MASCOT.
Monday,
«IKOFLE OIKOFLA.
Tuesday,
Wednesday, Oueen's Lace Handkereliier.
CHIMES OF NORMANDY.
Thursday,
THE MIKADO.
Friday,
OLIVETTE.
Saturday,
of Penzance.
Pirates
Wed. Matinee,
THE MIKADO.
Sat. Matinee,

Boston £ Portland Clothing Co.,
Short

<tO

PKOPLR

THIS

Telephone

not a little that the French
have given back part of their military plunder—for one item, six hundred thousand vol-

40

OUR OWN

P. S.—We have a full line of these famous All Wool Suits
in sizes4to 14 years, constantly on hand. They are the most
durable suits ever made for boys and are WARRANTED

uud Examination
tree
p. m.
JanlGdtf

WIESBADEN TABLE SAUCE.
The most delicious in flavor; appetizing In effect; and by liberal use enables Dyspeptics to eat
meats and hearty food without injurious results.
For sale by all grocers.
aprl6eod8m

Novelty. Young

? ?ble..H^tier tlieJLatest
iuit thrstvlp^ry«î!wn
flnnSi nWSfiiiner™atsi,lillColor8· Children's Goods
H

and

Brown' Grey a,,d Black Goods

examine'

Ε. N.

PERRY,

apr24

*

Trotting Stallion

Libby's

chuckle

Ο
COMIC
OPERA COMPANY.
w

a

NEW
apr21

and

& NIOULTON'C

RENNEÏÏ

FRED MORRIS,
for A. Levy & Bro., New York.

Manager

Perforin-

H«-opte aiteact pur
sice* every week.

SEVENTH ANNUAL ΤΟΓΚ.

Ver,trul,,ours,
Eastern

The Long

CENTS.

SO

DEAR SIR: —I would again state that the Boston and
Portland Clothing Company is the only establishment in
Portland, Maine, that receives the celebrated "Rough and
Tumble" Suits direct from Messrs. A. Levy & Bro., New York,
and other parties selling the "Rough and Tumble" Suits in

Sardines,

gium, Germany and Holland, never, having
forgotten the old grudge, demanded restoration of their ancestral heritages. The Ger-

Λ\Ι>

W.C.WARE,MANAGER BOSTON AND PORTLAND CLOTHING CO.,PORTLAND,ME.

Company.

Superlative,
Pillsbury's Best,
Very

We could easily separata ourselves from our
present sphere, and falling into the peculiar
atmosphere of his time, imagine Rubens entering the portals with his wife and little
ones to seek the blessing of his father confessor. In the cathedral is a trio of Rubens's
paintings, which have had an eventful history. This picture, with hosts of other
treasures was taken by the Freneh in the
days of Bonapart(fs conquests and carried
to the Louvre. After the revolution Bel-

the

ΙΟ

THIRD PARTY. I
would also state that the agency of the "Rough and Tumble" Suits was never offered to any other party in Portland,
Maine, within the last year excepting the BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHINC CO., and I recommend all those wanting
THIS SEASON'S "Rough and Tumble" Suits to go to our
only authorized agents, The Boston & Portland Clothing

made.
His library was rich in rare books of his
own printing, and many, the gifts of crowned heads and revered sages, as in those days

and the inspiring pictures, which look
much the same as when Rubens knelt there.

of (irnl-clnM Comic Opera
People'» Price* of AdnaÎM»ion,

originator*

Keservetl Seat» 10 cents extra.
For sale at Thrnlrr, FBID.4V, April i.'ld.

Portland, Maine, receive them from

were

angels

VOL' ALL KEJIEittBER US.
nt

be sold or scattered.

old house ; and after much perand encouragement the children
were disabused of the notion that this might
be the veritable home of the baker or barber,
and when they had looked under the beds
and ielt about the floor for cracks to trap
suasion

supposed to have discussed the policy of
Bussia as regards the quarrel between Grecce
and Turkey. The result of that conference
is likely to have great weight in determining
the attitude of Greece.
CONCERNING TAXATION.
In a communication to the Argus of April
27 Mr. G. Morgan of Fryeburg paid :

was

rambling

mans

participated, and

spring

found attached to the chair in which the
barber's patrons sat to have their wigs fitted
and powdered, and by it the unhappy victims were lowered into the cellar and conveyed to the baker's shop. We reached at
last some little rooms in the top of a quaint

which is

which the Czar

a

One Week-Commencing Monday, April 26. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2.30.
The

ni

There is

PORTLAND THEATRE.

a

Men

find
Fine
Call

ean

specialty.

tl»e Latest Styles.

245 Middle St.
dtf

A Good Record

18 M 86.

Be! For the year ending April 1.
tween one hundred and two hundred surgical operations
have
been performed at the Free Hospital for Women supported by the
IHurdoek Liquid Food Co., Boston,
Record 2.32'A ; sire of Dr. Smith trial 2.28Vi.
; without the loss of a single patient,
Gov. Morrill Is a choice black, with star in face,
and all restored to usefulness.
stands 10 hands high, and weighs 1150 lbs. was
foaled May 7, 1875, bred by A. I. Allen, Hebron.
Mel, sire Knox Morrill soil of Winthrop Morrill r
(dam by Gen. Knox), Gov. M. dam by imported
LIQUID FOOD WAS GIVEN BEFORE AND AFTER THE
Annfteld, 2d, dam S. T. B„ Morgan descent, Annfield was selected by the special agent of the N.
OPERATIONS.

GOV. MORRILL

S. Government and was brought from England to
N. S. where he was purchased by Col. T. S. Lang
and brought to Maine to improve our stock of
With what we have been and are doing
breeding mares; lie was bred in England and was j we "hall be able, in our new Free Hospital
a successful runner, winning the Goodword and
that we are now building corner of HuntNewmarket stakes, and second in the Eng. Derby.
ington Avenue and Camden utreet, to jperGov. Morrill's size, style, color, disposition, bot- I form in the Murgical half of the Hospital,
tom and speed together with power to transmit
these good qualities to his offspring, makes him a
desirable horse to breed to.
He will make the season of 1886 at Presumpscot
Park, Deering, Maine.
Operation» annually.

500

TERMS,

$25.00

for the season, cash or approved note at time of
service. Mares not proving in foal can be returned next season free of charge. Mares kept at
stable at owner's risk for §3.00, or at pasture for
$1,50 per week.
For further particulars call upon ASHEB M.
SAVAGE, at the track, or address,
L. W. DYER, East Deering, Me.
aprlûd.'iw*

Sale of Real Estate
STATE

CUMIIERLAND,

on

Judgment

BEECHER,
SUBJECT.

"REIGN OF THE COMMON PEOPLE."
Reserved seats 35 and 50 cts., according to location. Admission 25 cts. Tickets sold at Stock
bridge's Music Store Thursday morning. April 29.
Halffare on M. C. R. R. Late train on G. T. R. R.
Special on P. & O. R, R.
ap27dlw
8VHH013ltfdOtId 1H1 'SNCIIVIIHI SHOWN

:

ren-

dlawSwW

EALED PROPOSALS for furnishing material
and labor required in the erection of a shoe
factory at Freeport, Maine, for Ε. B. Maltett, Esq..
will be received until May 1, 1886. Plane and
specifications mav be examined at the office of the
architects, where all necessary information w ill be
The right is reserved to reject any and all
ids.
FASSETT Λ TOMPSON, Architects,
93 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

S
_

fiven.

April 17,1886.

apl'Jdtd

BOOFINO COMPANY.

Builders should investigate as to the Roofing
manufactured by the Dlrigo Roofing
It is tidy iu appearance ; durable with proper
The roofing for IOO feel
care for half a century.
Delivered without freight charge
cokU M'iM.ï.
at any point in Maine with railroad or steamboat
connections. It is the most valuable roofing ever
invented for the price. Just the thing for cottages.
Send for circular. Address Dirige Roofing Co.,
apr26eou3ni
Uteep Falls, Mc.
iYIntcriiil

Lecture by the REV. HENRY WARD

dated the Sixth day of

TO CONTRACTORS.

Co.

TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 11.

at

apr21

DIKIGO

HALL,

S8.
011 a

Cumberland,

CITY

Execution.

said County of
Superior
the March Term thereof, A. D.
to
on
wit:
the
Third
1880,
day of April, Α. I).
1886, in favor of Charles F. Mountfort, of PortM. Parker, of
said
John
in
land,
county, against
said Portland, for the sum of Two Hundred and
Dollars
and
Fifty-Five Cents ($222.Twenty-Two
55) debt or damage, and Nineteen Dollar» and
Cents
($10.43) costs of suit, and will
Forty-Three
be sold at Public Auction to the highest bidder
therefor, at the Sheriff's office, in said Portland, on
the Twenty-Second day of May, A. D. 1886, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, a certain lot of land, with
the buildings thereon, situated in said Portland, on
the Southwesterly side of Munjoy Street, and
bounded and described as follows, namely: Beginning at the Easterly corner of land sold by
Moses Gould to James E. Davis, by deed dated
April 22d, A. D. 1853: thence running Southwesterly by said Davis hind about Seventy feet
to land sold bv said Gould to Benjamin F. Kilbyj
thence running Southeasterly by said Kilby's
land about Forty- two feet, to land sold by said
Gould to Frederick Gilky ; thence runtiing Northeasterly by said Gilky's land about Seventy feet
to Munjoy Street; thence running Northwesterly,
by Munjoy Street about Forty-two feet to the
point of beginning; being the same premises conveyed by said Moses Gould to John N. Pennell by
deed recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds,
ill Book 274, Page 517, the same having been attached upon the original writ in the suit wherein
said cxecutiou issued, 011 the Twenty-First day of
October A. D. 1885, at four o'clock and fifty minutes in the afternoon.
Dated at Portland this Seventeenth day of April,
Α. I). 1880.
Ε. N. JORDAN, Deputy Sheriff.
by

Admission 50 cents. Reserved seats only front
tier Balcony, G5 cents. Those buying admission
tickets can exchange by paying the difference.
Reserved seats and admission tickets at Stockbridge's. Give the boys a crowded house.
dlw
apr22

OF MAINE.

Execution,
TAKEN
April, A. D. 1886, issued
the
dered
Court for
on

Concert, Chandler's Hand, 8 to 9.
Primary Cadets' reception and presentation by
the Portland Light Infantry, (Co. A.,) Mechanic
Blues, (Co. B.,) Montgomery Guards. (Co. E.,) .lid
the Portland City Cadets, at υ o'clock.
Exhibition and Prize Drill, 9 to 10.
Grand Promenade Concert and Ball under tiio
management of the four military companies. Music, Chandler's Orchestra.

BABIES.
Kemember that with feeble infants who do not
thrive on their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market,WE REQUEST NO ORANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
daily of Murdoek's Liquid Food, ana you will And
that their lost or needed vitality will ue restored
to them in less than thirty days.
Not a case of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdoek's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been prescribed by a physician.
question often asked—how does Murdoek's
Liquid Food compare with other Foods and Tonics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts in his annual report for 1880.
The

^
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Murdoek's Liquid Food..14.10 i.07 ic 45 ο 4a
Not any. 54.87 52.10 23^74
Liebig's
Valentine's
do. 28.07 22.02 11.00
Johnston's
do. 2t>.13 47.10 3.30
Delacre's
do. 50.13 00.50 111.24
Murdoek's Liquid Food contains 14.10 percent,
of albumen; all the other foods do not contain
any. Common food does not contain over one per
cent, that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other
preparations from 22.02 to 00.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74
per cent..
In alcoholic extract» t.9T. The other preparations are all TONICS, as they contain from
to 56.13 per cent.
2i'.,13
These facts sliow win Murdoek's Liquid tood
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing the system of disease.
Pain is the prayer of a nerve for healthy blood,
and on it our life depends. Murdoek's Liquid
Fowl will make new blood faster (ban all foods or
four times
preparations known. A tablespoonful
a day will make 10 pounds new blood monthly,
28
and tiie system contains 24 to
pounds.

SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.

MIRDOCK
aplO

LIQUID

FOOD CO.,

Boston.
SKI&Wtf

WOLFE'S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage ami necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is siinerior to
for these purevery other preparation
A public trial of over 30 years
■■ration iu every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
for it.
reputation of salubrity claimed
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

Soses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
18 BEATER
NEW

STREET,

YOltK.
dly

mar 10

Δ W F UL J -?»'p

i» « » I
La ■ ft'red (or 15 years,
was cured easily,
quickly and safely; no pu in or
risk; neither knife nor ligature ; harmless operation and complete relief. Give me your addreas, if
you suffer, and 1 will tell you how 1 obtained safe
and speedy relief.
Address, F. A. C., Lock Box 1092,
Lewiston, Me.
aprSMW&Flm*

Dirigo Mineral Water.

Iced water ruins digestion ; IJirigo water lm
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered (Billy, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 8£l to48hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

UUNDLETT BROS.,
Je23

Proprietors,

413 Fore Street

dtf

PRESS.

THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING» APR1L!28.
WIT AND WISDOM.
So your sun lias graduated from collge, Mrs.
Badger?" observed a visitor."I
suppose he is very
"Yeei" returned that lady.
well educated?"
"He Is, indeed." she replied with pride.
"Does he speak Latin and Greek and those lan-

guages?"

should say he did, Greek particularly well.
it was only yesterday I asVed htm how he
liked his studies, and lie said they were all Greek
to him. Just think of It!"
"I

Why,

bad condition with rheumatic
pains and was constantly growing worse. After
taking Athloplioros I was free from pain in twenty-four hours, and seven bottles cured me. I think
your medicine an infallible remedy. I). G. Strattou, New London, Ct.
1 was in

a

very

and his wife and
friend
watching at his side,
"It
conversation.
a
little
his
mind
by
try to divert
so
is a delightful thing," said his friend, "to have
be
want
to
one
makes
It
almost
devoted a wife.
siek."
"Go and get married then."
"I have been thinking of it, and already have
my eye on a certain widow."
"A widow!" exclaimed 1*
.bitterly. "Am I
so low as that then?"
X-—is

sick abed,
dangerously
who are

an. intimate

The Clergy, Medical Faculty and
as the
People all endorse Burdock Blood Bitters
in
best system renovating, blood purifying tonic
the world.

Send for testimonials.

Let each man think of the circumstances of his
life, and |how its lot has been determined. The
turning
getting up a little earlier or later, the
down tills street or that* the eating of this dish
and acor the other, may Influence all the years
tions of a future life.—Thackeray.
weak
Women with pale, colorless faces, who feel
mental and
and discouraged, will receive both
Iron l'ills, which
bodily vigor by using Carter's
and complexion.
are made for the blood, nerves
up from his
"Pap," said little Jacob, looking
is a piece that says
Sunday school paper, "here
'Beer versus whisKy.' Shall I read it?"
"Trowdat paber lu de schtove, Shaky. Inny
aifrt fit for
mans vot says beer is vorse as vlsky
nodiugg except kindling vood."
Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hearty
eating la relieved at once by taking one of Carter's
Little Liver Pills immediately after dinner. Don't
forget this.
anecdote of Darwin is going the rounds
refers to
Which seems quite worth repeating. It
bringing out
old
his
age—the period when lie was
was
health
his books on the nabits of plants. His
woman—overpoor, and an old family servant—a
about
hearing his daughter express some anxiety
his condition, sought to reassure her by saying:
"Hi believe uiaster'd be hall light,madam, liif
'e only 'ad something' to hoeeupy ris mind ; sometimes °e stands ill the conservatory from inornin'
till night—Just a-lookln' at the llowers. Hlf Ό
only 'ad sometliin' to do, 'e'd be hewer so much
better, hl'm sure."
No one enjoyed the joke more than the great
naturalist himself.
An

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
The following are recent charters :
Bark Courier, Portland to Martinique, cooperage at private terms.
DelSclir Nellie K. Sawyer, St. Pierre, Mart, to
CO
lihd, bbls
aware Breakwater, sugar at $2
and small stowage 30c.
Sclirs K. S. Learning and F. P. Lee, Kennebec
to Philadelphia, ice G5c.
BaltiSchr \V. L. Bradley, Windsor, N. S., to

plaster SI

50.

Schr Modoc, Sand Hiver, Ν. S., to New York,
piling L'%c ^ foot.
N. S.,
Schr J. H. Wainwright, Dovvning's Cove,
to New York, piling 2%c t> loot.
Saco to
Sehrs J. Nickerson, and J. M. Morales,

Philadelphia, Ice 70c.
Schr Oliver Dyer, same.
Schr lialph Sinnet, Portland
05c. ;

to

Philadelphia, ice
Portland, coal

Schr I'anny Flint. New York
90c iuid discharged.
Schr Oscar C. Smith, Philadelphia to Portland,
coal $1 05 and discharged
Schr Canton, Boston to Cardenas or Matanzas,
empty hhds at private terms.
Schr David Torrey, Bangor to Havre de Grace,
cord.
wood $2 75
to

portlanFwholesalemarket.
27. 1886.

PORTLAND, April
The following are to-day's closing quotations
Flour.

Grain, Provisions, &c.
Clout.

Superfine auu
low grades.3 25®3
X Spring and
XX Spring..» 00@5
Patent Spring

of

:

High Mixed Corn.ei@52

ICorn, bug lots....64À55
iMeal, baglots. ..62®53
(lata, car lots....44@45
4 Ota:Hi
Oats, bag lots
Seed.
25
Cotton
G
00@6
Wheats
.23
car lots.
00ι&24 00
Micii. straight
do hag... 24 00 a 26 00
5 25@5 50
roller
clear do—5 00 α δ 25 Sack'dBr'»
car lots..l7 00@19 00
stoue ground.4 75®5 00
do bag... 10 00a20 00
St Louis st'gt
18 00(3:23 00
75
5
Middlings.
50.α|5
roller
5 25 g)5 50 do bag lots,20 00&24 00
clear do
i'roviMionn.
Winter Wtieat
5 75@6 00 Pork—
Patents
14 00®14 50
I
Backs
FUh.
I Clear —13 00®;13 50
Cod, ψ qtl—
11 COft 12 00
Mess
OC
I
Large Shore2 76@3
7 δο,αβου
Large Mauk2 50®2 7E I Mess Beef.
8 50;<i0 00
Ex
Mess.
«.3
OC
2
75
I
Small
0
60S, 10 00
2 25®3 2C I Plate....
Pollock
10 60410 00
Ex
Plate
OC
I
1
50^2
Haddock
1 75&2 2E ! Lard—
Hake
I Tubs ψ p..Gy2@6%c
Herriuu—
bx.. 1 G@20c I Tierces— e%@(l%c
Sealed
Pails
0%@7%ο
I
1
13s16c
No
lb
I Hams
U'/i'slO c
Mackerel f) bbl—
do covered lOV's a 11 Vy
Shore ls.l9 00@21 00
O.i.
Shore 2s. 7 00® 8 00
Med. 3s. 5 00Ά G 00 Kerosene6V4
Port. Kef. Pet
α.
.Small
!>Va
Water White
Prctlucr.
13
Pratt'sAst'l.tJbbl.
Cranberries13
3 G0i£4 50 Devoe's Brilliant
Maine
10
Cape Cod.. .5 50fLti 50 Ligonia
9
Pea lieans... 1 50(^1 75 Silver White
10
1 50^1 75 Centennial
Medium
ItniHiu».
German mal «5'®1 75
it3
25
25
2
Yellow Kyes.l 40(jg 1 65 Muscatel
Irish Potatoes...<S0®70 London Lay'i*2 75®3 15
13
&13Va
00
lOnduraLay.
St Potatoes
@4
7
@10Va
Bermu Onions2 50^2 7E I Valencia
eugnr.
*10 «.$12
Cabbages
lb
7%
17@22
Turkeys
7'/β
I5âil(i IxtraC
Chickens
Kvcdn,
15 α ItFowls
$2Vi£)82s/e
llled
Top
@15
Ducks
@14 ; Timothy Seed2 15@2 20
Geese
IClover
Iiy2ail3c
Apple*.
Chee»e·
Snow
11
Vermont
%@13
Tallman Swts
Nol Baldwinsl 00.a 1 5C N.Y. factory liy2@13
JS
utter.
I
5C
1 OOjj.1
Greenings
Creamery» lh...23324
ib 8@llo Gilt Edge Ver... 233-24
Evaporated
18g20
Choice
JjfuouM.
17ά'18
4 00aj4 25 Good
Florida
12@14
5 OOa.5 5C Store
Messina
3 75(2,4 OC
Kes»·
Milagers
Eastern extras .13^14
Oran^.
12
4 2.3 α 4 75 I Can & Western..
Florida
12
5 50@6 5(J i island
Valencia
Limed
I
Messina and Palermo ft bx.3 50@4 00
5(J

25

—

—

...

—

franulated

—

Foreign Exports.

Imports.

LIVERPOOL. Steamship Toronto—<:500 sacks
salt to Dana & Co 50 cases porter to Κ Stanley &
Sou.

PORTLAND.April

27. 1886.

Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 27 cars miscellaneous merchandise ; for connecting roads 109 cars miscellaueous merchandise.

20%

.125

18'/a

40
98 Va

87yg
118%
113'4

;40!4

103
10V4
Γ>1

62Î
"

'Ά
15 Mi
03va

Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]

20 50
18 50

:

Homestake

1 IE
115
1 85

Bodie

Con. Cal. & Va

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Apr 27.1886,-The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day :
Savage
Con. Cal. & Va
Bodie Con
Hale & Norcross

1

!

1%
1V4
2%

Watertown Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN. April 27,1886.-Cattle market
less active and prices shade lower.
Market Beef—Extra at 7 25@7 75; first quality
at 7 00®— ; second quality at 5 00®6 CO ; third
quality 4 00.H4 50.
Receipts of cattle 1121 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen |>palr $100®$187'
Farrow Cows at $15(a$30; fancy at S5o.g.S80:
Milch Cows and Calves $25 a §48; yearlings $9®
$18; two years old $13@$28 ; three years $23®
$40.
Swine—Receipts 12,098; Western fat. live, 4%
@5Vi ; northern dressed 5% c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 18G7 ; in lots 2 50@
5 00; extra 5J50@6|75.
Veal Calves 2%®51Ac.

Chicago

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]

CHICAGO. April 27,1886—Cattle—Receipts 6,000; shipments 1000; lower; shipping steers at
4 40®5 65 ; stackers and feeders at 2 85®4 75;
cowsTbuIls and mixed at 1 75@4 20; through Texans at 4 20@4 75.
Hogs—Receipts 15,000; shipments 3,200: the
market is lower; roueh and mixed at 3 60@4 25;
packing and shipping at 4 00@4 35 ; light 3 0P@
4 30; skips 2 75®3 40.
Sheep—Receipts 000; shipments 200; market is
higher; natives 2 25®5 75.
Domestic Markets.
ntkw

[By Telegraph.]
YORK. April 27,1886.—Flour market-

Receipts 10.559 buis; exports 1725 bbls and 550
914 sacks, dull and still tending in buyers favor;

1Π1ΠΟ bhln.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 25@3 00; supernne
Western and;State at 2 G0®3 35 ; conimou to good
extra Western anil State.at 3 25^3 65; good .to
choice do at 3 70®5 25; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00®5 10; fancy do at
at 5 15@5 26 ; common to good extra Ohio at 3 25
10; common to choice extra St Louis|at 3 25@
20; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75S5 00; choice to double extra do at 5 10®
550 bbls city mill extra at 4 60®
4 (55; 700 libls flue do 2 25ίά3 00; 800 bbls suNo 2 at 3 25
perfine at 2 60;« 3 40; GOO bms extra
extra at 3 25®
@3 65; 2800 bbls winter wheat
5 30 ; 3G00 bbïs Minnesota extra at 3 25® 5 25.
Southern Hour steady ;commou to fair extra 3 25@
3 Go ; good to choice do at 3 65®6 35. Eye Flour
When!—Receipts 17,600
is firm at 3 25@3 45.
bush ; exports
bush; spot hits rather easier with
for
more doing
export ;sales 202,000 oil spot;No 2
: No 2 Bed at iilVfec
Spring at 92c ; No 1 hard 98c
lied
No
1
98c; No 1 White 96c. Κ ye dull.
store;
Hurley steady, torn—spot lots a shade lower
and active; speculation more active; receipts 2,204,000
200;bush; exports 91,361 bush; 4 οsales
a 4 5 % c elev.
No 3 at 41c; No 2 at
bush
ealPQ

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

are

dailv:
Atcli., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Eastern Railroad
Bell Telephone
New Yolk and New Knglaud Railroad.
dopref
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com
do pref
Bouton Water

Power Co
Boston Land Company
Mexican Central 4s
Mexican Central R 7s
Boston & Albanv Railroad
Boston & Lowell Railroad
Marquette, Houghton and Ont. R.,
Wisconsin Central
Boston Si Maine Railroad

received
86V*
80
161

36;,/4
128

21
95%
7%
7Vi
38>/4
41
189

com

126ya
33%
17

189>/2·
i.t/j

*Kx-dlvidend.

5J26fïincludlng

—

spot;

Oaia

active ;receipts
Î4®lc lowerand moderately
bush
sales
bush

60,000
52,250 bush; exports
at42Vac;
spot; No 3 ni minai;do White 41c; No 241®44V2
;
Western
at
;Mixed
White
No 2
42®43c
Coffee firm
do White 44®50c ; Wliite State 47c.
at
refined
is
dull:
U®6V4C;
quiet:0
at 9c. Miijjnr
Extra C 6Vi@6Vac; White Extra at C 6%®6%c;
Yellow at f>% a5%c; Off A 6%@7c; standard A
at7Vfec; granulated at 71/4@%c ; Confection's A
nominal; cut loaf and crushed at 8c; powdered at
7%@7% '· ; Cubes 7%c. Frrolenm—united at
72%c. Fori· is dull ; mess quoted at 9 25®9 7p
for old. Beef is dull. I.ard is quiet and without
change ; Western steam spot part 6 20®
25 ; refined at 6 45 for Continent; 6 75 for S. A.
Butler quiet ;State at 17@26c;Western 10®24c;
Elgin Creamery 26®27c. Cheese steady—State at
ri. 10 Vii ; Western 6@9c.
Freights firm; wheat steam 3%d.
CHICAGO, April 27. 1886,-Flour is quiet;
Winter Wheat 4 40®4 75; Wisconsin at 4 0"®
4 65 ; Michigan at 4 50@4 75 ; soft Spring Wheat
3 80,34 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50®4 50; patents
—

;

§uotable

Hour at

00 ; low grades 2 00@3 00 ; Hye
30®5 50 in bbls. λνΐ^βΐ easier; April 77Vî@
78%c; No 2 Spring at 78ysc; No 3 do at 68&70C.
Corn steaay at 36«/e®37e. Oats quiet at 2!)Vic.
Bye is quiet ; No 2 at 61 Vac. Barley dull ; No 2 at
59c. fork steady at 8 97V4@9 00. Lard steady at
Boxed meats steady—shoulders at 4 OOg
5 90.
4 10; short ribs δ 25; short clear at 5 65@5 65.
Ueceipts—Flour, 12,000 bbls; wheat. 14,000
bush; corn, 93,000 bush; oats. 133,000 bu; rye,
2,ooo bush ; barley, 18,000 bush.
4
3

60ίδ

Shipments—Flour, J7,000 bbls; wheat, 55,000
bush:;corn, 64,000 bush; oats, 103,000 bush;
rye, 1.000 bush ; barley, 23,000 bush.
-1ST. LOUIS, April 27, 1886.—Flour is quiet;
7ΓΧΧ 3 00®3 15; familv 3 25@3 35 : choice 3 65®
3 80 ; fancy at 4 20®4 35 : extra fancy at 4 45®
2
4'60; patents at 4 us®5 25. Wheat lower, No
Bed at 87140. Corn lower: No 2 Mixed 32%c.
at
Lard easy
Oats lower; No 2 Mixed at 29%c.
5 75.
Beceipts—Flour,4,000 bbls:|wheat, 14,000 bu:
corn. 51,000 bush; oats, 16,000 bush; rye, 3,000
bush, barley 5.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 4,000 bbls; wheat 0.000 bu;
corn,58,000 bush; oats 1,000 bush; rye, 4,000|buj
barley 2,000 bush.
DETBOIT, April 27, 1 «86.-Wheat—White at
86V»c;Mich Bed 86%c;No 2 Bed at 85%c; No 3
ilt 82cc

Beceipts, 5000 bush.
NEW OBLEANS, April 27,1806.—Cotton firm;
middling 8 13-16C.
MOBILE, April 27,18SC.—Cottpn steady; middling 8 13-16c.
SAVANNAH, April 27, 1886,-Cotton steady;
middling 8% c.
CHARLESTON, Apr 27,1886.—Cotton steadv;
middling 9c.
MEMPHIS, April 27, 188G.-Cotton is firm;
middling 8%c.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. April 27, 1886—Consols 10(^3-16.
LONDON, April 27, 1886.—U. S. 4s, 128%.
LONDON, April 27,1886.—[Beerbohm's report
to Chamber of Cominerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat firm ana held higher. Cargoes on the passage and for shipment, wheat firmly held and corn
firm. At Liverpool, spot wheat red firmly held,
but white wheat very dull; corn a shade higher.
LIVERPOOL,:Λριϊ1 27, 1886.-Cotton market
5Ved;sales 10,steadyjuplands 5 ll-16d;!0rleans
000 bales ; speculation and export 1000 bales.
1886.—Quotations27,
LIVERPOOL, April
Club Wheat at 7s ®7s 2d; corn, mixed Western
3d, peas at 5s 6d. Provisions, &c.—PoYk
Eastern mess 51s: bacon at 30s for short
and
39s for long clear ;clieese 51s for Amerclear
ican; lard, prime Western 31s 3d; tallow at 23s
for Amercan.
at 4s

prime

New York Stock and Money Market

fBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, April 27. 1886.—Money on call
easy at 1%@2 per cent. ; Prime mercantile paper at
per cent. Exchange continues
dull and steady; actual rates at 4 8β% for GO-day
bills and 4 88Va for demand. Government bonds
Railroad bonds moderately ac< mi let but steady.
The stock market during the
tive and steady.
continues

H.,11 „,,,|

at quotations.
The transactions at trie Stock Exchange aggregated 128.403 shares.
i'im loiiownig are today's quotations of Government securities :

steady

ioj

j?,;/?
iiSi?
iî»iî

||£7?
"Si-

Kansas Pacific Consols
jy®,
Oregon Nav. lsts
ΐΐί,'ϊ
117%
CJnlon Pacific 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market is received daily, by private wire, bv Pullen. Crocker
& Co., No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me :
145
Adams Express
105
American Exnress
41%
Central Pacific
9%
Chesapeake & Ohio
139
Chicago & Alton
1G0
Chicago & Alton preferred
133'/i
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
;9!>%
Del. & liud. Canal
West
&
121;
Lack.
Del.,
lc/é
Den & Rio Grande
Erie
24^4
G< %
Erie preferred
138y2
Illinois Central
24;
Ind., Bloom. & Western
ll'/a
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore
îjl
Louisville & Nasn
3jj%
Manhattan Elevated
„i7?
Ve
Michigan Central
Minn. & St. Louis
?J„,
45%
do pre!
Missouri Pacific
'■··
New Jersey Central
2o%
Northern Pacific
aeVa
ao pref
106%
Northwestern

FOB

FKOM

Caracas

New York. .LiAerpcol—Apl 27
New York..Liverpool
Apl 28
New York..Bremen
Apl 28
New York.. Ilav&VCrnz.Apl 29
Portland
Liverpool .Apl 29
New York Havre
Apl 29
New York.. Liverpool.... Apl 29
New York. .Hamburg—Apl 29
New York.. Liverpool
Apl 29
Boston
Liverpool ...Apl 29
New York..Clenfuegos .May 1
New York..Laguayra ...May 1

Servia

New

Arizona

Citrof Home
Eider
Manhattan
Sardinian
St Germain

..

Republic

Hammonia
Botnnia

of Chicago
Salier
Bohemia
Zaandam

City

Belgenland

Boston Stock Market.

—

.133

NEW YORK,April 27,1880.—The|following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to<lay:
23 50
Colorado'Coal
29 00
Ontario

Cepliaionia
Ciênfuegos

Railroad Receipts.

Central Pacific lsts
Denver « It. Gr. lsts
Krie2ds

98

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

BRISTOL. Steamship Ontario—63,964 busli
wheat 12,1 85 do oats 105,500 lbs bacou 16,000
do lard 25,000 do cheese 800 bags iiour 0 cases
leather 391 head cattle.

United States bonds, 3s
New 4s,
Hew 4s, coup
New4V2S, reg
New 4»/2», coup

oorl
22%
17 Va
29V*
54y8

St.HPaul
St. Paulpreferred
St. Paul, Minn. & Man
St Paul & Omaha
aolpref
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
0. S. Express.
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph

Quicksilver
do preferred

..

York..Liverpool.. .May
Νew York.. Liverpool... May
New York..Bremen
May
New Y'ork..Hamburg.. .May
New York. Amsterdam May
New York..Antwerp
May
—

New Y'ork..Bremen
May
Main
'...Portland ...LUerpool...May
Peruvian
Liverpool... May
Boston
Gallia
City of Puebla ...New York..Hav&VCruz May
4-3Gicr:.,.K

Sun sets
Length of day
Moon rises

....

β.41
14.05

High

water}

;

(■·■

2.05 Height ···■(...

.MARINE

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
(i
0
G

7;g5

7 ft 4 in
7 u 4m

with passengers and

Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sell Kobi. Morgan, Crossley, Philadelphia—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Seh (irace Cashing, Drinkwater, Yarmouth.
Sell Portland Packet, Gardner. Eastport.
Sell Clinton, Rice. Cranberry Isles for Boston.
Sch Cinderella, Nichols, Round Pond.
Sell Mary Elizabeth, Duntou, Boothbay.

Cleared.
Sell J M Morales, Jordan, Saeo,
& Son.
Nickerson
adelphia-,I

WILMINGTON. NC—Ar 20th, sell Flora Condon. Burgess, Amboy.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 24th, sell Normandy, Wy
man.

Portland.

mBALTIMORE
rortlanû.

—

Fishermen.
Ar at Gloucester 26th, sch Miantanomah, from
Swan's Island, to fit for south shore.

not say

NEW YORK-Ar 25tli, schs J H Crowley, Lord,
Sliulee, NS; Dick Williams, White, Hurricane Island; Alma, Johnson, Machias; Ivy Bell, Lord,
Rockland; Fleetwing,Maddux; Joe Carlton, Faterson; and Vulcan, juewis, Rockland: Nancy J
Day, Duncan, Round Pond; Ringleader, Chase,
Tliomaston; Franklin. Robinson, do; Frank Alalia, Woodward, Providence; Governor, Sargent,
Warren.
Ar 2Gth, sclis Walker Annington, Drinkwater,
Newport News ; Jerusha Baker, Chase, Machias ;
Cld 2Gtli, barque St James, Cook, San Franscico
Miranda, Corbett. Havana; sch Fred Jackson,
Snow, San Juan, PR.
Passed the Gate 26tli, schs Fanny Flint, Amboy
"
4
for Boston ; John Douj
diejorda
Richmond
Morse, Baltimore
delphia for do.
NEW LONDON— Ar 23d, sch Harry White,

BEST thing KNOWN

Eddy,

Moses

valais

lor

ifuua^iuiscL,

Nantucket.
1JΑ Ν VERSPORT—Ar
son. Kvder, Hoboken.
LYNN— Ar 25tli, sell

λιιλγιι,

Middle*^.

TO

WASHING "'BLEACHING
\H HARD OR SOFT, HOT CS COLD WATER.
SAVES LAIiOIi, TIME and SOAP ΛΜΑΖINGLY, and gives universal 6at.5fci action.·
No family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
Rrell designed to mislead. PEÀRLINE is the
DNLÏ SAFE labor-saving compound, and
Always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYÎfE. NEW YORK.

LET—A nice new summer cottage, pleasantly -and conveniently situated on Long
Island, Casco Bay ; good steamer accommodations.
For particulars call atDEARING'S BAKERY, No.
22-1
399 Congress St.

TO

LET—Summer Cottage ; my summer cot
Island. HENRY, c. PEAtage on Peaks and
22-1
Exchange St.
BODY. Cor. Congress

110

ΓΤΙΟ LET—A convenient furnished room at 114
17 2
1 OXFORD ST.

TO

LET—Joiner's shop with three good bench-

Inand circular saw.
es, mortiso machine
288 Commercial
quire of A. K. P. LEIGHTON,
4tf
street.

Hart,

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION—TO LET.
HE second floor of Mechanics Bulding corner
Casco Sts. comprising two
Τ of Congress and with
modern conveniences,
suites of ante-rooms
Doctors.
Lawyers, DressDentists,
suitable for
makers or other parties desiring good accommosized
liall,
together with
moderate
a
dations; also
the Library Hall on the first floor for 'transcient
97 Emery
M.
A.
BLANCHARD,
of
use.
Inquire
St. ; JOHN B. THORXD1KE, 71 Salem St.: AMof
or
FRANK
2»C
St.,
Spring
BROSE G1DDINGS,
apr22d2w
I. BRETT. Supt., 39 Casco St,
To Let.
tenements; Nos. 23, 25 and 27 Park
rflHREE
J. street ; all in firstrClass order ; rent $14 tier
month. Inquire at office of ROLLINS & ADAMS,
aprlOdtf
No. 22 Exchange street.
If Ο Κ

MALE.

The Standard of Purily and Ex·
cellence.
Endorsed lor its Purity and nealtlifulness by all
it.
Chemists and Physicians who have examined
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirethe Phosly free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and
pure bread-raising
phates, and to be an absolutely
for
preparation every way to be recommended
whoiesomeness and efliciency."
BICHARD C. STANLEY, A. M. Pli. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State

Assayer of Maine from '75 to '88.

FORSALEBY ALL GROCERS
urmdly
marlO

painted pine set;

one

Walnut Hat Tree ; one large Easy Chair ; one Sofa.
27· 1
73H CONGRESS STREET.
foot
Barnes'
a
power
SALE—Very low,
circular saw. C. B. THURSTON, 35 Milk
27-1
St.

FOR

SALE—Land and buildings belonging
to the late Augustus C. Barker, in Cape Elizabeth. 1 Va story house, nearly new, 7 rooms, ell
and wood house connected with large stable, and
hennery; everything in splendid condition; 6

FOR

acres

οι

mini

uuUv<

»»»»"

— ·.

..

OK SALE—Tlie Williams Cottage, stable
and one acre of land, at Pond Cove, one of
the most delightful situations ou the Cape Elizabeth Coast. Good fishing in the immediate vicinity. Pure spring water, and everything that the
heart can wish. Enquire of S. D. HALL, No.
20-3
105Vi Exchange street.
and
stable
LET—House
TO
OK SALE OR
No. 27 Green St., formerly occupied by C. 1).
1886.
iriven
1,
Enquire
May
Small. Possession
on premises or address C. D. SMALL, Cornish,
20-1
Me.

F

F

—Choice lots of land on Congress
Cumberland, Grove, Sherman and St. John
also
Express Wagon. Phaeton and Harstreets;
ness.
Enquire C. P. WALDRON 40 Exchange St.
24-1
MAI,Κ

IfiOR

San Francisco.

At. St Pierre Apl 12, sell Nellie F Sawyer, Arev,
for Delaware Breakwater 4 days. Idg.
Ar at Havana Apl 20, sell Ada Bailey, White,
Pensacola; 21st, barque Mignon, Colcord, New
tyric ; sell Ε S Newman, Keyes, Calais.
Sid 21st, oarque Ormus. Kendall, for Delaware
Breakwater; sch Tli.is Κ Pillsbury, Pitcher, do.
Cld 21st. sell Isaac Orbeton, Trim, Delaware
Breakwater.
At Nassau, NP, Apl 20, brig ^.ddie Hale, Sheppard, from Matanzas for Boston, repaired and
nearly loaded.
Ar at Parrsboro Apl 24, sch Laura Ε Messer,
Gregory, Rockland.

Spoken.
April 22, lat 42 25, loll OS 40, sch C 11 Flint,
Brown, from New York for Manaos.
April 20, lat 49, Ion 30, barque Win W Crapo
nom

Liverpool

for

Philadelphia.

April 25, off Absecuin, barque J Κ Rabcl. from
for New York.

Matanzas

A LITTLE SUFFERER

F

For fifteen years, they have steadily gained in
favor, and with sales constantly increasing have
become the most popular corset throughout the
United States.
The G quality is warranted to wear twice as long
We have lately introduced
as ordinary Corsets.
the G and lt—H grades with Extra long Waist,
and we can furnish them when preferred.
Highest awards from all the World's great
Fairs. The last medal received is for First Degree
of Merit, from the late Exposition held at New

Ôrleans.

While scores of patents have been found worthless, the principles of the Glove-Fitting have
proved invaluable.
Ketailers are authorized to refund money, if,
on examination, these Corsets do not prove as

represented.

For sale

Cntalogue free

everywhere.

application.

on

York.
THOMSON, LANGDON & CO., New
eod3mnrm
marl2

! S

DR. C. W. BENSON'S

is

c

CURE

SKIN

Warranted

tjg«Cure

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS,
MILK CRUST,
5 INFLAMMATION,
ERUPTIONS,
I ALL BOUGH SCALY
§ DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP
« SCROFULA
ULCERS, PIMPLES,^
C AND TENDER ETCHINGS on all parts 3
the skin white, soft | «ΐ
It
makes
of
the
βI
body.
and is the
and

smooth ; removes tan and freckles,
BEST toilet dressing 111 THE WORLD. Elegantly
two bottles in one package, consisting of
put up,
both internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists-have It. §1 per package.
dnrmbmcTh
apr8

xuuis are υι
use tliem.

auv

use

ιυ vuu.

vuuaic

uuchy

ιυ

MRS. E. S. DlilGGS,
G12 E. Clay St., Bloomington, 111.
9.1885.
May
The child was really in a worse condition than
he appeared to his grandmother, who, being with
him every dav, became accustomed to the disease.
MAGGIE HOPPING.
Cuticura Remedies are sold even-where.
the
Skin
Cure, BO cts. ; CuticuCuticura,
great
κλ Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifier, 25 cts. ;
Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier,
$1 00.
Prepared by the Potteb 1)ruo and
Chemical Co., Boston.
Bend for "How lo Cure Skin Diaensc»."
HB ING. Scaly, Pimplv and Oily Skin
■■■ *
beautified by Cuticuka Soai·.
BACK ACHE, WEAKNESS, UTERand
Lameness
ine Pains, Soreness

apr!4

cured by that new. origiual,
speedilyand
infallible antidote to pain
elegant
and inilammation, the Cuticuka AntiPain Plaster. At druggists'. 25c.
W&S&w2w

cines,

or

sicians;
can

be

the skill of
but the old

phyones

strengthened and

preserved by

the

use

of

WANTED—Lady

apr27-t
buy SI,000 cast off Clotliine
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid ; call
Middle
or address immediately, MR. S. LEVY, 97
27-1
tre. Maine.

WANTED—To
St., Portland, Me.

pant and vest makers can
find steady work, at good prices, at FRED.
8. SOULE'S. Merchant Tailor. Freeport, Me. 27-1
second hand tents about 13
by 17, with fly and one 8 by 10. Address
27-2
45
BINDERY,
Exchange St.

WANTED—Coat,

WANTED—Good

WANTED-By a first-class
male cook, does not use liquor or tobacco and

SITUATION

furnish the best of reference. Inquire 228Vi
2(5-1
MIDDLE ST., city, Room 1,up stairs.
can

wanting
the
any part
kind of freight moved
WANTED—Parties"
20-1
COMMERCIAL ST.
call at
63

bay please

girl to do general
Apply at No. 55

capable

26-1

ATLANTIC

TO

24 2

coat and pants makat M. M. NANSEN, Tai24-1
streets.

WANTED—Immediately,
steady work,
North and Congress
ers;
cor.

WANTED—From 10

years

old ; wages §3.60 per

WORK, Press Office.

24-1

1

9

married man, emof honorable busiployment in
Address C.
situation.
last
in
ten
was
ness ;
years
22-1
P., Press Office.
a young
any kind

WANTED—By

carriage painter or a good
second hand at once. Apply GREEN & CO.
22-1
Carriage & Sign Painters, Woodfords Cor.
—Fvprv gentleman who wants his
old overcoat or suit repaired or cieanseu to
to
a reasonable price, to go
at
look like new,
17-2
FEED W. GROSSTUCK. 26» Middle St.
to know that MRS. DR.
Business
PITTS, Medical Clairvoyant andtime
at No.
Medium gives sittings d;iily for a short
56 Free St. 60 cents for ladles and $1.00 for gen15-2
tlemen.

\y

WANTED—People

to

piano

a

person
that all instruments under my excluWANTED—Every
will be kept clean inside, rendering
sive
know
care
them less liable to

become damaged by moths. J.
D. CHENKV, Piano and Organ Tuner, P. O. address. Deermg, Me. Order slate at Horse R. R.
apr3-4
Station, Portland, Me.
gentleman who has apiece
of cloth, or intends to buy such, to be made
into a nice spriug suit, overcoat or pants, at a reasonable price, to go to FRED W. GROSSTUCK,
17-2
Tailor, 266 Middle St.

WANTED—Every

lady about to marry,
every lady or obntleman intending to
themselves with a
to
a
journey,
go
"Steel Lined Leatheroid Trunk" and have their

WANTED—Everyprovide

SALE—Three story brick house 206
Danfortli St. ; thirteen rooms, gas and good
24-1
water. Euquire at the PREMISES.

FOK

Landing.

112 Free

Enquire

or

21-tf

St.

FOK

Wanted.

G

Wanted.
GIRL to do general housework.

Call at 144 PINE
CAPABLE

8URE CURE FOR
and Kidney
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Liver
Wmo
Ν
Complaints, eryou sness, II eartbu rn,
the Bowels,
in th* Stomach or Pains in
Headache, Drowsiness, Low Spirits,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
and effectual; curing
As a Meqccine it ie quick
of Dyspepsia,
the worst and most aggravated cases
and all otlicr derangements
Kidney Complaints, Bowels.
and
of the Stomach
and
It will instantly revive the most melancholy
feeble,
drooping spirits, and restore the weak,
and vigor.
to
strength,
health,
sickly
and
nervous,
who, from
Nightly Dissipation.— Personsfeel
the evil
dissipating too much over night,
headaches,
effects of the poisonous liguors iD violent
etc.,
Giddiness,
weakness,
Sickness at Stomach,
bad feelings.
will find that one dose will remove all

D. H. HAM A CO.,

54 Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.

W.S&Mly

feb7

FOR

Court of fnsolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
April 20, Λ D. 188G.
In case of WILLIAM H. McDONALD, Insolvent
Debtor.
day
give notice, tliaton the twentieth
of April, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. I'eabody, ofJudge
Cumof the Court of Insolvency for said County
berland, against the estate of said

THISisto

an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor which petition was filed on the
twentietii day of April, Λ. D. 1880, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by liini are forbidden by law. of said Debtor,
That a meeting of the Creditors
to prove their debts and choose one or more asestate, will be held at a Court of Insignees oftohis
solvency be liolden at Probate Court Koom,
May,
ill said Portland, oil the third day of
A. D. 1886. at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under iny hand the date first above writII. 1ί. SARGENT.
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Inof
Cumberland.
said
for
County
solvency

adjudged to be

πΟΚ SALE—House on Lincoln St., Woodί forrd's Corner, Deering, consisting of 9 pleasant rooms ; marble mantles, Sebago water ; also
on same street, 3 lots; also G of the best house
lots in Deeering on Pearl St., situated on side of
the Hill, high and dry good drainage, Sebago
water, etc. Enquire of L. J. PERKINS, 48!) Con20-2
Si-

gress

standard machine for mak-

FOR
ing i lie combined wire cable and picket fence
more and
:

also the fence, which is becoming daily
more popular. Address H. W. CASWELL, Yarmouthville, soleagent for Cumberland Couutv, Me.
20-2

"Ϊλ'τ'Ϊι
\ 8 ijg Hal fl

Instantly relieve*the
Il
llA β Π Eflf H II mont violent nltaek*,
nu III III ΓΙ und Innure» eiimforlsleep. Used by
inhalation, thus reaching the diseaee direct, relaxes the apasin, facilitates free
11D C Ο
UllCw
expectoration, and EFFECTS
whir? all othpr remedifH Dill. A trial fonrhwi thfinoet
effect.
ikpptlral of It. Imraedlnto.dlrfct and Df*er-hillnr
I'rlraCOp. and «l.OO; Γ drnsglsu or by mall. Trial

the forenoon.

ap24dtf

WAITED.

dtf

feb4

LET.

KOO tIS TO

un'"r"

roemff.
rooniï,
LET—A pleasant suite ol IT
>>«
nithed, at 827 CONGRESS ST
'"·
27-11
seen between the hours of 4 and 7 '·

TO

LET-Α front

room,

TO
JlK'ii!, excellent bath for
(rmwi
Thin
i«

rL,..

u.„m.

'^

one

up

] accommodations.
two
gentlemen or
let wlt" ?* without

eeiltlmnan aiid wife
enquire "L1.00
foard. for furtb~(Park
27-1
Particulars,
St. Block.)
be

PARK STRKF'i
LET—A few unfurnished rooms
DUO n· TO
at
Γ», tn Ik-let, also a few furnished ones. Apply
of Middle and
the ST JULIAN HOTEL, Corner
22-1

Plnn·'greets.

LET—In Boston.

If

you want

a

nice

quiet

when you come to Boston, for daj
TOroom
address, MRS. MORTON,
call on
a

«ALE—A farm

in

the

town

of

<*ί1ιΥ;

we"
f*OR
containing 53 acres of excellent l·'"·11·
rooms;
watered; ll/s story house containing '<;ne
from Gray
of
in
u
%
repair;
tog?
good
buildings
Corner; will de sold at a bargain·
or W.
enquire on the premises of W. c DICKEY, 19-2
L. DICKEY, Woodfords Comer.

WALE—Rare chance, an old established
thorcigar and tobacco store, situated ou a for
a
; can be bought
oughfare, ceil rally located
Adsmall sum ; sickness is the cause for selling.
Main
254
St.,
Charlestowu,
dress M. JUNIO,
16-2
Mass.
SALE—At Gray Corner, Maine, twostory house, with one half acre of land, near
churches, schools and post oftlce ; excellent school
please inprivileges. For further information
15-2
of G. W. NEWBEGIN, Gray, Me.

FOR

week,

SALE.—One mile from the city,

on

or

rooms;
other out biddings.

Address Box 143, Woodfords.
10-4

SA I. E—The freighting sloop Island
Belle, with the good will of the business;
been established for 5 years. CAPT S. S. YORK,
30-4
Peaks Island, Me.

FOK

SALE—Hard wood from bobbins, only
SO.00 per cord ; delivered ; telephone 069.
30-4
C. W. YORK. 00 Commercial St.

FOK

SALE—Peaks Island Bathing House,
witli bathing suits, boats, etc., with the good
C.
will of tile business. No. 60 Commercial St.
30-4
W. YORK.
IOK SALE OR TO LET—House No. 259
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquireof JOHN
1-tf
P. HOBBS, 30 Market St.

F

CITY OF PORTLAND.

To Innliolders and Victualers in the
City of Portland.
that the Licensing
meet at
on Monday
the third day of May next at 7.30 o'clock p. m., for
the purpose of granting licenses to Inholders and
Victualers,who may then and there apply therefor
A bond in the sum of three hundred dollars is required in all eases.
Given under our hands, this twenty-third day of

hereby given
Board of the City of Portland will
NOTICE
the Aldermen's Room at City Building,
is

April,

A. D. 1886.

Charles J. Chapman, Mayor.
George W. Beale,
VibgilC. Wilson,
Horace H. Ricker,
Thomas McMahone, ^Aldermen.

William Μ. Marks,
Herbert G. Briggs,
Henry W. Hersey, City Treasurer,
Geo. C. Burgess, City Clerk,
Licensing Board of the City of Portland. ap24td

IIealt
)ARD of Health,
Office of τπε Board
April 17, 1886
to
all
house-holders,
is
XTOTICE
hereby given
-Li that all applications for cleaning privyvaults, should be made as early as possible, that
the delay which usually occurs later in the season
may be avoided. All applications for emptying
privy vaults, left at the office of the Deputy Slarshals, City Building, will have immediate attention.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS. Secretary.
aprl7dtf

J

BUY IT AND TRY IT.

A

it
2»» it
Try
Try it
Try it

for
for
for
for

d&wl4-3m

Try
Try
Try
Try

Boat,

for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the lungs.
a sure

cure

Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

IVo.

ivl4dtf

Û98 Commercial SU'eei.

ENGTH over all 45 feet, width of beam 11
I feet 6 inches, draft of water aft 5 feet, forward 2 feet ; engine 8x1», for either high or low
pressure; locomotive boiler, keel condenser,
steam pump, inspirator, etc. ; all machinery in
first rate order. Will seat about 40 passengers;
lias four-bladed "screw," and will steam from 12
For further information,
to 14 knots per hour.
A. DeLASK I,
address,
174 High St., Boston, Mass.
aprl'Jeodlm

L

it
it
it
it

for a

for

a

for a

for

Try it for
Try it for
Try it for
Try it for

DESIRABLE HEAL ESTATE FOR SALE.

Price 50 cts.

11HAT

a

strain.

a

scald,

a
a

bruise,

a

cut.
burn.

iJUts

$1.90.

MILBURM & CO., Prop's.
FOSTER,
9
X.

manufacturing business. Also lots on Tur
Emerson and Cumberland Sts., and the EastPromenade. For particulars and terms of
AUG. P. FULLER,
sale enquire of
432 Fore Street.
apr24d2m

JBPJFFAZO.

I

or a

T.

lier,

FINE WATER

COLORS

—BY—

m. RE1IIV, OF NEW YORK,
—

Your Interest
to bear In mind that one Benson's Capcine Plaster
Is worth a dozen of any other porous plaster.
Benson's plasters are a genuine medicinal article,
endorsed and used by the medical profession from
Maine to California. They cure in a few hours
ailments which no other will even relieve. Cheap
and worthless imitations are sold by dealers who
care
more
for large profits cm trash than
conthey do for the sweets of anof improving
the "Capucin,"
science. Beware of them, and
"Capsicin," "Capsieine" and "Capsicum" plasters
which they sell to the unwarv. These names are
nothing but misleading variations on the name
"Capcine." Note the difference, go to reputable
druggists, and you will not be deceived. Tne genuine Benson's has the "Three Seals" trademark
and the word "Capcine" cut In the centre.

CYRUS
Fine Art Rooms,

II in lo

apr24SM&Wnrm

maria

AT

ALSO

ACE NT β

3.00
4.45

1i'?S
'·6β

5-45

?'??
5.55

10.40
W. F. FERRY, Supt.
A.
T.
G.
BENNETT,
J. A.
octG

__

__

Ruraferd Falls and Buckfield Railroad
Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oot. 12.1885.
Bailvnty
Connection» via Grand Trunk
Junction
Mixed train leaves Mechanic atFalls
11.45 a. m.
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buekfleld
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m.,arrives in Buekfleld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. in.
9.10
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and
for Lewiston, Portland and Bosa. m.,

connecting

ton.
train at
Stage connections dally with paseenger
for
WestMinot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfleld
at CanTurner
;
and
Mills
Chase's
West Sumner.
Falls
;
ton for Peru, Dixfield, Mexico and Rumford
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
octedtf

GRAAD TRUNK RAILWAY OF CAM1M
CHANGE OF TIME.

PIANOS.

THE UNIFORM
EXCELLENCE OF
THESE PIANOS
in TSKE.nmsH

WQMttUPT-BWUK
SW MORGAN—N-V

AND DURABILITY HAVE ESTABLISHED A REPUTATION UNEQUALLED
BY ANY MANUFACTURER·

iJLAHG—BDSfflM
(CARL ZERRAHN »
—AND BUN—
BRED S OF OTHER
MUSICAL AUTHORITIES

d2w«

orgat^fiaNo

Cottage Lots for sale on Great
Cliebcaguc Island.

631 TREMONT ST.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES
—-

feb24

CO·

BOSTON,MASS'

WWJON PAPER·

eodly

BUSINESS

St.
G10 Congress
6
eodtf

_

lot of Steam Conl
FOKNALE-Λ
WAKKEN'S, 214 Commercial St.

J".

of the best country drag
in a live town of
population ; small competition; rent only
$150 a year ; licensed, and doing an average business of $100 a week ; owner obliged to sell ; price
$2000 cash.
Applv to ADAMS' DRUGGISTS
31-4
AGENCY, 207 Washington St.. Boston.·
SA1,E—One
F
stores in the State of Mass.,
5000
ΟH

AGENTS WANTED.

C. H. LAMSON, 201 MIDDLE STKEET
for Catalogue, Free,

CHANCES.

d&wtf

at D. S.
22-1

TXTANTED—Agents to sell fruit trees and
τ Τ
other nursery stock; salary and expenses
paid; outfits free. Address, stating names of ref;
erences. M. V. B. CHASE, Augusta, Maine. 31-4
IPCIITC 'in money with our Amateur Photo outfit, ami
HQCR I Ο collecting family pictures to enlarge. Special
Wday offer. tmpire Copying Co., 381 Canal St., I*ew York.
raar3

eod3m

F.

SPEAR,

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
NO. 111 MAINE

STREET^

CONFERENCE.

M. E.

«Ml HI! U.K.

will «ell Excumiou Ticket* to Kfidgton
E.
nnd Return «luring the mcmmîou of the
Ν ta te Conference. Mule of ticket* rouimru·
ludin<
ce* April 'J7· nn<l continue* to and
inie .flay 1. Ticket* good for return puwage
to May .3, ΙΝΜβ.

Round Trip, from
Portland and Westbrook,

Fare for

$2.00.
OTHER STATIONS

FROM ALL

FARE

ONE

CHAS. H. FOVE. G. T. A.

ap2Cdlw

STKAUHK.

HARPSWELL
STEAM

JjTEAMBOAT CO.

EfTcORDON

will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, d»Ily
March 29. ISHti
Sundays excepted, on and after
at 2 I'. M„ for Long. Little and Great Chebeague
Returning,
Island,
Orrs
and
Islands, Harpswell
leave Orr's Island for Portland and Intermediate
at «.15
Portland
at
Arrive
M.
landings at 6.4.Γ> A.
board to
A. M. For freight or passage apply on
LONG.
IJ.
CAPT.
mli29dtf

Ocean Tickets and Coal.

First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and
the
Steerage tickets by fast and best steamers: InCunard, White Star, Guion. An<*ior, National.
Hamman. State, Ked Star, North German Lloyd,
to
burg American, Amsterdam, and Italian lines
England and Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
and Scandinavian exchange.
CO A I»—Georges t reek Cumberland, and Gas
Fuel,
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culm. PatentJ.
L·.
all for immediate shipment, for sale by
Ml.
ap24tf
EABJIEB, a Exchange

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO.

'csssjsb
Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Asplnwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20tb of each month, carrying
named
passengers and freight for all the above

ports.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularNew
ly for Japan, China and Sandwich Islands,
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction in rates
to San Francisco. Cabin $4<i; Steerage $20.
For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and furtb-.
information, apply to or address the Ger~r*1
Eastern Agents.
K. A. AD ATI» Sc «!«►>
"**·» ·*■·««.
lis State Htrretj Car. Broai·

REDDED

—

DOMINION LINE.

«anff»

Southwest.

Northwest, We·1
JOSEPH

l^™l«eurp! A*"*8"

T

J.

ocl2dtf

STEPHENSON".

Supt.

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.
Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Morille and Halifax.

ΜΑΜΕ CENTRAL RAILROAD
Dec. 1st,
Oil a·*1 after TUESDAY, Leave
1^5, Passenger Trains
Portland as follows:
Mt. Desert Ferry,
prt" Rancor, Ellsworth, Halifax, and the
Vanceboro, St. John,
and Aroostook
St.
Stephen
Provinces,
1.25 and
County, 1.20jp. m., via Lewistou.
for Hnr Harand
via
Aiuguntu;
til.15 p. m.,
R. R..
bor, and Rangor & Piscataquis
Belfast and
$11.15 p. m., for Skowhegan,
Waterville,
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, ill. 15 p. in.; and on
§a!
7.10 a. m.. 1.20,1.25, $11.15 P· m. ;
Rh I
urdays only at 5.15 p. m. ; for Augusta,7.10 a
and
Riunswick,
Gardiner
lowell,
.10 a. nt,
m. ; Huih,
m., 1.26, 5.15, tll-15 p.
only at ll.lo
1.25, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays
Lincoln
and
Knox
p.m. ; Rockland and
and
R. R., 7. 10 a. m., 1.25 p. m. ; Aul urn
m.
; Lew.
Lewiston at 8.20 a. in., 1.20, 5.00 ρ
in ton via Rrunswick, 7.10 a. m., $11.15 p.
Wiuthrop,
m. ; Fnrmington. Monmouth,
Oakland and North Anson, 1.20 p. m. ;
Farmington via Rrunswick, 7.10 a. ill.
and 1.25 p. m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
tThe 11.16 p. m, train is the night express with
night Sunsleeping car attached and runs every
to Skowhegan on
days included, but not through
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

Bangor,

on

SA1L.1IVO PATES.

1st

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS

,8th April.
22d April.

SARNiA
Oregon
Toronto

April

Ρο^.

j

BTHAMEB8.

j

Liverpool
18th March

6th May.
lBth April
BRINTOL 8K BVICKi
For Avonmoml* Poch (Pirect),
From

STEAMERS.

Avonmouth
20th March
3d April

Portland
6th April
| about
"
20th April
i

| Montreal
Ontario
I

Raim of Pniwngc
Cabin
$50 and $80.. Return.. $60 and $150
..Return $60
Intermediate$30
Return at lowest rates
$20
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India Street.
dec8dtf
..

Boston! Philadelphia
LINE.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON eterj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,

Sunday morulngs.

beyond
Trains ar« due in Portland as follows : The morn8.45 a. m. ;
ing trains from Augusta and Bath
Lewlston, 8.60 a. m.: the day trains from Banconnectand
gor and all intermediate stations
afterm. ; the
ing roads at 12.46 and 12.40 p.
Augusta, Bath,
noon trains from Waterville,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. m. ; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
Limited Ticket., dm and .ecoud cln.., for
nil pointa in the Province. on »«le at reduced rate.*

ι. m.

'hlladelpbia,
Insurance

at 10

a. m.

one-half the rate of

-'sailing vessel.

the I'enn. R. R., and
Freights for the West by
forwarded free of comSouth by connecting lines,
<
mission.
Round Trip SIS.
Pauage $IO.OO.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
Ε. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long tVburf, Ronton.
Sldtf

STEAMBOAT CO.

Ke.nuiption of Service.
Steamer CITV OF RICHMOND will reand
sume service on the route between Portland
Machiasport on Friday, March 12th, leaving Port
every
laud at 11 p. m., aud leaving Machiasport
week un
Monday at 4 a. in., making one trip per
til April 2d, when two trips per week will be
and Fridays,
made; from Portland, Tuesdays
and from Machiasport, Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKKB, General Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
no30dtf

Portland. March S. 18S(i.

Portland and

Ogdensburg

CUNARD LINE.
STEAMSHIPS SAILING .DIRECT KROM

FALL AM» WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 9.00 a. m., loi
Fabyans, Rethlehem, Littleton, LancasJohns
ter, Woodsville, Moutpelier, St.
bury, Newport, Burlington, Swauion.
Ogdensburg, and all points on connecting
lines.
3.<M> p. m., for Hnrtlett and intermediate

Liverpool Every TlilRSBAY,

Boston to

—

A>'D FROM

—

New York every NATIJKDAT, calling; at
QueenHiown Cork Harbor

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.

R. R.

THURSDAY.
22 Catalonia

April
April
May

Catalonia

May

27

June 3
June 10
Gallia
Gallia
June 17
Pavunia
Pavonia
May
June 24
Scythia
May
8cythia
Cabin Panam, SOO, $SiO, and SlOO, ae
Pa·,
cording to accommodation Inlrrmrdiulr
Britain and Ire•age, *13. Draft? on Great
land. For passage or freight apply at the Company's Office, 90 Mutte Street, Boulon.

Cephalonia

2»
6
13
20

Cephalonia

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO., Limited.

stations.
ΙΟ.40 a. m., fjom Bartlettand way stations.
3.55 p.m., from Mwanlon, Burlington al

all points

on

throng., line.

MAIÉ STEAMSHIP

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

For Uo.lon at 6.16,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Bom on for Portlnnd 8.30 a. m., 1.00,3.30 p. ta.
Scarboro and Pine Point 6.15, 8.40 a. m.,
Bidde3.30, 5.45 p. m. Old Orchard, Maco,
ford and Krnnrbunk 6.15, 8.40 a. ill., 12.30
a. in.,
8.40
Beach
6.15,
m.
Weil»
5.45
3.30,
p.
3.30 p. m, North Berwick, Great Falls, Boand
Lawrence
Haverhill,
rer, Exeter,
m.
Lowell, 6.15, 8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.30 p.
Altoe
Buj
and
Farminjffton
Rochester,
and
8.40 a. ill., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.. Manchester
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m.,
3.30 p. m. ; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. ni. and 12.30 p. in. connect» witli
Rail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.

Parlor Cars on trains leaving Pertland 8,45 a.
and 12.30 p. in., and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and
1.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS
tor Roiton 1.00, 4.15 p. m. ; arrive 5.30,8.45 p.m.
m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
a. m., tl-00 ana
(6.00 p.
Returning Leave Boston at 7.39
and 9.00 a. 111. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 11.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.0Θ
at
p. m. For Portsmouth and Newbnryporl
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. For
Amesbury 9.00a. oi.and 6.00 p. m. For Siilem
and Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a.m., 1.00 and 6.00
p. oi. PULLflAN (JARS on above trains.
tThe 9.00 a. ni. and l.oo p. m. trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
îTlie 6.00 p. m. train connect* with night train
for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portland Depot Ticket Olllees,
and at Union Ticket Office, ΙΟ Exchange

For

Boston at 2.00 and ti'.OO
m.

EXCURSIONS.
COOK'S

EXCURSIONS
—

TO

—

EUROPE and CALIFORNIA
for
For the Spring and Summer of 1886. Send
Programmes.
Ticket» iMMiied for Individual Traveler·
to and in all parts of the World.
Passage Tickeis l>y all lines of Steamers.
Cook'» Excumioniet, with maps, published
monthly, by mail «or ten cents. Address,
THOS. COOK A SON, 197 Washington St.,
Boston. Mass.
mar31d2awW&312w
•

I JIPOBTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN TIIE ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

R. STANLEY &

B.—A good Une of Picture Mouldings constantly on hand. Frames furnished at low prices.
Job-work done as heretofore. Thanks for past
favors.
J. F. «Ι»ΕΛΚ.
inar31dlm*

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRIM WATER,

FOB SALE BY

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

SON, Importers,
PORTLAND, ML

Also General Managers for New England for tne
Celebrated

FROM

HARBISON.

MAINE.

COMPANY

For NEW YORK.

ocSdti

October 3.1885.

RESPECTFULLY Inform the public that I am
prepared to furuisli White Broadcloth, Crape,
at
Rosewood, Walnut, Whitewood or Pine Caskets
this lowest prices. Having had experience lu the
of these goods
many
I
shall
manufacture
business,
a reduction
myself, thereby giving the purchasers
of
from jobbers' prices. Funerals attended Free
furFlowers
and
Charge. Hearses. Carriages
nished at short notice.
I».

—DDBIIfO—

ALLAN. LINE,

SACCARAPPA, ME.

I

—

MONDAY, Oct. 19, 1SS3,
train» will ran as follows χ
DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiitton, 7.05 a. ra., 1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
ForGorhnm, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00 p. ra., mixed.
188β.
For Gorham, Montreal and Chicago,1.30
1S8S. Win*"' Arrau&emciits.
p. m.
Service.
pool aail Portland
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
I From Portland
ARRIVALS.
uTpAMpu
^
p^liglverpooll
a.
η».
| via Halifax.
ria Halifax.
|
From Lewieiou and Auburn, 8.25.
m.
and
ô.ôu
THURSDAY,
p.
12.05. 3.16
THURSDAY,
Meh. 25
From Gorham, Ô.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. m...
PERUVIAN.
Mcll. 4
"
mixed.
April 1
POLYNESIAN.
11
m
"
15
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 p.
Parisian.
25
·'
Hi.
29
12.05
p.
From Quebec,
Sard in lak.
April 8
Pullman Palaoe Sleeping cars on night tra,1* aD
May 0
Peruvian.
16
Parlor cars on day train between JrortU»*a
Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
Montreal.
$50 to $80; Intermediate, $30; steerage, $20.
TICKET OFFICE:
General
H.
A.
&
ALLAN,
For passage apply to
"iia Street.
Boston ; and C. P.
35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. T.
P. McGOWAN,
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.;
RATE
or for passage or freight to H. &
422
St,
Congress
TICKETS SOLD AT
1
India
No.
St., Portland.
A. ALLAN, Agents,
dg
TO
nov28
Milwaiib
Canada. Detroit, ChW·»
SagiOmuhoj
St.
Lour; L®k®
Cincinnati,
naw, St. Paul, ψ1
Denver,
^
1885-6-WOTEB ÂKRANOEXEXTS-1885-6
and all poi1^8
Ou and after

FOB

GfoBteck &Cq's

THE

DAVIS'

F.

The best in the world. The
"Expert," "Standard" and "Light
Roadster." New improvements.
and prices reduced.
New machines this year, including a Ladies' Light Tricycle, and the Columbia "Safety" Bicycle.
Mend

Brldgton Junction
Bridgtou, arrive
Leave Bridgton

M.

9.00

10.35

—

COLUMBIA MC1CLES !

apl3

& 0.11. R.)

J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen'l Manager.
d«
ian5

undersigned having a successful business
and now wishing to retire on account of his
age offers his splendid establishment for sale on a
fair inventory. For particulars, address
F. C. FESTNER, Omaha, Nebraska.

demos

(P.

Leave Portland

D.

FOR SALE.

marG

Commencing Oct. 5,A.1885.
M.
P.

Street.

HOUSE

aprlT

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

WESTERN DIYISIiN.

limp,
lameness,
pain,

TO

Bridgton and Return

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at β p. m. Returning, leave Fier
and
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General
Agent
sept21-dtf

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND

«

part of the estate of the late Lemuel
Dyer situated on Commercial, near India
street, containing about 10,000 feet of land and
the buildings thereon ; location desirable for stores

A HEALTHY PLACE.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION AND SALE OF

F. K.

eownrmly6

febG

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
i. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

aplodtf

backache.

From shoulder to ankle joint, and for
three months, I had rheumatism which
yielded to nothing but Thomas' Eclectric
Oil. Thomas' Eclectric Oil did what no
physician seemed able to accomplish. It
cured me.—John N. Gregg, Supt. of Rail»·
way Construction, Niagara Falls.

with tender, life saving appointments, etc.,
FOR NAIiE AT A BABGAI1V !

Nffljj».

Washington, and the Mouth, and
with Boston A- Albany Β. K. for the Went.
Close connection made at Wentbrosk Junction with through trains of Haine Central Κ. K. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
Portmay be liad of S. II. HELLEN,Ticket Agent,
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.

earache,
headache,
toothache,

For an ache or a pain Thomas' Eclectric
Oil is excellent.—Chas. F. Medler,box274,
Schenectady. Ν. Y.
Thomas' Eclectric Oil is the best thing
going, pa says. Cured him of rheumatism
and me of earache—two drops.—Master
Horace Brenizer, Clinton, Iowa.

STEAHI_VACHT.

STEAM

STORAGE.

£"Steamer
Baltimore,

PAWENGEB TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect Sunday, October 11, 1883·

ern

apr9

.30

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5,>1885,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Farm for Sale.

Handsome

Wr.l-

I.u.1, :i.w, o.»» and
and 10.00 a. m..
(mixed) »6 30 p. m.
Forent
Avenue
For
(Deering; 10 OO n. m.
.'I OOand 6. jO p. ill.
Tlie 1.05 p. III. train from Portland connects at
A ye* Janet, with lloonar Tunnel Boule for
the West, and at I'nion Depot, U orcemer, for
New York via Norwich Line and nil rail,
Via Mpringllrld. also with Ν. V. & Ν. Ε. Β. Κ.
Maryland Koute") for Philadelphia.

Whitman Sawyer,

CHOICE hay farm, of fifty acres in a state of
good cultivation known as the Estes Estate, situated in Westbrook, near Cumberland
Mills, on the road leading from Pride's Corner to
Saccarappa Village. House two stories, with six
A nice woodlot
rooms ; biddings In good repair.
and neighborhood remarkably fine.
stream
An ever-flowing limpid
Defines, complete, its western bound,
With soil productive in extreme,
In pasture and in mowing ground.
The views surrounding lend a charm,
Wh;itever:eye can clearly span.
And he who buys this splendid farm,
Will be a most fortunate man.
Apply to E. F. THAYER,
on estate adjoining.
apr2Gd&w2w

Pleasure

8

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

line

of horse cars, 5Va acres Land;2 story House
I^OK
Wood House, Carriage House and
11

or

at
Briggs Place, South End, off Shawmut Avenue
1-4
242, Boston, Mass.

quire

apr21S28

«TICK IS HEREBY OIVEIV, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Executrix of the Will of
EDMUND S. HOYT, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and lias
taken upon herself that trust as the law didemands
upon
All persons having
rects.
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same: and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
ZULEMA It. HOYT, Executrix.
Portland, March 1G, 1880.
apl4dlaw\V3w»

in

A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. Α., Press Office.

freat

FOR

Insolvency.

STREET

a

SALE—A splendid bargain; the farm of
the late Israel True, situated one mile from
the village intlie town of Freeport, is now for sale.
This farm consists of about 70 acres of excellent
land, more than half of which is bounded by the
ocean; there is » good thrifty orchard, a never
and a
failing well of water, a house of eight rooms
barn 40x50 feet. This farm will be sold at a
of
5tb
the
before
May.
bargain if purchased
to BENJAMIN
or further information apply
20-2
Maine.
TRUE. City Building, Portland,

SALE—The

febl5-3m

IRL to do general housework. Call at 144
ap7tf
PINE STREET, in the forenoon.

great discount, a large,
sloop rigged lighter ; tonnage, 35 77-100 net ;
P. M. H., Richmond,
MRS.
Address
3
vears.
age,
ap21-4
Μι·., P. O. Box 125.
HALE—At

_

III

illustrated
MANUF'G CO., lveunebunk, Me.

WALE—Or to let; two cottages on Peak's

minutes walk of Jones'
FORIsland, within fiveaddress
C. I. KIMBALL,

FOK

MDruwUU.

Send for
safely without mussing.
apparel takencircular
LEATHEROID
to
the

—

North
"Manchester',
Roch^-r",t«prin|,vnle, Alfred^V«^r- THE POKIUVD 4

Concord, alid points
For
at I.OI p. m.
fer Rochester, 8prln_
For
Saco Biver,
Bi*er, 7..ÈO «*· 111 ·»
boro and Waco
™·
p. m. and t mixed) at β.:ίΟ p.
a.m., I.05, O.-iO
at
T.SO
<iorh«n>
For

WANTED—A

owning

TRAINS.

and after Monday, April Isi,
iOil
Trains will l.fnrt
-π··' I NMJ, Passenger
Portland:
Junction,
Ayer
Clinton,
For Worcenter,
at 7.30
AiiNhHa, Windhuni and Epping

special prices

tune;

to

to pianos tuned by the
and particular
WANTED—Pianos
CHAS. F. JONES, order slate at D. H.

τ Τ

ARRANGEMENT-OF

Portland, arrive

HOTEL PBOPBIETORK- Having
I offer
experence of twenty-five (25) years,
of takas clerk or assistant, capable
services
my
to
going out of
ing full charge. No objection
19 Free street,
W.,
M.
G.
state.
Address,
the
24-1
Portland.

EXCURSIONS

Portland & Rochester R. R.

"

housework ; good wages.
WANTED—A
ST.

lor,

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

lumber or any
of

to

FOR

DR.

Ν

Cannot be made by medi-

SALE—Just arrived from Nova Scotia,
load of horses: good drivers and
For sale by L. W. DYER, East Deering.
24-1

-one car

SALE—A desirable house and land at
within one mile
Bradley's Cornêr, Deering,
of Portland ; story and a half house and stable ;
about two acres of laud in good state of cultiva; terms
tion; fruit trees; easy »! access to the city
οι
F. V.
easy. For farther particulars enquire
or of
Portland,
Mutual
Building,
CHASE, Union
MRS. JKHOME OSGOOD, on the premises. 1C-2

the Cnticura Remedies.

<xt

OK

workers.

ARE STILL TRIUMPHANT.

Cleansed, Purified, and Beautified by
It affords me pleasure to give you this report of
the cure of our little grandchild by your CuticuHA Remedies. When six mouths old Ills lelt baud
began to swell and had every appearance of a
large boil. We poulticed it, but all to no purpose.
About five months after it became a running sore.
He then had two of
Soon other sores formed.
them on euch hand, and as his blood became more
and more impure it took less time for them to
break mit. A sore came on the eliin, beneath the
under lip, which was very offensive. His head was
one solid scab, discharging a great deal. This was
his condition at twenty-two months old, when I
undertook the care of him, his mother having died
when he was a little more than a year old, of eonsumption (scrofula of course). He could walk a
little, but could not get up if lie fell down, and
could not move when in bed, having no use of his
liands. I immediately commenced with theCUTicuba Remedies, using the Cuticuba and Cuti
cuha Soai· freely, and when he had taken one
bottle of the Coticuha Resolvent, his head was
completely cured, and he was improved in every
way. We were very mucli encouraged, and continued tile use of the Remedies for a year and a
lialf. One sore after another healed, a bony matter forming in each one of these five deep ones
just before healing, which would finally grow loose
and were taken out; then they would healrapidlv.
One of these ugly bone formations I preserved.
After taking a dozen and a half bottles lie was
completely cured, and is now, at the age of six
years, a strong and healthy child. The scars on
Lis hands must always remain; his hands are
strong, thobgh we once feared he would never l.e
able to use tnem. All that physicians did for him
did him no good. All who saw the child before
using the Cuticura Remedies and see the child
If the above
now consider it a wonderful cure.

boarders for the summer;
location pleasant and healthy. Address
CenMRS. E. G. POWELL. Box 58, Cumberland

on

At

At Sourabaya Apl 24th, ship Sunrise, Tibbetls,
for Singapore 27th, thence to Hong Kong or
Sbanghae.
Ar at Liverpool April 25, ship Iroquois, Nickels

WANTED-

one

State street.

25tli, sell Geo Β Fergu-

Galle Mcli 31, ship Anahuae, Robinson,

27-1
75 ets.
daily. Ladies BO cts. ; Gents
know that we send
"ITT ANT ED—Carpenters to
Roof Brackets
Τ τ
Cadwell's Patent Adjustable
Recollect no nail
on tria 1 to responsible parties.
to any
be
adjusted
call
holes, no danger, they
KING & DEXTER's,
pitch. Coine aud see theill at
apr27-4
Portland Me.
Old gold and silver, for which
or taken in
highest cash prices will be paid,
watches,
jewelry, silverware, etc.,
exchange for
490
OFFICE.
etc., at the NATIONAL LOAN
27-1
Congress street. 8. Ecliryver, Prop.

ΒΟΙΙ,ΕΚΝ
{;ood
WIN.SLOW PACKING
to 50 horse power.
STEAM
24-1
31
St., Portland.
Exchange
Và
CO.,
kor hale—one Black
Walnut Bedstead and French Dresser;
Furniture
TTITANTED—A strong reliable boy 16 or 18
week. Address
single pine set; one Black

abundance of strawberries, apples, pears, &c. ;
pleasant location, twenty minutes drive [rom the
city. Also B acres of land, 200 rods from above,
Ill
very deffhable. Apply to PELEU BARKER.
2G-1

Foreign Ports.

Manila.

Portland and vlcin-

of

\\r ANTED—Thepeople
WESLEY JOHNTT
ity to know that MRS. J.
and Business ClairSON, the celebrated Medical
rooms at Mrs.
taken
lias
Boston,
of
voyant. late
will give sittings
Karrell's, 56 Free street, and

year.
Young's. 272 Middle St.

SALE—Residence in Gorham Village,
consisting of 2Va story house, with shed and
stable connected, all in perfect repair; 17 acres
land, orchard of 300 treesand variety small fruits ;
soil, fine scMiery. Address Box 111, Gor27-1
lani, Me.

IjiOlt

Robt Dont y, Low, South
Ambov.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 24th, Helen Mar, Stubbs
Hoboken; Sylvi, Newbury, and Game Cock, Robinson. Calais.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 26tli. sell Ned Ρ Walker,
Dobbin New York for Dover.
Below, sells Fleetwood, Koekland for Boston ;
Wm Η Archer, Belfast for New York; Mentor,
Koekland for do ; Marmora, and J Ρ Merriman,
Bangor for Boston; Fairdealer, and Panama. Ellsworth for do: St Leon. Penobscot fordo; Flora
Grindle, Mt Desert for do; Brunette, Winterport
fordo; Il W Cnshman. Hauiklln for do ; Onward,
Bangor for Vtoeyai-d-Havfn.

cisco.
Ar at

Keeping 21
VlfAJITED—Milk customers.
milk
» »
cows. I am prepared to furnish pure
cow's milk for Infants and Into
my patrons; one milk
Isl'eak's
at
delivered
valids a specialty ;
land during summer months without extra charge
East
Address,
0.
P.
Me.
J. P. HALL, Falmouth,
apr27-4
Peering, Me.

care

wwtui

Yokohama Mch 30, ships Frederick Billings,
Sherman, from New York; 1* Ν Blanchard, Oakes
Β
Ρ Cheney, Hughes, from Cardiff.
do;
At Hong Kong Men 24. ships Carondelet, Stetson; McNear,Frost; C F Sargent,Atherton ; Great
Admiral, Thompson; John Currier, Blet hen, aud
Wandering Jew, Nickels, une; barques Hiram
Emery, Gorham, for United States ; Kdw Kidder,
Griffin, for Port-land, Ο ; Colorado. Wyman, for
New York; C Ρ Dixon, Keene, for Callao; Edwin
Reed, Cates. and Richd Parsons, Thorndike, une.
Sid fm Melbourne Mch 10, barque G S Homer,
Perry. Puget Sound.
At Melbourue Mch 24, ships City of Brooklyn,
Swan, from Puget Sound, ar 4th ; Lucy A Nickels,
Nickels, from New York, ar 13th.
Ar at Newcastle. NSW, Mch 10th, ship Charles
Dennis, Allen, Melbourne ; 23d, barque Gerard C
Tobey, Baker, do.
Sid Mch 3, ship Kichd III, Mcliitvre, San Fran-

gas

LKT-The 1st of May. part of house No»
108 Brackett St., containing eight rooms;
also large yard and fruit garden attached ; terms
on the premises beδ21.ΐ>0 per month ; Inquire
24-1
tween 9 a. in. and 12 m.

™

PROVIDENCE—Ar 20tli, schs Storm Petrel,
Potter, Bluehill ; Teiumah, Marshall, Elizabethport; H L Curtis, Hodgkins. Boston; Sarah A

Blalsdell, Ray, Ellsworth;

A nice tenement, seven rooms,
G. SAWYER, 2C6

let

THE

^

MÎT.

To and*sSSgo.

Hopkins, Arroyo.

Rockland.
Sid 26th, sell Helen G King. Brown, New Yprk.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 24tli, schs JC
Harraden, and Adam Bowlby, New York for Boston; Mattie Holmes. So Amboy for Baugor ; Jed
York for.Fall River.
Frye. New schs
Ar 25th,
Ring Dove, from Perth Amboy for
Portsmouth ; Ella M Purington, do for Hallowell ;
David Faust, liondout for do; Freddie Eaton,
Port Johnson for Salem; Viola May, Philadelphia
for Saco: Eddy Halt, Rockland for Providence.
V1NEYARD-HAVENN—Ar 24tli, sell Enterprise, Dow, Port Johnson for Salem.
Passed by. brig llattie M Bain, McDonald, from
Arroyo for Boston.
Ar 27th, brig Eliza, Gerrior, Humaooa for Portland ; schs Helen Mar.ia,Elizabethport for Boston ;
Chas Ε Sears, Philadelphia for Portland ; Mattie
J Ailes, Rarttan for do ; John Bracewell. Ν York
for Dover; Lawrence Haynes, from New York for
Gardiner.
Sid 2Ctli, schs James Boyce, Apphia & Amelia,
Helen Maria, Silas McLoon, Bertha Ε Glover, C Ε
Sears, Mattie J Allés, Sarah A Reed, John Bracewell, Senator Grimes. Lawrence Haynes, Hattie H
Barbour. Emma Crosby, and Helen.
HYANN1S—Ar 23d, sch Melissa Trask, Trask,
Philadelphia for Saco.
BOSTON—Ar 20th, schs Game Cock. Robinson,
Calais; Golden Rule, Bradley, and Henry Clay,
Smith, do; Vineyard, Rosebrook. Sullivan; Lydia
H Webster, Webster. Castine; Matilda. Pinkham,
Wiscasset; Sadie A Kimball. Kimball, Booth bay;
Mary Brewer, Cooper, Rockport; M L Varney,
Weeks. Bath.
Cld 20th, brig Sarah & Emma, Nash, Norfolk:
·
sch Lizzie Major, Foster, Fernandina.
Sid 20th, brigs Herman, and Caroline Gray.
Ar27th, brigs Harry Smith, Weeks, Messina;
Hattie M Bain, McDonald. Arroyo; Apphia &
Amelia, Willard, Philadelphia; Palestine, Bunker
Amboy ; Helen A Chase, Adams, Hoboken ; Two
Brothers, Dodge, Wiscasset; FleetwoodrCooper,
Rockland ; Emma A Ciitiing. Howe, Bath ; Rival.
Stuart New York ; Il VV Cushman, Farwell, and
Panama, Trundy, •Ellsworth ; St Leon, Perkins,
Castine; Flora Grindle. Somers, Mt Desert.
SALEM—Ar 26th, sells Pearl, Robinson. Rockland ; Python, Cliauey, and Olive Branch, Fairell,
Ellsworth for Providence.
Below, schs James H Deputy, from Boston for
New York; Elbridge Gerry, Amboy for Rockland

Congress

M. Cl. PALMElt,

so.

TO

Tripp,

jniuuoru,

best Kid High Button Boot for

Cld 26tli, sell Clias A White,

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
EAST MACHIAS, April 24—Ar, sells Chalcedony, Thompson, and Victor, Bunker, Portland.

Portland, which
Brig Eliza, from Hurnacoa for has
been examinput into Vineyard-Haven leaky,
who
partially stopped the leak.
ed by a diver,
The vessel will proceed in tow of a tug.
Fishing sclir East-Wind, from Marblehead for
Mt Desert, ran ashore on Lobster Rock, Biddeford Pool. Monday night. She was hauled off by
tug Jos Baker, only slightly damaged.
Sch Sarah Eaton, winch arrived at Chester 2-ftli
from Port de Paix, experienced heavy ENE gales
on the 13tli and 17th, and stove forward house
and flooded lit with water; lost part of deckload,
damaged sails, &e.

mon

New York.

ren.

Sell Mabel. Strout, Cherryfleld—Ν Blake.
Sell Jc Jameson. Hatch, Deer Isle—Ν Blake.
Sell ο Β Kimball, Kimball, North Boothbay—
Ν Blake.
SAILED—Scli R SSLeaming.

Memoranda.

The

better than
ladies I have ever seen lor $1.50;
Frt»Twf>
usually sold for $2.60. '^'"^^ru^orfil^.Td
is true, or I shoula
It
shoe advertisements.
St.
.>41

Fountain, Philadelphia.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 20th. sell Florida, War-

to load for Phil-

FKOM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Mcb 20, barque Sarmiento,
Gould. Savannah.
Sid 24th, barque Ρ C Merriman, Howes, Boston.
,A,r,at rort Glasgow Apl 2ό, ship Mt Pleasant,
Wallace, Mobile.
Sid fm Bermuda Apl 21, sch Edw Johnson,Warren. (from Cienfuegos} for Boston.
Ar at Newcastle, NSW, Mcli 4th, barque Abbie
Carver. Pendleton, Sydney, (and sailed I3th for
Hong Kong.)
Sla Mcli 13, ship II S Sanford, Pendleton, for
Hong Kong.
Pasred Anjier Mcli 10, barque Jennie Harkness
Amesbury, from Iloilo fur Boston.

PST^fncress S

Townsend.
PENSACOLA—Ar 20tli, sell Helen L Martin,

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
TUESDAY, April 27.
Arrived.
Liverpool
Steamship Toronto, (Br) McAulay,
muse to D Tor-

via Halifax,
rance & Co.

FOUI*»—That

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO— Cld 20tli, ship Highland
Light, Norcross. Sydney. NSW.
Cld tilth, ship A MeCallum, Masters,for I'ort

APRIL 28.
6.55
I

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sunrises

the following Hat Blocks, viz.
The Mikado. Rival, Oleete, Adoras, Rhea,
and
(Turban) lone. Yum Yum.Jaimty, Arragçm
30 others aro the. best.
»"eeL
SIR, Ladies' Hat Presser, 544 Congress

ο

do pref
1st pref

New York

MISCELLiNEOCg.

Sell Augusta Ε Herrickof Swan's Island, is at
Gloucester titttag for southern shore.

«.

f5

FREICHTS.

more,

Northwestern preferred
New York Central
New York, Chicago & St. Louis
do pref.
Ohio Centrai.'.'
Ohio & Miss.
Ont. &· Western.
Oregon Transcou.
Pacific Mail.
Panama.
Pullman Palace.
Reading.
Rook Island.
St Louis & San Fran

ΚΛΙΙ.ΗΟΛΟΧ.

UAILKOADN.

WANTED.

LOST AN» FOU!*».

BOSTOl
STEAMERS.
FARE $1.00
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m.. and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
comfortable
Passengers by this line secure aand
Inconvennight's rest, and avoid the expense
at
night
ience of arriving in Boston late
York, via the various
to
New
Tickets
Through
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Manager.
ocltf

international
STEAMSHIP CO.,
EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B„ HALIFAX, N. S.
AND ALL PARTS OF
Nova Neotia, Prince
Inland, and Cape Breton.
—

—

New

JBrunttwick,
ward»

Ed·

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

new Steamers of this Line will leave RailWharf, foot of State street, evfcry MONDAY
and THURSDAY at 5.00 P. M., for EASTPOBT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
baggage checked to
Through tickets issued and
destination.
Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply al the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Infermation at Company's Office. Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE, JR.
of State street.
nov20dtI
Gen'l Manager.

The

road

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO,
Time Table for To-morrow, Mundajr.
Leave Custom House Wharf for the Islands 9.00
and 10.30 a. in., 1.30, 2.15 and 4.30 p. in.
IsThe 10-30 a. in. ami 2.15 p. in. goes to Long
ap24tf
land, making ail landings eacli way.
im

hkkkby «jivkn. that the
duly appointed Ex-

Notice
subscribers have been
of the Will of
ecutors

Portland,
SAMUEL R. SUMNER, late of
and have
ill the County of Cumberland, deceased,
trust by giving
taken upon themselves that
having debonds as the law directs. All persons
deceased, are remands upon the estate of said
all
and
persons inquired to exhibit the same:
to make paydebted io said estate are called upou
ment to

THADDEUS É. SUMNER,
of Buffalo, Ν. Y.
ALMON A. STROUT,

Hxeeutors.

Portland, Me.
ap2ldlaw3wW·
Portland, March 17,1885.
of

PRESS.

TELE

UNION DRAMATIC ChVB.
Dramatic Club at White Hock

Β. A. Atkinson

THE

WEDNESDAY MOKMXG, APRIL 28.

ïlie Union

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
ADVflRTIKK.niÎTTN ΤΟ-ΗΛ1
amusements.

Celebration of the

Sixty-Seventh

An-

a

Vieitlng Encampments

tain

From

Saco

Biddeford,

Bath,

E. M. Wilson
P.M. Bragdon
^ an W. Carll
C. S. Purlnton
Purlnton
Mrs
Jennie
May Manning
Mi s. Annie Wilson
Bessie lîradley
I. Whitney
M.
Miss
Nancy Nipper
Every part was performed in so commendable a
manner that we cannot refer to any one as having
excelled, but will simply say that all are deserving of much praise.
The entertainment concluded with the laughable farce, "Seeing the Elephant." Die parts
were taken by the following persons:
E. P. M. Bragdon
Silas Sonierby
\ an W, Carll
Harry Holden
Ed.-Poor
Bias Black
C. S. Purlnton
Pat Murphy
Will
Tyler
Johnny Sonierby
Miss M. I. Whitney
Kacliel Sonierby
Mrs. Annie Wilson
Sally Solnerby
What lias been said of the drama will also apply
to the farce. This can well be said to have
"brought down the house." Music was furnished
by the Newliall Brothers of Gambo, assisted by
Sir. Band of South Windham. The affair was a
success in every way, and it is hoped that it may
■ ·■·

E.

Matt Winsor
Marcus Graves
Simon Stone

Portland Patriarchs Militant Enter-

and

Richmond.

& CO'S

of characters of the same:

Royal Manning

niversary of the Order.

Church.
Apron Sale— WilUston
.NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
Indigo Prints—Mlllett & Little.
To Let—Tenement.
Carriage Painter Wanted.
For Sale—Farm.
Artificial Teetli-E. lî. & F. W. Lockwood.
To Let—Piano.
Interesting—Owen. Moore & Co.
For Sale—Cook Stove.
A Gentleman of Thirty—Correspondence.
\V anted—Saleswoman.
Notice—If this Meet the Eye of Dunny Finn.
Wanted—McCobb & Lord.
AUCTION SALES.
F. 0. Bailey & Co.

gave

pleasing entertainment at the cliureh In that
place on the evening of April 21st. The popular
drama, Comrades," was presented, which was
well rendered In every part. Following is the cast
most

WINSLOW'S
A4viee to JHethera.-MKS.
éOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
ohlldren are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at ouce ; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
the child from pain, and the little cherub
relieving

button." It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates
bowels, and Is the best known remedy for dlaror other
rhcea, whether arising from teething
«auses. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
awakes

as

"bright

as a

SM&W&wly

janlll

X. Oammon, 5 Maverick St., E,
ftoston, Mass.
V. W. Kinsman & Co.—Gents: I would say to
mv, friends, and all who chance to read this, that
1 have used Adaiuson's Botanic Cough Balsam in
my fatally for a long time, and consider It a very
valuable medicine. It cures when all other remedies fall, and 1 would cheerfully recommend It to
those affticted wtth Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Sc. I
have just made a purchase of two large bottles to
send to a frleiitl in Central City, Col.
MW&S&w
apr2(>
Vrom Mrs. I.

J. L. Norton, residing at Far Kockaway, Queens
Co. Ν. Y., was so crippled with inflammatory
rheumatism, of ten years' standing, that he had to
use crutches. He was completely cured by taking two Brandreth's Pills every night for thirty
sights, and will answer any written or personal

inquiries.
eod&w

apr26

Important

to Buyers of Hats.
Perry has all of the latest styles.
Perry has just what you want for spring and
summer ware.

For children's hats ge to Perry's.
Take a look at Perry's goods.
245

Middle Street.

Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hear

•bating

ter*a.
uou't

is relieved at

once

by taking one

of Car

tttle Liver PIUs Immediately after dinner,
lhis

aPr27

d&wlw

F. O. Bailey & C. wjjj ββ|[ today, by order of
mortgagee, a lot of l'«-sehold furniture, carpets,
etc. See notice in auctio^„o]nmn
υ.

8.

CIRCUIT Cc*IRT.

BEFORE JIDGR WEBB.

Tl'Hsdai .—The following grand jury

was

em.

panelled :

George A. Cony, foreman, Augusta.
John H. Parsons, Augusta.
Augustus 8. Weutworth. Deering.
Charles A. Coffin, Deering.
Calvin M. Rose, Dixfield.
Daniel F. Newton, Dixfield.
benjamin It. Racklefl, Hampden.
Maton Damon, Hampden.
(HlverS. Gilbert, Leeds.
Mellen J. Hanscom, Leeds.
Cyrus Hills. Lincolnville.
Washington Mathews, Lincolnville.
Krfyard Kavanagh, Newcastle.
James
Bmithurch, Newcastle.
William O. Freeman, Saco.
Frank C. Adams, Saco.
Albert D. Davis, St. George.

the Press.)

October.
Alter prayer by Rev. Horace E. Morrow of the

First

The procession started
3 o'clock, moving
precision, the bright rega,as and piumes of
the Odd Fellows .presenting a l»n<j50mc
appear
ance.
The column turned aroui^ t[le oid
City
Hall into Middle street, and took
the
ijIle 0f
.p
march through the principal streets
tbe city,
everywhere lined with crowds of intereie(j spectators.
At the residence of Hon. Benjamin
Kinfebury
on Oak street, the line halted, and Mr.
Kingsb.ryj
whose illness prevented his going out, sat ne".r
the door of his house and listened to the sereuadt
tendered him and the good wishes of his many
friends in the ranks.
At the City Building, ail excellent dinner was
spread in Reception Hall, and the visitors were
evidently blessed with the same hearty appetites
with which they had sat down to lunch.
The new uniform of the Patriarchs Militant,
worn by the officers and one or two of the chevalwith

WEBB.

Wiscasset, April 27.
Chas. Weeks, clerk; R. S. Partridge, county atJohn
K.
torney;
Kelly, sheriff; Miss Edltli Sawyer, stenographer ; Alfred Call, messenger; John
H. Southard, assistant messenger.
To-day opened serene and beautiful. Not so
large a number was present at the convening of the
April term, Supreme Judicial Court of Lincoln
as

At 2.30 o'clock, the formation of the line for
the grand parade was commenced, the column
starting from Odd Fellows' hall, with the right
resting on Elm street. The line was formed as
follows :
Platoon of Police.
Chandler's Band, 25 men—D. H. Chandler, leader.
Canton Ridgely, No. 1, 75 men—Capt. F. L.
MoseleyL First Lieut. W. E. Plummer, Ensign
Charles F. Tobie.
No. 2, 75 men—Capt. H. K.
Canton lÎidgely.
Colesworthy, Lieut. F. T. Merrill, Ensign Fred
Haskell.
Drum Major Roberts
Pittsi^j jjan(j 22 nieces—B. W. Thienie, leader.
K-enneuj, valley Encampment, 32 men—Capt. C.
f,· *te.°. Senior Captain C. M. Foster, Junior
Captain
jj proctor.
^
Bath
Cadet Band. 22
picces—J. L. Perkins,
leader.
Sagadahoc Efo^numient, 33 men—Capt. .T. H.
Hanscom, lsr^féut. M. M. Lament, 2d Lieut.
J. M. Doekery.
I)run
Major Green
PUinchaud's Band, in
pieces—P.' L. Palnchaud,

p_ Hampson.

BEFORE JUDGE FOSTER.

Cottdty,

THE FARADS.

leader.
Encampment 25 men-Capt. William
Bradford, Lieu. « ionzo Kimball.
York Encampment,
22lnen-Capt. josepli L.
Small. Lieut. C. Κ

LINCOLN COUNTY S. J. COURT.

(Reported

G. P., Milton Higgius.
At 12.30 o'clock, the Patriarchs Militant of
Portland, met at Odd Fellows' hall and formed in
line to march to the Eastern depot, for the purpose of receiving the expected visiting encampments. The detachment was under command of
Capt. F. L. Moseley. Chandler's band escorted
The escort halted at the foot of
the Patriarchs.
State street, wlrere Hobah Encampment. No. 5,
of Saco, York Encampment, No. 17, of Biddeford,
Sagadahoc Encampment, Ko. G, of Batn, ana
Kennebec Valley Encampment, No. 32, of Richmond, and their accompanying bands,were receiv
ed, after having been met at the depot by the reception committee, consisting of Col. Ο. B. Whit,
ten, Lieut. William E. Plummer, Ensign Charles
F. Tobie, Γ. G. R., Henry Crockett, G. P., Milton
Higgins, r. G., Charles H. French, 1*. G. R.,
Joshua Davis.
The line of march was then taken up for the
City Building, where three long tables ih Reception Hall bore an appetizing lunch, prepared by
Kimball, the caterer, and to which the visitors
did full justice.

Hobah

TuEhdav.—In the libels against the schooner
Kate McClintock and lappurtenances brought by
the Independent Towboat and Wrecking Company, a decree was entered on ex parte healing for
•24M.33, but the amount In the registry after paying costs left #162.30, to be applied to the satisfaction of the decree, leaving a balance of ((86.03.

for

a

.....

U. 8- DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE

was

last

Parish Church, the first and second traverse

Juries were empanelled.

Grand Jury-Chas. P. Tlbbetts. Bristol, foreman; Chas. H. Ayers, Southport: Horatio Dodge,
Newcastle; William M. FI agir, Noblelxiro ; Abner
β. Hlscoek, Damariscotta ; Bradbury B. Jackson,
Wiscasset; Benjamin F. Jewett, Westport; EdWard T. Levensaler, Waldobero: Samuel T. Lowell, Alna; Wm. Marr, Somerville; David Martin,
Bremen; Timothy McGrath, Whitefleld: James
L. Race, Boothbay ; Geo. L. Storer, Waldoboro;
John W. White, Dresden.
1st traverse Jurors—Wilbur F. Bearce, Bristol ;
David C. Adams, Boothbay; Geo. W. Allen, Dresden; Warren C. Ames, Newcastle; ^Arad Barker,
Bristol ; Stephen M. Barker, Boothbay ; Orpheus
P. Bran, Somerville ; Thomas E. Cooper, Jefferson; Fred. H. Dunton, Westport; John L. Gowen,
Nobleboro; Francis W. Houdlette, Dresden; Rufus A. Ware, Whitefleld.
2d traverse. Jurors—Joseph A.Wellman, Bremen ;
Wilder Kenney, Edgecomb; Roscoe H. Knowlton,
Damariscotta; Benjamin Ladd, Jefferson; Warren Lowell, Wiscasset; Benjamin Ludwlg, Waldoboro; John McKenney, Wiscasset; Albion L.
R. Peaselee, Alna; John W. Perkins, Nobleboro;
Ellsha Pinkhani. Newcastle; Chas. J. Skehan,
Whitefleld; Martin Wallace, Waldoboro.
There are 161 cases on the continued docket.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY S. J. COURT.
BKFOKl! JUDGE HASKELL.

[Keported for the Press.!
Ba.ngob, April 2Cth.
Klisba Shaw et als. vs, George Waterhouse. An
action to recover the penal sum of a bond alleged
to have been executed July 14, 1883.
The defendant claims that the bond is invalid in that it
executed upon the Lord's day.
Testimony
elMed. Ad damnum, $6000.
D. F. Davis and Powers & Sanborn for plaintiffs.
Humphrey Si Appleton and J. Varney for defendant.
was

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Tujwday.—George Burns, Owen Toner, Patrick
Gallagher, William E. Corliss, Simeon Dyer, Emannel lteese. Intoxication ; each 10 days county Jail.
George E. Conlev, common drunkard; 15 iiays
county jail.
Frank McBridger, Frank Burke, John Howard
and John Ryan, vagabouds and idle persons, each
60 days county jail.

being richly ornamented,

perfect good
taste. The uniform consists of a black frock coat,
with a single row of brass buttons. The body and
cross belts are gilt and purple.
There are shoul,
der epaulettes of gilt, a gilt crown on the cuffs
and

but

in

and crook on the collar. The chapeau is black, with a white and purple feather. A
fatigue cap accompanies the uniform. The uniforms of the officers, substitute red for purple in
the trimmings and feather, and the rank is designated by stripes on the cuffs and bars on the collars.
a

sword

THE J'KOMENADB CONCERT.

The concert by Chandler's Band was a delight
fui commencement to an evening of festivity. The
band played the following selections with the
skill for which they are famous:
F est March
Wagner
Overture—Morning, Noon and Night in Vienna

Suppe

Introduction and Tarantclle
,Kollinson
of the Lion
Kontski
Germans before Paris
Trenkle
When at a quarter to nine the grand march
commenced to the music of Chandler's orchestra,
the hall had filled with people, the galleries being
occupied with spectators, and also many seats
upon the floor of the house.
Eighty-six couples
participated in the march, led by Capt. F. L.
Moseley. The regalia and uniforms of the gentlemen glittered in the electric light, which with
the tasty dresses of the ladies, made a pleasant
sight. After the march an order of fifteen dances
was enjoyed, under the charge of the following
committee:
Capt. F. L. Moseley, Capt. H.K.
Colesworthy, Ensign F. E. Haskell, Lieut. F. T.
Merrill and Chevaliers O. C. Elwell, John B.
Brown, F. R. Farrlngton, H. H. Verritl, Charles
A. Eaton.
»
The order cards were neatly gotten up and
printed. The dances were appropriately inscribed
to the visitors, the ladies, our city, etc.
A portion of the visitors left ou the 11 p. in.
train, others at 2 o'clock, and some remained in
the city over night.
The entire day was as sue
cessful as could be wished.

Awakening

PERSONAL.

BRIEF JOTTINC8.

J. P. Baiter, Esq., and family, will sail for home
Four oeean steamers were in port
the Peruvian, Sardinian, Ontario and
) '.-The regular monthly meeting of the
Art will be held at tbe society's house

yesterday,
Toronto·

Society of
this even-

ing.
Steamer Toronto of the Dominion line, 12 days
from Liverpool via Halifax, arrived here yesterday morning. She brought 140 passengers.
The "Kindergarten" school on Centre street has
beee closed till the next term, owing to the sickness of Miss Barstow, the teacher in charge.
Owing to a slight washout on the Farmington
branch of the Maine Central Iiailroad yesterday,
the noon train did not arrive In this city until
15.46 p. m.
Edward Leonard a truckman, was caught iuau
elevator at Shaw, Hammond & Carney's store)
Monday and jammed about the legs. No bones
were broken.
diaries Tolman, night watchman at the Custom
House, yesterday handed his resignation to Collector Anderson in response to a request made

The ladles of Williston church will hold an
apron sale at their chapel this afternoon. Ice
cream will be served from 5 o'clock through the
evening. All are Invited.
Several of the Grand Trunk passenger cars
which have been painted the newly adopted color
are running and present a fine appearance.
The
ears In future will be painted a darker shade than
the chrome yellow recently adopted.

Entertainment

at

Kavanagh

Hall.

number of the young ladies of the Cathedral
St. Dominic's church will give an entertainment next Thursday evening in Kavanagh Hall
for the benefit of the poor.
This will be a pleasant way of assisting a worthy object as the proposed programme embraces many numbers of
rare excellence.
The Jeudi Club, composed of
eleven talented young ladies will present the comedy "My Lady's Page." They will also give a fail
drill. Mr. Γ. J. McCalluin, well known as an actor will recite. Miss Fannie
Egan, pianist. Miss
Eva Goodwill, violinist, and Mr.
George Thomas
will also assist. Tickets are for sale at McGowan
& Young's book store.
A

and

Maine

Agricultural Society.

The meetings of this Society at the Common
Council room, Thursday at 10 a. 111. and 2 p. m.,
will be interesting to those who arc desirous to
gain useful information as to the best methods of
bee culture. J. ►*, Mason, Esq., of Mechanic
Falls, Rev. C. M. Herring of Brunswick, Hon.
Alfred Woodman, Dr. S. P. Getcliell, Freedom
Nash, Esq., and others of Portland will take part
in the discussion.

Sudden Death.
Mrs. Charlotte W. Baker, widow of Alfred
Baker, died last nlglit at the residence of her son
on Market street.
Shu was In lier usual good
health at 2 o'clock ycaterday afternoon, but later
stricken with paralysis, three shocks following ^ono another in rapid succession. Mrs.
Baker was the mother of J. W. Baker, driver o'
Ragle Hook and Ladder, No. ii, and a lady
blghly respected by all her acquaintances.
she

was

Aug.

31st.

The hour of Hon. Edmund Wilson's funeral in
Thoirtaston today was incorrectly telegraphed. It
is at 11.30 a. m.
Mr. James McGlinchy of this city was married
Monday evening in 'Washington to Miss Jessie
Joyce, the ceremony taking place at St.
Matthew's church.
G. H. Greeley, Bangor; W. E. Hogan, Bath; A.
E. Williams, Hartford; C. A. Leighton and wife,
Tlioniaston ; G. S. Wellmau and wife, Bciton ; F.
Clement, Haverhill; J. A. Burgher and Ε. H. Goff,
New York, were at the Falmouth Hotel last

night.
Mrs. Alice Gerry Patterson, daughter of the late
Hon. Eibridge Gerry, was married Monday evening to David Stuart, Esq., a lawyer of Baltimore'
the ceremony being performed by Rev. Dr. Hill at
the residence of the bride's mother on New High
street.
Charles P. Williams, Boston ; A. I'. Spitz, Boston; G. M. Soûle, Groveton; E. G. Lindsey, Boston; Win. Morass, Troy; L. P. Woodbury, Lewis
IUI1 J

yj

il.

V

utfe"-laiu,

wuiuui,

»'·

ivuuitiu-

Bellead, Boston, were at the
City Hotel last evening.
The Philadelphia Times's Washington correspondent says :
Mrs. Keed, wife of the Republican leader of the
House, is almost as regular a follower of the proceedings of Congress as her husband and lie lias
not missed a day since the session began. It must
be pleasing to her to note that he is the only man
who can at all times get the close attention of
son,

Kiugfleld;

O.

every man on the floor. He is often at lier side in
the galleiy and generally walks home with lier in
the evening.

Covernor's

Reception

and

Military

Ball.
May 14tli a Governor's reception and State military ball will be held in the Coliseum at Gardiner,
selected for the occasion 011 account of its central
location. Arrangements have been completed for
the attendance of the prominent military and leading people of the entire State. Keeve's American
Band will furnish the music and a banquet will be
served in the lower hall of the Colisem.
Special
trains will be run to Portland, Lewlston and Bath
after the ball. The aim of the committee having
the matter in charge is to bring together on this
occasion the leading people of the State and make
the event one of the most brilliant in its history.
With this end in view committees have been chosen in many places to make out an invitation list
for their own locality as well as to do whatever
may be necessary to promote the social success 0
the affair. The committee for Portland are Gen
Brown, Gen. Mattocks, Col. Lynch, Major Shaw,
Capt. Sterling Dow, lirig. Quartermaster; Lieut.
C. A. Perry, Quartermaster of the 1st liegiment;
E. C. Milliken, Adj. of the 1st Kegiment, 1·'. E·
Bootliby and F. It. Farrington.
The Street Committee.
The City Government committee on streets,
sidewalks and bridges yesterday afternoon, after
viewing the premises, voted 10 recommend the
discontinuance of Waldo street, and the straightening of the Eastern Promenade. Leave to withdraw was recommended the petitioners for the
straightening of Federal street, and action was
deferred upon the extension of Wilson and. Newbury streets.

soon be

per

MOIÏDAY iflORNINO

yard.

The new lot of Embroidered Dresses which
have just been opened at prices ranging
from $2.25 to $12.00.
Very handsome and

—

Tooth Brushes at 11 cents.
Nail Brushes at 17 cents.
Hair Brushes at 28, 48 and 75 cents.
Lace Curtains in room up-stairs at

The
The
The
The

at 8 cents per yard.
The large assortment of Curtain Material

showing: in the
Department up-stairs.
which

we are

new

Drapery

The handsome Silks for Sash Curtains and

Cor. Pearl and Middle Streets.

Drapery, v/hich are being: sold very cheap in
the Needlework Department.
The new genuine Freucli hand made C. P.
Satine Corset which we are selling at $1.75.
The handsome styles in new Embroidered

gave

Suede and Kid Gloves which

evening The Queen's Lace Handkerchief will be
given.

hand and guarantee.
It will be interesting to look rouud our
store, for you needn't buy anything unless
you want to, and we always like to have

Mr. Arthur
creditable representations.
Wooley, as the Pirate Chief was good and Mr.
Lodge, as Don Bolus had a part to which he was
well adapted. The other parts were well taken.
This afternoon The Pirates of Penzance and this

CARNIVAL.

Ash Chamber Sets, complete. $18, $20, $25, $28,
$30, $35, $38, $40 to $50.
Walnut Chamber Sets, complete, best Italian
Tops. $40, $45, $48, $55, $00 and up to $250.
Solid Cherry Chamber Sets complete, best Italian Marble Tops, $40, $45, $50, $75 and up to
$150.
Solid Mahogany Chamber Sets, best Italian
Marble Tops, $65 and upward. Imitation Mahogany, $28 and upward.
Pine Chamber Sets, complete, $16, $18 and $20.
These chamber Sets are all set up on the largest
and lightest floors in this country. We warrant
them clean, perfect well made goods. Enormous
assortment to select from. Take elevator to third
floor.

fit to the

look.

people

The May Day carnivals given by the Bosworth
Belief Corps in former years have proved so good
that the announcement of the programme for this
year's carnival insures a large attendance. Mr.
Fred Adam's drama "The Silver Liuing" has met
with great success at its previous representations
here. The parts are all taken by young men,
Howard Littleflelil appearing as Annie Trescott,
Harry Waite as Hannah Whipple and Jesse
presser as Sally True. May morning an opera
written by W. H. Putnam and composed bv Frank
L. Collins, will be sung for the first time, the thirteen principals being supported by a chorus of
120 voices. The drama of True Philosophy will
be presented with the same care and complete
ness as the other parts of the programme.

we

$1.00, $125, $1.50
Springs
Wovqp Wire Springs 3.00, 4.00, 5.00

Flat

Come and see the regular, warranted pure, unadulterated Bushnell Spring Bed ; this is the most
popular Spring Bed in the market, but owing to
the hitherto high cost has not been sold largely.
We shall offer them now ior this week at $5.75.
Don't forget to look at the Best & Bushnell Spring
*
Bed.

MAY BLOSSOM.

Belasco's play "May Blossom" to be presented
at Portland Theatre, May 4th and 5th, is a story
of home life, the darker sides of which are relieved with bursts of comedy which serve to enlighten
The
the piece and contribute to its popularity.
play will be presented by the Madison Square
Theatre Company with those Portland favorites
Georgia Cayvan and Benjamin McGiiilev in the
leading parts, supported by a strong company.
NOTES.

The Folio for May has been received from W.

E. Chandler, 431 Congress street.

Longfellow Chautauqua

Circle.

The Longfellow C. L, S. C. met Monday evening
at the house of Mrs. H. C. Fitch, 88 Park street.
April 23d being the anniversary of the birtli of
Shakespeare, known to Cliautauquans as "The
Shakespeare Day," the evening was largely de"
voted to a study of the great dramatist and his
works. The opening paper was an essay by Miss
Houghton, "Shakespeare's Home Life," giving a
pleasing description of his birthplace at Stratfordou-Avon, and of the more pretentious home of his
later years in the same quiet village ; with a brief
reference to his domestic life with Anne Hathaway.
Miss

Ellen Gould read

interesting and
suggestive paper answering the question "How
can we best study Shakespeare, and what do we
gain by studying him?" An article on the "Strong
Minded Women of Shakespeare" was also on the
programme, but

was

not

a

most

Mattresses, all Sizes, Kinds and

indigo

to-day one case Indigo
Bine Prints, all new styles, at
6 1-4 cents per yard.

We offer

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Serious Accidem
Yesterday afternoon, at about 5 o'cl<«ij as Mr.
Joel Black, a farmer of West Falmoim, was
driving on Washington street, just tins
0f
Tukey's bridge, lie was thrown violently from his
carriage to the ground, the horse running away, I
and the carriage being badly smashed up. Mr. I
tender, and carried to the police station where a
physician attended hiin. The skull of the injured
man was found to. be fractured, he had received
two severe cute on the head, another just above
one eye, and his nose was cut.
He was partially
conscious at the station, and told where the accident took place. Mr. Black was removed to the
Maine General Hospital, and the physicians re
garded his condition as critical.
The Stevedores' Prices.
The stevedores of this city, loading lumber at
this port, called a meeting April 23d, and ilxed
the price for loading, CO cents per thousand, and
for stowing 35 cents per thousand, to take effect
from the date of the meeting.

MARRIAGES.
city, April 28, by Kev. A. K. P. Small.
Charles C. Clark aud Florence B. Adams, both ot
Portland.
In South Surry, April 10, Olley Gray of Penobscot and Miss Mary A. Botizev ot Surry.
In Sijrry. April 17, Henry Wood and Miss Annie Wescott.
In Viualhaven, April 17, Clias. S. Hopkins and
Lizzie M. Burns.
DEATHS.
In tills city. April 27. Mr». Mary D., wife of
John D. Barrett, aged 2G years.
In this city, April 27, 1 imothy Dailev, aged 45
years.
In this city. April 28, Mrs. Charlotte W. Baker,
widow of the late Alfred Baker, aged 68 years, β
months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In Bath, April 24. James H. Hodgkins, aged 30
years 8 mouths.
In Phipsburg, April 23, Albert A. Conant, aged
70 years 3 months.
In West Bath. April 24, Adaline I!., wife of Win
H. Work, aged 55 years 10 months.
In West Newton, Mass., April 24, T.E.Stuart,
aged 57 years.
[Funeral on Thursday forenoon at 10.30 o'clock.
from No. 164 Brackett street. Friends and relatives are invited to attend without further notice.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

North Bloomfield, Ν. Y., sufferWallace Buck,
ed eleven years with a terrible varicose ulcer on
his leg, so bad that he had to give up business. He
was entirely cured of the ulcer, and also of catarrh,
by Hood's Sarsaparilla.
"I was troubled with boils, having several of
them at a time.
After suffering about ail I could
bear, I took Hood's Sarsaparilla, which entirely
cured me. I cheerfully recommend Hood's Sars.v
parilla to all like afflicted, being sure they will And
relief." Ε. N. Nightingale, Quincy, Mass.

set.
$10 per
"
"

Best («uni Teeth,
Best Plain "

7
5

"

Resetting

at moderate prices.
two or more teeth. Work

Filling

for

SOI!

"

"

Gas free of charge
warranted.

WTLOCKWOOD,

Ε. B. & F.
apr28

Congres* Si.,

cor.

Brown.

eod3m

NOTICE.
this should meet the eye of Dunny Finn, who
left Ireland about 1846, his second son by
Alice Shanalian would like to hear from him.
Address J. FINN, Fobes St., Woollooinooloo.
Sydney, N. S. W., Australia.
apr28dlt*

IF

For Sale.
SMALL farm pleasantly situated, one-half
mile from Yarmouth Village, on the Fortland road, ten miles from Portland ; said farm contains 27 acres of land divided into wood, pasturage and tillage, cut hay enough last year to winter
two cows and one horse ; land newly cleared and
in good condition ; nice young orchard of 125 aptrees, about one-third in bearple, plum and pear
ing condition ; also plenty of grape vines, etc. ;
and
newly repaired and painted,
porch
ï^use
new in 1881, 36x36 witli good cellar; two
good w*iie nf water. For Dartieulars. address A.
j,.
MiTunvLL, Yarmouthvme, Maine, wiswi7·

A

of thirty wishes to correspond
A GENTLEMAN
with lady cf from twenty two to twenty
a

who is matrimonially inclined.
except ladies ot refinement and education
need answer. References exchanged. Address
N. J.. Box 877, Charleston,W. Va.
apr28dlt*
years of age
eight
None

public to know that McCobb
and Lord can furnish them with the choicest creamery and dairy butter. Fine cheese and
fresh country eggs at BUTTER STOKE, 41 Free
28-2
St

WANTEB-The

aud

sales-

reliable
experenced
in
WANTED—A
fancy goods store. Address
etc. Χ. H. Press Office. 28-1
woman

a

stating experience.,

IiET—A good tenement at 49 Green St.
Enquire of J. C. WOODMAN, 105V3 Ex28-1
change St.

TO

SAUE—Cheap,
stove in good order.
FOR
GRESS

a

second hand wood cook
Apply at 544V2 CON28-1

PAINTER WANTED -ApJ. F. HOVEY'S, No. 71 Port28-1

at
CARRIAGE
ply at
land street.
once

Τ

I*ET—For the summer a nice Piano. En28-1
at 116 WINTER ST.,

Ο

quire

NOVELTIES

Purifies the Blood.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Sold by druggists, SI ; six for $5. Prepared only
by C, 1.HOOD&CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

apl

Wear,
Driving
Gloves,

Percale and
White Shirts,
and
Cuffs
Collars,

Fancy

Hosiery,
—

AT

—

NO. 7 MARKET

SQUARE.

J. G. HAYES & GO.

NON-ARSENICAL

ing from the Lufkin school house, in North Yarmouth, to the Cumberland line, at a point near the
house of the late Aaron Haskell, and running a
north westerly course to the line between the
towns of North Yarmouth and Gray, at a point
where the Long Hill road, in Gray, so called, terminates, all in our said County of Cumberland.
And your petitioners would further say and represent that a passable road between the points
named, has been maintained by persons in the
vicinity thereof, for a period of eighty years, more
that repeated efforts
or less—probably more;
have been made to induce the said town of North
Yarmouth to construct said road, but without
avail; that about the year 1871, on petition, persons authorized by said town made a survey and
location of said road, assessed damages, and made
report thereof to said town ; that said report was
accepted, placed on file, and record made ot the
same.

And your petitioners further say and assert, that
petition was presented to the officer» of said
town on the 5th day of March, 1886; that the selectmen of said town viewed the premises, and
adopted the above survey and the above report,
so far as it applied to the present time, and made
report of the same to said town on the 22d day of
March. 1886; and made further report, that
"there is probable cause for building said road,"
and that said town did, then and there, deliberately, by a legal vote of the qualified voters of said
town of North Yarmouth, in legal town meeting,
assembled unreasonably refuse to accept said report.
Your petitioners would therefore ask that your
Honors w»uld view the premises, and locate
said road ana highway according to
andjeonstruct
the laws in such cases made and provided.
And your petitioners would further ask and
pray that in view of past loner delays, said examination, location and construction, may be had at
the earliest possible moment alter the season will
permit and the laws allow. And your petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray.
Dated at said Gray, on this, the twenty-third day
of March, in the year of our Lord, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-six.
JOHN D. ANDERSON,
Signed,
and twiWhindred and fourteen others.
a

State of Maine.

On the foregoing Petition, it being satisfactorily
shown to the Court,that the petitioners are responsible, and that a hearing is expedient, it is hereby
ORDERED, That the County Commissioners will
meet at the dwelling bouse ot Roscoe G. Haskell,
mille

town ΟΙ

said Petition and tins Order of Court tliereon, to
be served upon the Town Clerk of the town of North
Yarmouth, and also by posting up copies of the
same in three public places in said Town and
publishing the same three weeks successively
in the Portland Daily Press, a newspaper printed in Portland, Maine, the first of said publications, and each of the other notices, to be at least
days before the time of said meeting; at
thirty time
and place, (after it has been satisfacwhich
shown
that the above notice lias been duly
torily
given,) the Commissioners will proceed to yiew
set
forth in said petition, and other
route
the
routes and roads connected therewith, and after
such view, they will give a hearing to the
parties and their witnesses at some convenient
when
and where
place in the vicinity,
all persons and corporations interested, may apif
any they have, why the
pear and show cause,
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
A.
A. DENNETT, Clerk,
Attest,
True copy of the Petition with Order of Court
thereon.
A. A. DENNETT, Clerk.
Attest,
dlaw\V3w
ap28

CARPET BEATING
NOTICE.

House, Office and Store Decorations
A

We are prepared to make estimates on all kinds of above work.

hare competent workmen
and would advise all contemplating: work of this kind to call early, before the rush of Spring business commences.
We

LOBING, SHORT & HARMON.
eod3m

feb26

Mil. JAMES S. MARKETT,

year and in all kinds of weather.
apr20

■

&CO.,

NO. 24 FREE STREET,

ridge) Papers

a

specialty.

Plain

lu

mar30-dlm

BEST,

DKALEK IN

—

MEATS, VEGETABLES, GROCERIES AND CANNED

Congress Street.

cod3m

MEATS A SPECIALTY.
WOODFORD'S
CORNER, DIE.
GOODS.

TELEPHONE NO. S703.
Cioodii Uelirered Free.
aplSd

Light

caiTpet
DEPARTMENT.
the bargains for yourselves, in all
Wool, Cotton and Wool, Tapestry Brussels, Body
Brussels, Velvets, &e. We believe no finer line
Selected with
can be found in New England.
great care, guaranteed as first quality and lltivir
than the lowest in price.
Come and

see

STOVES

Corner

man.

Μη. Frank Cubtis, the well-known boot and
shoe dealer in Bangor, had trouble with Canker in
Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour
stomach, Indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only succeeded when lie began the use of Brown's Sarsaparilla. Mr. Curtis authorizes the use of his name.
He is In better health than for years. He says

BROWN'S

RANGES.

SARSAPARILLA
wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer on Pickering
Square, Bangor. "I have had," said Mr. Johnson,
"a canker or humor about me for a long time,
which showed itself in my stomach and mouth and
I had a feeling which I can best describe as general ability. Have tried many remedies, and at
last bought Brown's Sarsaparilla. I am free to
say that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
best thing for purifying the blood known."
If you have any disease arising from impure
blood, no matter how serious, you may be sure
that Brown's Sarsaparilla will cure you. If liotd
money will be refunded.

is a

SARSAPARILLA

It is sold by all Druggists for il.00; C bottles for
$5.00. ARA WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me

eodlylstorithpcF

DR. R. C. FLOWER'S

We shall continue to sell Ranges at oar reduced
a quarter of tne amount down
the balance by the week or month. Come and
we
see what
have, and please remember that you
run no risk in buying from us, as we guarantee
to
be a baker and all right in every
every stove

particular.

window" shades
AND

Nophyslcian in America to-day lias sucli a national reputation as I)r. R. C. FLOWEK for radically curing tancera, Tuinorn, Scrofula, and
all those deeft seated and terrible blood disorders
that for centuries the medical world regarded as
well-nigh incurable. Dr. Flower's Blood Purifier, more than anything else, has contributed to
his unparalleled reputation by its splendid results
in speedily eliminating all poisonous germs from
the body, and quickly supplying an abundance of
the pure rich blood so essential to perfect health.
This preparation is bo cheap medicine made
to aril; on the contrary^ is a scientific combination ot the finest and most costly blood remedies.

In Dr. Flower's hands it lias cured thousands of
eases of

CANCERS.
Tumors, Scrofula, and other terrible blood troub
les tliat had been pronounced absolutely incurable by the most eminent physicians. It is unquestionably the "KING OF BI.OOD PURIFIEl&g," with no rival or equal in eradicating all germs of disease from the blood,
demising and softening the skin and

you a copy of our valuable "Family Formula Book,
containing home treatment of common ailments
with simple remedies, and a great number of valuable formulae and receipts. Give name of this
paper when you send. Address

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

STORE

NEW

—AND—

NEW GOODS !
We shall

Open

New Store

our

ON

—

—AT—

NO. 179 MIDDLE STREET,
with

full and complete line of Hats,
Caps, Cloves and Gents' Fine
a

Goods.

Furnishing

Having just returned from New York,
where we made our selections of all the
Latest Novelties, we are now prepared to
show the finest line of goods East of Boston. Prices lower than were ever offered before. We have also purchased
400 dozen

Hemstitched Embroidered Handkerchiefs
OF

QUALITY,

THE FINEST

from the ill-fated steamer Oregon, and
can sell them for one-quarter their actual value: also all the new

BOSTON,

aprlG

they

—

TURNER BROS.'
from (lie great sale in New York.
Wool Laees 2 cents per yard and upward.
Hand made Flouncing $1.50 ; former

price $0.00.

the most remarkable barhave ever seen in laces.
1 case of Wide Stripe Seersuckers 6 1-4
cents.
1 case of Mikado Suitings 50 cents; sold
elsewhere for 62 1-2;
exceedingly

Tlie above

arc

we

stylish.

Opening of Imported and Domestic
Wraps and Jackets for Ladles, Misses and Children.

Bargains in Every Department !
488 & 490

lstor4tlipeodtf

dtf

at less than
Come and see the line
last.

kinds,

REFRIGERATORS.
The Celebrated New Perfection. Don't be satisfied with what yon hear, but come and see onr
line. See the only warranted charcoal filled Refrigerator in the market.

marked down, down, down for
We will sell any carthis week.
riage we have for from $3 to $5
and the balance $1 per
down
week, or for cash.

NEW HOME

—

DONT SWEAR
Mpecifle.
happen to any

Great American

AN

I Is liable
ono

ACCIDENT I

at

to

any time.

A

mis-

step causes a sprain; a
sudden
idc fall wrenches a
shoulder; a quick move

near a fire overturns a
and some one is scalded ; a
kettle
ettle of hot water an
utr
sudden change in the atmosphere
-uddeu
brings on tooth""all
all such and
ache, neuralgia or rheumatism. For
for many other household troubles of greater or
BAKKK'M
Great
American
less Importance,

Specific is

a

remedy.

This Is to certify
caught my foot and

that I
fell full
the
force striking
edge of a
tub with my nose, breakflesh
ing the
away from
the cartilage, making it,
necessary for the doctor to take several stitches
to keep It in place. I used very freely Baker's
Great American SpeciBc. I have not had any
soreness resulting from the blow, and no discoloration of the flesh, and but little swelling.
Kvery
body should have a bottle for instant use for
Sprains, Cuts, Burns. Toothache, &c.
WM. M. DOW, Fokland. Mk.
i
State of Maine,
County of Cumberland, i
Personally appeared Win. M. Dow, and affirmed
that the above statement bv him signed is true,
LEWIS B. SMITH, Notary Public.
before me,
Baker'· Great American ftpeciflc is a
clean and purely vegetable preparation, free from
injurious ingredients. It does not simply numb
the pain and afford temporary relief, but act» as a
counter irritant and draics out the pain.
Try it
and see. It is sold for

WITHOUT
AN OATH

FIFTY

Remember

does not fulfill all our claims
C ΚI Ι C as printed on the label, we
L· IΝ I Ο will refund your money at
once. This insures you satisfaction.
_

MAURICE BAKER & CO., Proprietors,
PORTLAND,

inar29

MAINE.

lstorithpeodtf

CAUTION ! !

—

We >thull

receive

MORNING"

TUESDAY
some

new

on

and beautiful designs in

Fancy Velvets,
to be used

SILK

trimming· and

as

OR

combine with

to

COODS.

WOOLEN

These goods are very scarce and desirable.

NEW CREAM WOOL GOODS
Canrna
in Cherront, Persian
Cloth. KtrniinrN and Camel'» Hair.
Price» from 50 eta. to $1.00 per yar«l.

Sliirrcd

Seersuckers,

Salines

Scotch ttiiigliams and Embroidered t'hambrays

in great Variety.

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED,
No. 451

Congress

Street.

Spool Silk and Twist
CHEAP.
Belding's Best Sewing; Silk, 8
cts,
Belding's Best Twist,

cents.
2 spools

for & cents.
Best Knittiug Silk, 1-2
spools, 35 cents.
Belding's Embro idery Silk, 8 cents.

Beldingr's

Coughs, Colds. Consumption. Hoarseness, Loss of
Voice, and all affections of the Throat and Lungs.
TRADE MARK NOTICE.
"
This is to intimate that the words, Stkcp op Red
Spruce Gum " constitute our Trade Mark, which is
duly secured according to law both at Ottawa and
Washington. Anv person ΙηΜηκίηκ the same, or
Imitating the wrapper which Is also registered, will
be prosecuted forthwith, and without further notice.
Ν. B.—Any one offering for Bale, not beina the man·
vfacturer, an article for coughs and colds bearing
the alK>ve Trade Mark, is equally liable with the
manufacturer.

(See Trade Mark Act of 1868.) Price 25 eta.

The

name on

card*

a»

o*.

follows:

Single skeins 2 cts., two skeins 3 cts.,
three skeins 5 cts., twenty-five skeins
25 cts.
We have all shads

C. P.
I'M)

on

hand.

CLAPP, Manager,

Congre** St.,

spr20

Corner Brown.
dtt

Rogers and Bros,Ά1 Table Ware.

KERRY, WATSON & CO.,
Wholesale Druggists, Montreal,

B. A. Atkinson

AT

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED!

When you hurt yourself ; try something better for

Graj'sSpp of Rei Spruce Gn.

of the Great Nassau Hall House Furnishing Store, 827 Washington St., Boston.

COODS

NEW

pains—Baker'·

while

AT

apl&

$1.02.
One dollar and two cents complete, that is, one
pair Lace Curtains and one 5 foot pole all trimmed,
ready to put up for §1.02. Orders through the
mail for these goods must be accompanied with
cash, and one pair can be ordered at once or fifty
pairs. Wc stand ready to nil evers order.

list prices.

Near Powt Ofllc*.

—

Ji lts.

We sell and deliver anywhere one pair of Nottingham, Lace Curtains, 3 yards long, one imitation Walnut, Ebony or Cherry pole, two brass
ends, ten brass rings end two brass brackets for

All sizes and

remem-

NO. 179 MIDDLE STREET,

St.,

Washington

1762

Proprietors of the above Trade Mark.
Factory : Rouses Point. Wholesale Warehouse;
220 State Street, Boston.
janll

eodlstor4tbp

KNIVES, SPOONS, FORKS, &C.
1,1111 offering special inducements in Rogers &
Iîros.'A 11 able Ware, as every one ivili be convinced by giving me a call, that my prices arc the
lowest.

OUR OWN"

& Co.

full line of "my own" manufacture, which
for style, quality and finish l:as few equals ana no
superior in the world.
Also ft

VEGETABLE VAPOR

Photographer",
OPPOSITE EALMOUTII HOTEL.

A pleasant and perfectly harmless amesthetlc for
the painless extraction of teeth.

STORE OPEN EVERY EVENING TILL 9.

Call an«l examine oar new style
Crayon and Colored Portraits be.
Aim to
fore sitting elsewhere.
please. Prices moderate.

DR. C. M.TALBOT,

Free and Middle Street*, PortU3m
land, Me.

C. W. ALLEN
utf

F. O. BAILEV.
marl 4

FLOWER MEDICINE COMPANY,

Manager.

Λ unction of
marl 1

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

« Itf

MAVO'S

ap28d3t

Beautiful Styles and Low Prices.
Centemeri Kids just received for Easter.
Silesias 8 cents. Cambrics 4 cents.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

int.

Damaged Tin,

steampship "Dominion."

gains

LACE CUM*

Brown.

apr2Q

may

85 Boxes
ex

at
we

Blood Porifier ! Auction [aces!

Sole

"

benetit

ap!5(I2w

"

"

ni.

a.

NOVELTIES IN NECKWEAR.

prices, and take

BRANCH

25
15

10 o'clock

at

April 30th,
I[UtIDAY,
ocean shed No. 1, Grand Trunk Wharf,
shall sell for
of whom it
concern,

LADIES' AND CENTS'

BROWN'S

and

"

"

F. 0. IUILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Saturday, Apr. 17, *86,

Try it and you will find it so immeasurably superior to other preparations that you will never
accept any other blood remedy. It is purely vegetable, and is beyond all question the most

for $25, $30, §35 and $40. cash or instalments, at
store

«·

and Painted Chamber Sets,
Tapestry
Carpets, Refrigerator, Stoves, Kitchen Furnishings, Crockery and (llass Ware, &c., &c. By orapr26d3t
der of Mortgagee.

—

--AND

Manager,
Congress St.,

and It helped him more than anything he ever has
When he went to sea a few days ago bo bought a
large supply and said he should come home a well

FOR

C. P. CLAPP,
499

SARSAPARILLA

One Bottle Is equal to eight of any
other blood medicine iu the market.

Shades.

Bed and Blue Check Mohairs
Kirber figured Suitings

all who may be in

Portland, March 20,188G.

—

& HARMON,
feb25

Carpetings

see

of Any Description.

WM.

LORING, SHORT
No. 474

where he wii be pleased to
want of

Please remember, because next week tlie price
inny be higher.
i :usli Parlor Suits, $39. $42, $45, §47.50, «50,
455, $60, $65 and up to $250.
Hair Cloth Parlor Suits, $35, $40, S45 and up to
£75.
Tliese suits all consist of Sofa Lounge, Gents'
Chair, Ladies' Patent Rocker and four Parlor
Chairs. Come eirly and you will secure better attention.
Our line of Lounges, Easy Chairs and Rockers,
Rattan Chairs, Sc., is complete, and prices this
week shall rule very low.

Best in the Market·

7
8
14
25

Plush, Kasy

Silk

Suit In Walnut and
PAKLOK
Chairs, Lounges, Sofas, Tables, Walnut, Ash
and Wool
20

M.S. FISHER&C0.,

3 cents
-4 "
δ "
β if
7

Cretonne Prints for
Albatross Suitings for
Suitings
Fancy Mohair
"
"

ture, Set.,

Κλΐ-haajir Ml., Wfdeewloy, April
•tHih, nf 10 o'clock a. ui.

f*

Now is the Time, This
Week.

U2w

BARGAINS.

At

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

of the

seasons

3 1-2 cent Prints for
5 cent Prints for
«
«
g tt
Best Prints for
Arnold's Indigo Blue for

BROWN'S

Sale of Household Furni-

Mortgagee's

Do not forget, but be sure and
ber the new store of

Carpet Beating llooms,
Carpets beaten at all

W. T. KILBORN

wish to call your attention.
"mun roe Ingrain (CartThe

—

No. 13 Preble St., Opp. Preble Honse.

SPECIALTY.

friends and tlie
Would respectfully iuform
public generally, that lie lias associated liimself
with

perfectly free from any
injurious properties. We are now
receiving our Spiing Stock of
PAPER HANGINGS, to which we

AND

Means health and happiness ; bad blood means
Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt Rheum, Cancer
Pimples, Bolls, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and
various other difficulties which are always the outgrowth of impure blood.
Rev. Théo. Gwuusji is Pastor of the Pine
Street M. K. Church, and author of "The Blue and
the Gray." Λ member of Ills family had a severe
case of Canker in Mouth and Stomach, tried In
various ways to get relief, at last bought Brown's
Sarsaparilla and was cured. Rev. Mr. Gerrish
will endorse the above.
MB. G. A. Pabcheb, of Ellsworth, is agent for
the American Express Co., and owns a drug store.
There was in that town an acquaintance of his
whose vocation was that of a sailor. Fram eating
salt food lie had contracted a bad case of humor;
hair came out, face and body covered with
blotches. He took one bottle

F. 0. IUILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Parlor Sis!

Baby Carriages
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

PURE BLOOD

my27

Smyrna Rugs!

There is no article iu a household that
collects more unhealthy dirt thau a Carpet. After a Carpet has been in use for
some time, sweeping takes off only a
part of the dust aud dirt, and the rest
settles down into the tibre. >*o ordinary
Hand heating1
will remove it.
beating
is ineffective, and the common beating
Our
machine process but little better.
method is a thorough and effecthe one,
and the super heated steam as applied
by our process vyill effectually relieve
the Carpets of all impurities, thereby
promoting health and comfort. Machine and attachments patented and In
operation at

liis

arc

un

rrmay. Uir
1886, at 10 o'clock

larmouui,

twenty-eighth day of May, A.D.
a. iu., and that the petitioners give notice to all
persons interested, by causing attested copies of

—

Formerly lUnrrett, Bailey & Co.,

which

norm

CEILING
DECORATIONS.

Qualities, at Rock Bottom Prices.

CUMBEBIîAND SS.
At the Court of County Commissioners begun
and liolden at Portland, within and for the County of
Cumbcrland.on the first Tuesday of January. Anno
Domini. 1886, to wit, at a regular session thereof
first Tuesday of April, Anno Domini,
on the
1886.

dtf

ape

100 Doses One Dollar.

d&wlynrm

YOUK

Gents' Neck
and
Dress

of

"I had been troubled with hives and pimples for
some time. Other remedies having failed, I was
advised to try Hood's Sarsaparilla. I have taken
two bottles, aud am entirely cured. I think Hood's
Sarsaparilla lias no equal as a blood purifier." Effie M. 1'ETiiiE, Portsmouth, Ohio.

To tlie Honorable Board of County Commissioners for the County of Cumberland, Maine.
petitioners, Inhabitants of the town of
Gray and other towns, would respectfully
represent that the public convenience and wants
require that a road and highway should be laid
out and constructed: Beginning on the roadlead-

—IN—

Your Blood

Your blood may be full of impurities, but Hood's
Sarsaparilla will thoroughly cleanse, enrich, and
vitalize it. The most severe cases of scrofula, salt
rheum, boils, pimples,—in fact all affections arising from impure blood, yield to Hood's Sarsaparilla. It also cures dyspepsia, biliousness, sick headache. kidney and liver complaints, sharpens the
appetite, aud builds up the wnole system.
Henry Biggs, Campbell Street, Kansas City, had
scrofulous sores all over his body for 15 years.
Hood's Sarsaparilla completely cured him.

TEETH !

ARTIFICIAL

ST.,

In this

Purify

d3t

ap28

Miss

mental music.
Miss Frances Hunt presented a paper, opening
•i discussion on tlio subject, "Do women receive
t'e same remuneration for actual labo» accomP'i'bed as men? If not, why?" The question
seetted to be one of universal interest, and the
discus»..,, was entered into with animation by
many of
present. Preceding the recess,
Mr. Kimball rea« the
programme of the S. S. Asbe
held
to
at
sembly
vrye|)Urg tile |ast 0f July.
The next regular meetli,„ i3 t0 be lleid at the
Chestnut Street Church veàti3

Prints !

MILLETT & LITTLE.

read.

Cliaddock, being present as a guest, very
kindly yielded to the wish of many of the circle
who were acquainted with lier reading, and gave
a scene from Shakespeare's King John with great
force and feeling. The circle also were indebted
to another guest, Miss Ford, for enjoyable instru-

NIGHT.

ForCash or Liberal Credit.

Fifteen styles Printed Madras for Curtains

<: IIÎOFLE-GIKOFLA.

& Moulton's opera company In GirofleGirofla played to another crowded house at Portland Theatre last night, nearly every seat being
occupied and a large number standing. The opera gave the troup abundant opportunity to show
their ability and their efforts were entirely successful, being rewarded with frequent applause.
Miss Fairbanks as Girofle and Girofla, entered
heartily Into the spirit of the piece and sang to
great acceptance, notwithstanding a cold from
which she is suffering.
Miss Irene Murphy as
Pequita, was all that could be desired. Mr. Miller as Mourzouk and Mr. Alberte as the Moor,

—

APBIL 20 TO MAY 1.

$1.25.

reproduced.

TO

SATURDAY

remarkably cheap.

Bennett

MAY DAY

For This Week.

Tlic lot of hand-made Wool Laccs Avliicli
we ure selling: at 5, 8, 12 1-2, 25 and 48 cents

......

memorable occasion lor the
Portland Odd Fellows and the visiting encampments. wlio by invitation of Grand Canton Ridgely. No. 2, of this city, took part In the celebration of the sixty-seventh anniversary of Odd Fellowship. The day opened fair and cool, and the
partially clouded sky of the afternoon made
tiie weather just about right for the men in the
procession to march with comfort. Dags floated
from the Odd Fellows' building, the City Building
and many other public and private buildings. In
honor of the day, while the streets^were thronged
with people along the routes over which the members of the order marched.
The committee of arrangements had made every
preparation looking to the success of the celebration, and their efforts were well and deservedly
rewarded. The Committee was composed as follows:
Col. Ο. B. Whitten, Capt. Geo. H. Cloudman, Capt. F. L. Moseley, Capt. H. K. Colesworthy, P. G. H„ Henry P. Cox, Lieut. F. T. Merrill,
Ensign Charles F. Tobie, Ensign F. E. Haskell,

Yesterday

SPECIALS

INTERESTING.

AUCTION SALES.

IT· ISC-K Ε. ΙΆ ΝΕΟ UM.

FIBKITFRE.

ΛΟΥΚΚΤΙΜΚ.ΎΙΚΝΤβ.

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

THE ODD FELLOWS' DAY.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

ap20

dtf

aprl-t

eodtf

Clock*, Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Kepaired and

Watches,

Warranted,

at the newly established prices.

A. M.

WENTWORTH,

50» CONGKESS ST.
apl5

eodtf

